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.. •GLORY TO THE GREAT OCTOBER!

SForty-nine years ago a cannon shot from Avrora ann-oun,-ced
• the birth of the first socialist government i. the world and,opened a new era in the history of humanit.y:. an era which will

see the downfall of capitalism and the affiArmation of Communism.'!
The workers, October Revolution, which t,-oo), pla~ce un'd'er thne• leadership of the Party headed by V. i. Lenin, will have a
decisive impact on the fate of the people of all count-ries
and continents who have been summoned to fight for social andnational freedom, for the triumph of democracy and social-ism.

"We have the right to be proud and we are proud o-A thefactil" wrote V. 1. Lenin, "that. it was our fate to initiate the
construction of the Soviet government,- to inaugurate a newepoch in the history of the world, an epoch of the reig°,. of a
new class, one which had been oppressed by all the ca~pital-ist
countries, and one which is now moving onward towards a newlife, to a victory over the bourgeoisie, to a dictIatorshi~p
of the proletariat, to free humanity from the yoke of, capitalism• and finally toward elimination of imperialistic wars."

For us, the Soviet p-eople, tChis celebr-ation olf theGreat October has special significance. This -is Ithe -firstSsuch celebration since t-he XJXIiIId Congress of the KPSS andS~~will lead our country to the 50th anniversary of its goiu
heroic history. '.-e must take solem~n note of t-his gr ea trevolutionary holiday. The Soviet people must survey t1-hepath which has been traveled under tChe leadership of theLeninist Party and c-•perience a feeling of right-ful pride inthe achievement attaineýd in all spheres oil econom~ic, social
and spiritual life.

Durng he ear ofSoviet power our country has created
S~a powerful productive force and has located and exploited the"• ~great natural resources of our country in order to build a•/ strong economic base. The socialist national economy hasSgrown uninterruptedly until, alt the present- time it has many

branches and covers all face-ts of production. The outstanding: achievements of Soliet science have received wide recognition
• ! and occupy a leading role in the world's scienti-fic and

technical progress. it is quite natural that the country
where socialism was first victorious should also be the" •first country to att-empt to use nuclear power fLor peacef ulSpurposes and was the first- to initiLate a program for maste~ry
of the unlimited reaches of the universe.

i The country of the Soviets, the czountry of Lenin, lives
San intensive, full life. Evei-Ithing that we have at our]disposal, all that we have achieved is the result- of t-he! work of the hands, minds-and energies of the Soviet people,, the result of the ideological-political and o-rganizational

activity of the Communist Party. The correct Marxist--Leninist
• policies of the Party, the approval and support of thoseS•oli ies y al of -he workers, has been the main source of

poice by al fII%

' _• .... strength for the victory of socialism in the past, and will•, florm the basis for victories 4n the future. The strength of"S. these policies lies in their scientific-validity and realism,• : an-in the fact that they permit a steady, confident move-S • •ment of our society towards Communism. '"

* :.
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much has already I)-cn accomnlishcd. nthe past n-.ne mon~ths
tha voluno of oroduction inc;rea,-d 8.3"," as com~narcd wt,,Ith the
first threte_ quart-orn of last wrar. and lab-or orcducftivitv
increased 5','. fh,-rc va ildesn~read iniiaio o ecornom~ic
refEormS which will have a favorable effect on the development
of the national economy. Significant results were achieved in
agriculture, By the fi4rst cf N'ovembJer the farm laborers of the
fifteen Union Ropubl icS had harvested approximat-ely 75 rrillion-
tons of grain for the government. This is the first time th~at
this country has had such a large harvest.

Although tho Soviet pootple are hanppy ith heir achieve-
ments they are still not S at i Zfid. Th-e best .,.ay to celebr-ate
the Anniversary oil the Great Revolution; as taugh~t by V. 1.
Lenin,-is to concentrate attent2ion on. unsolvEdý tasks.Th
Party advises the workers to comnem'oratoý the 50th ".nniversary
of Soviet Power by initiating comp~etition, for ne-z. &ch-.2vements
Lij the building of Communism. TIhis comuetitIon will:ecn.-.e
a movement ofc all nationalities an6 - rhy4>7i wIllsIz
hundreds or Droduction colcie.Truhu-the cou,_ntrv
there will he an intlens-ive scarcn sýor 7)orouczion _ý'-erves -4:or
new ways of inc-reasn lao productii_._ for looic
cost of production and improlvring Its qualiuty.

'-Ihcn our country breached the f ro.-tlIi -e.s o' mnr
and started or. thne nath to socialist reformation, V...ei

sttd that 11... we %-ill take on. any tas'. irescieof7 te
difficulties or the obstacles, which 'll urnite t.h c nIllI-:ons
and millions of workers in all o-f the -ountriLes." Thi;_s Leninist
forpsight has cormeý true. At tChe present time, not ýust one
country, but a whole series of countr4_ez, are const-r.ict-Ing a
life of freedom under the blanner- nf socialis:n. The crea-tion
of a socialist system has become an important -fractor In the
development- of world his.ory. Socialisn. serves as a reliable
platform for all nationalit-ies in their fight for independence,
freedom and social progress.

Certain* ol J. in enaioa resnonsi~bilte.th o:
Union continually stzives to strengthen t6-he friendshin and
unity of the nat-ionalities of all of the Socialist Cou-ntries.
As the bonds bet-ween these countries hecome stroncer in all
areas, we strive for unanim-Ity and co.-bined actilon in the
interests of the world and of socialism. A clear exaTmn)Le of
this was the July conference. in 'ýucha-rcst- of -the Poclitical
Consultation Commiittee of: the states part-iesuito t1-ne , !Arsav: P a ct.
This conference adopted a resolution on V.-ietnam, and Issued a
declaration pertaining to the strerngthening of peace in _Europe,
document-s wh"Iich have great political importance and long-range

signi fi-cance.

Meetings between Party and cover-nnient- dcielecation-s also
help the development- off friendship. solidarity and mutual
support bet-ween brotherly socialist countries. INot too long
ago there were meetings and discussions between the Party
leaders and heads of governments of Bulgaria. Hungary, GDR,
Cuba, Mongolia, Poland, Rumania, -the Soviet Ujnion and Czechoslo-
vakia, which were held on Soviet soil. They were conducted
in a cordial and open atmosphere. Our guest-s were made
acquainted with Soviet achievements in science and technology,
including newest models of a~rmaments for the Gvround ?orces,
for the Air Force and cosmic and milit~ary missile equipment.
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SThe importance and necessity for increased solidarity
between the socialist countries is emphasized by the course ofevents in Vietnam, where the United States is escalating its

criminal war against the South Vietnamese patriots and is
widening its aggression against North Vietnam. The Soviet
Union, together with other socialist countries, has given
many types of aid to the fighters in Vietnam and will con-
tinue to give this aid. However, this aid would be even more
effective if it were not for the present position of the leaders
of the Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese People's Republic,
the only socialist country which immediately borders !1orth
Vietnam. Instead of trying to create a unified front against
American aggression, the Chinese leaders slander those people
who are in fact trying to support the Vietnamese people. Their
disruptive activity contradicts the interests of the Socialist
camp, violates Marxist-Leninist principles of proletarian
internationalism, and encourages further aggression by the
American imperialists.

The emancipation movement, started by the Great October,
cannot be stopped, and continues to seize new countries. The
balance of power in the world arena continues to change in
favor of socialism. And the crisis in the capitalist world
continues to worsen as the contradictions increase. This
tends to increase adventurism by the imperialists. a process
adding to the danger for all peoples and interferes with peace
and social progress. In the past few years the threat of war
has increased, the result of the aggressive activity by the,
Simperialists, particularly the United States. Given these
conditions, the Leninis' Party feels that it has a patriotic,
and international duty to strengthen the defensive might of
the Soviet UnI.Lon.. Thanks to the Party's unwavering concern,
weapons with tremendous force have been created, and these
are a reliable guarantee of the safety of our country and of
our allies.

The victory of the Soviet people in the Great Patriotic
War is convincingly proof that there is no force in the world
Swhich can stop th-forward progress of socialist society. And,

if the imperialist aggressors lose their common sense and
attack the Soviet Union and its friends, they will be decisively
and soundly defeated in a very short period of time. This
is the historical purpose and the noble mission of our valiant
Armed Forces. For the personnel of the Armed Forces there
is no higher duty than that of defending that wshich was won
in the Great October, of protecting the creative labor of their
own people and of peoples of the socialist countries.

Soviet troops are the flesh and blood of their people.
They live with but one thought, to use all of their strength
to the end that our Motherlazid will become even more powerful
and beautiful, so that it will continue to move forward toward
Communism. This is attested to by the active participation
of the fighting men in the country-wide socialist competition
which is being held to properly greet the 50th anniversary
Jubilee of Soviet Power. The personnel of the Aviation Regiment
commanded by Colonel A. VASILEVSKIY have shown commendable
initiative by pledging to achieve new heights in improving
their military skills.

The Communist party is very pleased with the Tirst
results of the Socialist competition, as s, proudly announced
by the armed defenders of the Motherland. There has been. an
increase in the number of otlichniks" of rated specialists,
and of people who have mastered related specialities, and who

"Otllchnik - One who has obtained excellent results in combat I
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are thus capa]Ie of taking thc: place c the'r comrade in battle.
Threre aro ernnr. (rphAv b I y mnr A r A chast- cand

ships than there were last year. There are many more inventors
and rationalIzers, -,ore skilled hands and curious minds, all
:)f which continue to improve the training-material base.

The military skill of personnel has improved and the
commanders and staffs are more competent commanders of the
podrazdeleniye, chast' and ships which have been entrusted t,-o
them. They demonstrated their capabilities in many operational-
tactical exercises conducted under conditions which correspond
to the demands of modern warfare. T',hs was clearly demonstra-

ted in the "Vltava" exercise, conducted in September. The
troops .f four friendly armies, the People's Army of Czechos-
lovakia. the iVeople's Army of Hungary. the r-eoples Army of
the GDR, and the Soviet Army, partic-pated nthis exer-cse.
This exercise was a review of the unbreokabie milit:ary union
between the soldiers of tA. tr- al ami.s.

!o matter how sicnificant were the achievcments atta I.ed
in the past trai.ning year. we must not be satis ..... nor
must we rest orn our iauels. ".e rut attem o achieve ever,
greater things and continually move forward and make the
bes-t po:ssiblec's of our zime .... .afisudrocn

stant chdnge as new ecuipment is rc-epaced so: . .. nng-
and even more complicated. This placas heavy dcemands on the

commancers and ol'"tical workers, on zhe enc_, seers. technicians,
and on al. of the personnel in the Army and Navy -no muss
continually try to imps:ove their military skills and maintain

:high physical and moral standards.

THE HEROIC , TRADI-TION OF 7HE " SC"'! AN.....D .....
NMI SU,'CCE53ss:S IN Z, L:.ARY A:ZD POLTI:CA- T-Ac : GTHE
MILITA.RY DISCIPLINE ALW'AYS B2PSD TO DE2TRCY AN'"
AGGRESSOR"

Thntiese flaming words of the October appeal of the

Central Co.mmittee of the KPSS are formulated the basic tasks
to which all the strength of Soviet military sersonnel must
be subordinated. The b'.est answer to this a•peal has been.
and will continue to be, new patriotic achievements in hono:
of the beloved Xoth(rlan1`. Our . e. .wil be able to wor
quietly to make reality o: th p-' ans for -he creation of the

Cormunist society drawn up 1by zhe i'art-. The defense of: their
insnired labor is in the strong reliZaez a-nds of Soviet fichting
men.

Our Soviet motherland i- ._roach'-in th, 4n•t.. anniversary
of-Ar thae Great _cto1 o iaist .Se-vclution in the heda, of its
Sstrength, with g-:ent achievoen ct h reation of a Mateial-
technrical base for CC.-.munim. t ewes Zts victories to the
Communist Party, which ha• the coal. of i1m. _'n- tC e we:fare
and nhans z:ss of the workers. The Scviet people can proudlo
look to the future and acclaim:

LON1G LIVE THE GREAT Ai I "- U R 1, - " L TY O . T.
AND THE PE=)PL-'-:E

LONG LIVE THE GLORIOUS ....::- .' -ARTY OF 2i-i- OF S0'!L
UNION CRFATED BY LENIN:

I niiiun u nn n h mnm l l i I Hin m n na1ln ao n ni i I i H I
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THE GOAL -'UST BE REACHED

By Engineez-Lieutenant Colonel Ye. SIAKCOV

(?hotographs by the author)

Military personnel in all branches and arms
of the Armed Forces are participating in secialist
competition in honor of the 50th year of Soviet
power and are meeting the 49th Anniversary of the
Great October with hich marks in military and
political training. The initiators of this compe-
tition, the personnel of the aviation egen
commanded by Colonel A. VASILY1EVK/Y have
achieved new successes.

Our correspondent visited the initiators
of this competition, got acquainted with the life

0 and military training of the aviators and with
the organization and methods used to maintain the
equipment and which provide safe flying and
successful fulfillAment of the -'ilitary-training
missions.

What is the "secret" of the great achievements obtained
by the personnel of the regiment commanded by Colonel A.
VASILYEVSKIY' it was not hard to find the answer. It is the
result of excellent organization of service and indoctrina-
tion work and in the outstanding organization of the work and,
of course, the training of aviation specialists.

Training is conducted in a classroom at the airfield.
Drills planned according to the missions which must be-cirried
cut during the year.

After determining the topics which must be studied, the
flying and technical personnel are questioned and the infor-
r .. tion received from them is used in training. As a rule,
the engineers, while making a ccmplex ..ns.ectio•^. of an air-
craft on maintenance day, test the knowledge of the aviators,
navigators, technicians and aviation specialLsts among the
flight crews, each according to his own specialty. If there
are any gaps in their Knowledge of theory and answers to
practical questions, these must be filled by studying them
d.ring plaa.ned drills. Such topics as "Special flight con-
ditions," "Autonomous servicing of an aircraft," and
"Loading an Aircraft," must: e repeated systematically.

-xaminations are conducted in the Regiment twice a year,
with technical flight conferences held just prior to the
examinations. We would like to explain this in more detail.

The conferences are scheduled for the beginning of the
winter or summer operations of an aircraft park. Personnel
are split up into g;oups, and drills are held by sections.
One of these conferences on the topic, "Features of operating
aviation equipment in the fall-winter period," was held in
October. Engineer-Major M. LEVENSHTAM presented an analysis
of malfunctions and deficiencies in aviation equipment which
can occur during the fall-winter period, and then discussed
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the special foatures of onp_-,t-ating aircraft and engines under
winter conditions. Conference work then continued by sections.

*One of these sections was made up of aircraft commanders and
their assistants, the aircraft technicians and the aviation
equipment technicians. Navigators and radio technicians were 4
in another section, and a third section consisted of members
of flight crews who handled weapons and radio equipment.

The regiment had been holding these conferences for three
years. Experience has shown us that this form of training is
very successful in acquiring deep kno-.'edge of the equipment.
In addition to the seasonal ones, this year the conferences dis-
cussed such topics as "Operating an aircraft on a dirt field,"
and "A technological graph for preparing aircraft for Llight
for a training alert."

A two-year university to provide for technical efficiency
has been organized ii the Officers Club and has been a c, reat
help in raising the level of specialized knowledge amo ng the 4
officers. All the pilots and technicians in the rei-ment have
completed this school (except those recently arrived-). Drills
are planned so that during the first ,ear the studlets study
higher mathematics, theoretical meche:ics, physics, aid other
general educational disciplines. and during the second vear, r
specialized tooics such as aerodynamics, engines and auto-
mal4ion. Lectures on general educational (on socialist.

* principles) courses are given by- teachers from local insti-
tutions of higher learning while the regimental engineers
lecture on specialized topics. All topics are studied with
relation to a specific type of aircraft. -For example. durirng
lectures on the topic "Runup and takeoff of an aircraf t."
conducted during the aerodynamics course, such questions as,
from what kind of an airstrip, with-what kind of a load and
what is the best angle of takeorf, pertained to aircraft that
are actually assigned to the regiment. During the course onthermodynamics the instructor directed the students attention -to the thermal processes which take place when an engine is

running, the reasons for engine surges, and measure to be
taken to prevent them.

The university program includes practical drills. The
pilots have for the first time learned how to independently,
without technicians, prepare their aircraft for a recurrent
takeoff (self-servicing), ano for the first time discussed
rational loading uf an aircraft.

Drills at the field aerod~ome must be mentioned when
speaking of training. This is where aircraft construction
and equipment and rules for conducting post-flight inspections
are studied and where training pilots to Independently ready
their planes for next flights is done in order to nrepare for
rating examinations. Most of the work is done, of course, onmaintenance day, when all the flying and technical personnel
gather at the field.

An aircraft is reliable and flies without any malfunctions
not only zecause it is properly designed and built, but also.,
because TECH (technical maintenance unit) specialists have
done a lot of work on it. They are the ones that make the
adjustments, the careful checks of equipment, who determine if
any parts are worn out ahead of time, and if necessary, who
repair or replace the part, assembly, or unit so that it will
function properly. Aircraft leaving the TECH are always ready
to fly any combat mission for the entire period between scheduled
maintenance checks.
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Safety and the quality of the work done by tho T£H are
closely interwoven. It-is very impo!ýtant, therefore, that
adjustment operations be pro±erly organized, and that the best
technical methods for doing them be selected, so that the
aircraft is not withdrawn from combat training flights for
long periods of time, and so that all work done on the air-
craft be of the highest quality. "Sngineor-Ma'or 'L. SUVO.CV,
Chief of the TECH, believes the work is best done in two
shifts. The specialists can then work around the aircraft
and yet will not interfere with each other. Personnel are
divided into two shifts; the first usually taking 6030 of the
specialists, the second, 40%. The first shift works during
the daylight hours, and the specialists can do the work in
areas where the second shift would need artificial lig..,
which cannot always be provided. In other words, the first shift.
has more work areas.

The aircraft is rolled into the TECH area in the evening.
The list of defects is turned in this same day. In the morning
the Chief of the TECH, together with the chiefs of the
adjustment acquaint themselves with the logs and with the
defects noted during previous adjustment operations (they are
logged in a journal kept by the TECH). Then they inspect
the aircraft and make a final decision on the list of work to
be done (authorized adjustments and supplemental ones). The
technological schedule is issued later on.

These highly qualified personnel unquestionably ensure
excellent quality adjustment work. Almost everyone in the
TECH-is a rated specialist (90%). Participating in the
socialist competition, the men have in honor of the 50th
October Anniversary, pledged that E0% of them will pass the
examination for Specialist 1st Class, and that 38 men will
do guaranteed work. This pledge has already been fulfilled.
As of the 49th October Anniversary 41 men were authorized to
affix guarantee stamps, and five groups had 'been designated
as excellent.

For many years the group commanded by Captain Technical
Service S. TARASOV has occupied first place in the TECH. Not
long ago this officer completed work with a correspondence
course institute and became an engineer. His high level of
theoretical knowledge and rich practical experience have been
a great help in indoctrinating his subordinates and organizing
their training. This officer makes use of many types of
training: group drills in classrooms, individual assignments,
and technical critiques.

This group pays special attention to training new replace-
ments. Captain Technical Service S. TARASOV first acquaints
the young soldiers with the documents they must use during
their work. Then he goes over individual theoretical questions
to refresh their memories as to the functions of instruments
and check equipment. When the novices carry out an assignment
they have assigned to them an experienced mechanic who helps
them master the technology involved in the assignment. The 4
young specialists is not permitted to work on his own until
he has been monitored two o. three times.

There is a special plan for newly arrived technical
officers which prepares them for independent duty. Along with
the group chief, they agree on subjects which they must study
and definite dates are set. They take the course credit test
in about a month.
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Not long ago soecialists in the group re.euiped a lab.ra-
tory. The rationalizers made all-purpose st-ands which can be
used to monitor all instruments, the oxygen equipment and the
automatic pilots. Now, in order to check the auto"atic pilot,
for example, ail that is recuired is to set it in place onspecial brackets. connect the plugs, cut in the toggle switch,

and the parameters will be measured. The check sets are mounted
on the automatic pilot test stand. Supplies are led to them.
The control panel, plug connectors, and parameter lists are on
the front of the stand. The srtand also has an electrical circuit
strung near the work area. Similar stands have been bailt
for checking fuel systems, flowmeters, and piloting and naviga-
tional instruments. Personnel are able to save approximately
15% of their time by using these stands. "lurk efficiency has
increased significantly.

The group had pledged itself I o develon fouo r rat2 n la'7er
suggestions and nut them into .-o op:.-_ t .i ,*n hon-or c-" thc T•-:
October Anniversary. Thevi-tor over-f __ :P I ..
by submitting seven sugge t-Ions. th- _ajritv. or ":.._. have
already been put. into operation. -'orexaole, an attachment
which sirnlif"ies ad stinc the flan -I-nc,' .. S . su.:Ccessful
useo Now one man can perform t-hi o'-stead o' th4re.
The instruments for checking dgrcc-cna gyros. the a
znilot transmission ratios and the ,UGPK-52 dia, have '_-en
modernized.

The Inc• r•s•e ".n the technical knowledce a-ong the snecialists
in reis_ crou: has rfe in &losz al .. o.r.e ,
mastered- related specialties. ano some have ever. m-:eres
two or th-•e. Here are the names o. som'e o the bes-t:
Extended-service Sergeants I. avcherkov, V. ::skYci nc
A. Kryzhev. and 1,N.a Ior Technica 1Service R Cer- --v F. SHIL A.OV
who is a veteran of a Chast' of 024. w", rs of i Labor

- .o... o _.• Comni1Lao
Along with the recjiment, Communist .-.

seen a lot of military action. ::e has served in the regiment
as a junior aviation specialist. an aircraft- an%as an Sauadron ngicneer. Din_ th:r •ccatP--ro:- -""ar he
made sure that hundreds of combat *-isstons .:ere flot.n.

A d d r e s s i n g- t h e me n, . . .S " ,O V." '• o t . 2 < ... . ."
Service N...1-iuI:TTIN and V. D,.ROV':J7 ." v:trin F-n aE-.r iazion
squadron, and other veteraz ns the i:--a-'. wy nss on
their combat experience, tell ... =sez -5 se s=- a rl'cC an
heroism of their comrades. and about their cdorious -ilitary
traditions.

The combat history of the regiment . c.. an . ...
during the qrimn war years. The roci::.nt z:r.- ts first-
fight on 7 October 1941. Igc: fast 52 bombers n-ta concentr-
tion of tanks and mechanized zh--t' in the- "..... area.
By 8 October they had alrcadv flown 70 so-4-- IC uring the
day and 4 at night. The aviators dest;4_.royed 15 tanks" and 23trucks loaded with infantry and cargo that first day. Trueto their oath, they snared "eiher strength nor their Lives' * in the struggle to free the 1:otherland.

The explcit of the crew commanded by Senior L"e.t..ant
S. GIGIN will live forever in memories. : ir was
returning to base after a successful bombing mission it was

4 attacked by 4 enemy fighters. One of them managed to hit the

I mrn nmn u n mnnnnnu n nnn n n n n nn n uun u u u iu mm n n n n n n< I nn n n



,1 target, the fuel tank erupted and 4lamas spread quickly*
SThe crew had time to bail out, but below thec was lhe enemy.

TWhy quickly made the decision to ram the burning aircraftirto an enemy column on the ground below them. Senior Lieutenant
GIGZIN and Corporal Kashnikcv met a gallant death, repeating
the deathless feat of Captain GASTULLO.

The aviators avenged the death of their comrades. During
the night of 2 December 1941, they hit the airfield in the
city of Klin so heavIly that the enemy was ineffective for a
considerable period of time. Not one of his aircraft took to
the air that day. 35 Messerschmidtz and Junkers were destroyed
during the raid.

Sparing no effort and wasting no time, the engineers,
technicians and mechanics provided *aninterrupted operation of
weapons and equipment and, as always the Communists provided
the examplea of heroism, bravery and self-sacrifice. Everyone
competed with them but none bested them.

The chast' flew almost 100 sorties during the battles
for the capia-l in 1941. During the war it flew a total of
1110 sorties, dropped 6000 bombs on the enemy, d~stroyed
75 enemy tanks, burned 65 vehicles, destroyed 212 airplanes
and 65 railroad cars and blew up 14 depots. This is far from
being the entire list of military successes achieved by the
aviators.

Much time has passed since those battles. But, when the
regiment celebrated its jubilee in the summner of 1966, the
veterans once again gathered together. They saw glorious
regimental banner in good hands. The dviators in this leading
chast' honor and multiply the- glorious military traditions.

"There is no higher honor for us," they say, "than to
carry forward the banner which won so much glory in battle
to multiply the flory and grandeur of the mother socialist
state."

I
I
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On maintenance day every crew mr'.zer checlKs hnis wr r
instrument-s and navigat.-on eau.-Dment. Pilot frs cjnss Cantair-
V. POWE"DAYKO, ca-refully inspcctz the eauiorae.-t J.n th11-e cockpit.

S. - -- i.-A

7*

The of~ficers periodically make a conrPleters~c of
the aircraft in order to m~ake a t'-horough and~ profound check of
the status of the aviation eaui~rne'nt. This is one of. thie easur-es
which provides for a high dearee of rne abllity 3f equin-ent in
f light. In the photograph; captains 7Techrnical -Service V. TiKACHEEV
on right and A. YIELF11,1OV Specialists 1st Class.
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1<. ~ i~i 7~.. *. . Aregimental veteran, Major
¶Zecthnical. Service Reserve Pave
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ARM•S AND THE RVGOLUTIO:.

By Engineer Captairn 2d Rank V. D21't'YA2OV

The production achieved by the workers in the Sestroretsk
arsenal (now the Instrument Works imani S. P. Voskov) has an
honored place among the revolutionary exploits performed by
the Petersburg Proletariat during heroic 1917.

Boldly and decisively setting out or the path of revolu-

tionary struggle, the workers converted the Sestroretsk Ar-senal
into a veritable Bolshevik stronghold, ...-. a miitaty arsenal
of the Revolution. With weapons hand -:he-Y have st orme forward
to fight the bourgeois world and protect what was won during
the Great October, the Civil W'ar, and the Great Patriotic W)ar.

During the most difficut days f-or ou:r Party, the -orkers
in the Sestroretsk Arsenal hid tho leader of the revolu:ion.
V. i. Lcnin fro-m the pursuit of t7 --rovi sional Government,
and for this a-t deservc sDecial r-coonitio. from all of the
Soviet people.

"Arms - n. matter what the cost" I Ie .... in
he fight for freedom and "ustlc. only .v -he use of fzrce

and the leos of much blood." wrote the woersburc o.t-:_o-f the RSDRP (Russian Sýocia7l Dc:-.,o c rat4--ic La--or.atyatete
Tsarist Government, the tricks and intricue-s zf the .:ere.nski-i
Government and oposoition from a:! manner of counter-revclu-
tionarieG. As V. I. Lenin stated, nor.- c-3 :.:ese obstacles
were able to stop, or will be able to stop, tne armed workers.

"Do the oppressed classe-s have ar•.'"' --nd was exacly
this question, raised -y 7.adimir X. 'ich -ich *:as "s-he :ain
point" in the fall of 19 17. "e:: rv .tionr--r c-iv i
the country reached a hiCI.- ean. Z:untn -I..:-'r and shios
guns, revolvers and iazers. l -ar- ucd t-% a.-rm -the .eo'e.
But the r.ost imnootant. tbe wea-ton .oo: ".•, used by the
Petrograd Proletariat --as -11.E7 ..m. rizlE. nrod-.:cedyt
workers in the St

The artisan. of the &e. tror::z.: . •'a :ocated ver'"
close to the ca-)ital of Rssi-a ha Cnas felt teC zc..___

revolutionary influence of th_ r .role at i-d-s
vanguard, the reprcSentatives o "-ninist Par'ty. Cr. -:-.
eve of the revolution IBolser,. .iFo:; I n- o- ns werr 9rv'ia nt
throughout the r.ntt-rprie. SL:- th:-irz of it.z collectivesrallied the Cor.nunists who ,._-- about 1 of all of the
workers arour. thc-m. Of the 15 inemb':rs of the arsenal's
committee, 10 were Bolsheviks. 34 of the others ware svmopathetic
"to our party and gravitated to it.

The workers elected as Chairman of the Arsenal Committee,
a master gunstock joiner, Semen Petrovich loskov, a workinc man
and a revolutionary. The plant now bears his name. As a
youth of fourteen he had already experienced the "justice" of
autocracy when he was arrested for distributing revolutionary
proclamations and thrown into jail in Poltava. He participated
actively in the 1905 Revolution. He emigrated in order to saveJr
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himself from prosecution. "n 1-CE men Petrovich lead the
largest strike of Joincrs ever held in the USA. lie was well-
known in Texas and Boston as a trade union activist. In New
York, he founded and edited the newspaper Novyy 1.ir.

As soon as the news of the i.'ebruary Revolution reached
America, he took the first steamshio to his .!-otherland. He
was immediately sent by the Party to the Sestroretsk Arsenal
to work as a joiner.

The Arsenal Committee headed by S. P. Voskov was noted
for its militancy. No administrative ban, no threat by .erenskiy,
who had, according to one of the records from the Sestroretsk
Arsenal, began to stamp his feet, could stop the arms wvrkers.
They started to hide rifles in secret depots and they actively
interfered in the affairs of the_ A .ini.tration. ndrecs
and even thousands of rifles, bayonets nd bullet's "leaked'"
from the works and fell into the reliable hands of the
Petrograd workers. When V. 1. e•r- sn uoned the -arty and
the people to armed rebellion, the Sestroretsk "rsenal became
a cenuine revolutionary arsenal.

The Seýtroretsk workers, truse nzzs. -"
perfectly thei-r tasks and their plnce in te. oi-
With their very own hands they createc the arms e ar'. ror
winning freedom. As far as skill and production ex~erience e
were concerned, these workers ';.ere b- bir-th w:caon. , crs and
there was no Prozleem in that area.

It was difficult to force the arms. The summer and fall
of 1917 were especially difficult. There wa.s no- e-o : h
steel, pig iron. and, especially, non-ferrous metas. T-hee

was a critical shortage of coal; i. Cctober ie - eceived
but 1½ million poods' of coal. The Navy Deoartn-•.-. a-d the
Main Artil;ery Directorate alone 57ue ; -" o-': or QI,
almost four times w-at actiall•y arrived -4 the c T
arsenal got by on a very m,:aeer coa: ration. Sa-ot--ce by the
capitalists, criminal activity initiated fby te boureois
powers, and the lack of resources further incre e
difficulties.

The bourgeois press gloateod. T:-.y noisily tri-.ed to prove
that labor productivity , fz cecreasinc because th*-o 'workda~y
had been shortened from elevcen to ho and 7uch, time
was given over to municioal affair-_. ,owvcr. this !as not
the problem.. Energetic .as, -e.:e r..qui red cs -hz.z -tz h'e
Arsenal would be provided with necessary raw materials without
which production would stop.

Measures were taken. .. oG t h ouge ou -; S n, a -.-n Ztrati or
but by the factory and wor-ks ... "-, which cons'ote_-d of
workers. The -zrc- z',.... ,.., rks co...) ",rked
very hard and did a great CeaF. t w-as deenly :.nv--- --,,r . .... n:7"

only in the orcanizat~on of nrc.',--ion tina tL "- " a
questions. -7eL.)ers of the workers com-issions keDt a clos_
watch over the equipment and nanaced to repair or raelace worn
lathes and eliminate technical -ens. The Zavkzm, also hunted
for the necessary raw -ater-a-l: 52 noods of hiqhsoeod cutting
steel were found in the Putilov .orks and 20,000 poods of steel
required for fuzes were located in the streetcar barn.

*"TN: One pood equals 36 pounds.

nnmwl nuu nnum / m n~ u / n nul nu ulun ml nlnl l luu nu N nI~ nnu ~ un mUImnnun i mnll nnn n nn mlm nn mu n lu ll
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S. P. Voslcov went to the Donhasn zfor coal; the Arsenal
was threaterned with a compltet s. op-ace. The Chair..&oft
Zavkom carried out his mission in excailcn'C fashion. Afte-r
his trip the coal received by the arsenal increased to 13.7
thousand poods, a 14-fold increase.

Thetreenduzeffort put- forth *,y the arms-ma--rs was

crowned with full success. rZr 1916, th 'kswsprdcn
450 rifles in one 11-hour w4orking day and by 1917, teoutpvt
had increased to 500-529 rifILs in an C3-hou.- working day.
This was how the conscientious, wl-ra.z6workers Pnart-y
answered bcurgeois aabotagc ane s'-nf'r. The revolution
needed armsr, and they were being rticelvcd In cver-Ilc~reaslflg
quantities.

In the meantime, the cone-coinreFzlhtenred
by ý'he workers'I act iv-ities , prc-arcd a cou. 7-n Aulcust th
traitors surrerndercd Riga to -the SG man tro~-7z_. unr the

pretnse f a militaxy th-cat to tI`-~Cssc
Division was dispatched to vtdownth.n 7Petrocrad revo_'.ut` on.
Kerenskiy placed thp- onti e !_esuc:Zl:. t'r District at
the disposal o_:' Yornilov. On, t'-.: clay~n d L a ecot: orfer
was prrepared. Petersburs anid i tt r ac unC-er
martial law and drum..-head courtmartlals .:, aca-n td
Their primary mission was to disarm the _~~r n the -Factories
and plants. This bias thet plan for destroying t-he revrolution.

The Bolshevik Party, in its add:'-zs "t:z all w-orkiic.
"A Dpeople, to all tne workers -and soldiers in Petrograd." called

f'or the- to resist t-he mul'-*neers =ric helpeC ran the
resistance. Larce detach:-ent-S o'5 Red G-uards .-erc, sent. t o : 1 ht
Korn'lov's forces. Within 24 ',o rs workers dctac-. n'- z h;ad

*-reached a strength. of apn-cxinazel-Y 100,000. *however mzny of
the pl ant-s only had a A feIoe ils ~t :evaa recion.
32 of 39 plants had no weanons- at all. During those davs ozf
serious danger to -the revoluti_4on, -the mone~ntous words of tne
Bolshevik Party influe~nce6 the iw.orkers i. t-e Militarv enter?_rises.
Worker control over: the Se-t-rorets~k, Puti-_lov. a=mmuniti-zon,
and other works permitted "the Bol'shcviks to provide arms and.
aimmunition to the young Red Guards duri.-g the fight wit-"h
Kornilov.

The Sostr-oretsk Zavkom actad decisively. it~ e.-tablishe-d
guard posts and set uT7o B1lsheviksz at th .,.e c a tos s o t-h at all1
of the depots and -the issue of tw.-anoors werýý undet thzeir control.

77i I ~ ~The combined force of the ravolutionary figtr-wres

soldiers and sailors--souindly de-Feated, the counter-revolu-
tionary forces. But the countc--r-revol-uti-'oniýsts did not
disappear; they nuttered at secret meetinas o! the Industrialists
and made noises at meetings arid gatherings of the bZourgeois
parties and sat in the government. The working class clung

7,ý to it3 weapons. it gathered the-m up and orc-pared for the
approaching battles. More and more of tChe aed Guardsmen from
Vyborg, Vasil'yev Island, Narva, and other of the city's
suburbs received large shipments of arms and eammuni.zion from
the Sestroretsk Arsenal. Sor-of the ar-s were `-en- in the
Gulf of Finland aboard cutters and. until tha beginni-ng of the
uprising, aboard ivrora which was moored to a dock at Galernyy
Island. During the n1-'.igt of 19 and 20 Octob--er "lin order to
prevent further distribution ol" arns" a detachment of so-
called disabled soldiers were ordered to take over the Sestroretsk
Arsenal. This changed nothing. Arms still continued to be
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~UU zn•• .- 'y h ZCavkom. Just
prior to the Revolution 700 rifles were transferreE to the
members of the ?Military-Revolutionary Cornittee. And -inally,
without any order of any kind, almost 1,000 rifles were issued
on that historic night of 24 and 25 October.

Vladimir il'ich, the leader of the Revolution. on 24
October, orote to the Central Committee, "In no case should we
leave power in the hands of Kerenskiy and Company until the
25th; we should decide the matter today, either this
evening or during the night."

On that very day the arms-makers gathered on the premise
of the summer theater for a meeting. A tall young ran with
glasses, who looked weary and pale, spike in an imnassioned
manner. ThiZ was V. Voldrzkiy. 3;He reoorzed that the
Sestroretsk Detachment of the Red Army had been entrusted with
the job of guarding the revolutionary headtruarters - Smol'nyy.
The news was received with great cnthusiasn. i four ho-4rs

after the meeting a large detach:ment numberirng persons,
formed into echelon and moved out t: Petersburg. 7v the
middle of the evening the second Seztror.tzk dezach:.c•nt arrived
in Smol'nyy.

Upon orders issued n th.', z " .... " .o..-
ittee, mor-e and more detachen-tS of Recd 0,..a r,.. z arr f - from
various other regions. Arms from "geztrose:s: .:cre z-.:.c;uh"
in and were issued to the Red Gard-S by an %r-I,: wrr
N. Yemel'yanov. The Revolution had begu..n.

Other detachments of ataz--e::rs were civen ii-.tari
missions by the yoilitav-- evoiutionary - -'-terc
of Red Guardsmen, headed by T. Gryadinskiy succ-s"f ll
completed the operation of se:zinc thirtee'" of 1 he Petersburg
Printing houses. The Detachment c.:7:nanded by A. Nikitin
blockaded the cadets from the "Zinneer school and forced

Blc ybok h iyf.... int ne.; nands forted"them to surrender. Thr weaocns v-hich had -been stred in e
school arsenal were ouickly loaded on trucks and sent to
Smol' nyy.

Rpvolution. N,:merous detach-ments of Ged Guards, sailors, andsoldiers moved toward the "alac-_ Sore to neb sto-m the last
- ac Suetoeostrte sto

stronghold of the bourgeois. A larce ...roret• de tacnent,
armed with weapons they hat trodce ..ems....ve-s. "so
the Winter Palace. The bannc-s borne by the arms-aker ad
but one proud word ... e.o.on. -

The Socialist waRovoi_ on was victorious. Aionw.:t-n. other
leading members of the nrcetar1t the Sestfate-sk ar.s-ma<ers
confidently fought for freedom and to nrozecz !,hat ha 'been
won by the Great October. h.. hav. - fully justifed the
high e-aluation by the Bol'zhovik'< who, even back in 19'05.
had written in their newsoaper -shat the So:trorezsk wor'-kers
stood in the van of the revolutionary proletariat ... cause of
their high levelf cognition ans crganlzation.

The 7.62 mm rifle designed hy Z has -s n- aae
in the history of our country as the m-'mzry wanon of the
victorious proletariat . ,T is n.t on:-- fno-,> 3 that .
high reliabiity and exceIlent -ilitL.ry cuali-Cs dae to its
excellIent.- construction and the ou t ztano Jinq suly 0-r~s2
and craftsmanship. cive this wc.a• .. n. lotrardir.ay long
military service life.
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. The 7.62 mm Mosin rifle has undergone constant improve-
MI, ment. The arch sight on the 1'osin rifle and automatic :ifle

was designed long before the Revolution by D. P. Konova7ov
who spent all of his adult life working in an arsenal. In
1916, the Arsenal was producing automatic rifles designed by
the famous arms-maker V. G. ?edorov.. Rhe outstanding designer
F. V. Tokarev created six models of automatic arns at this
Arsenal. Another master who worked at Arsenal in 1910
was V. A. Degtyarev, a well known designer of infantry weapons.
These weapons designers enriched our army with excellent
models of mililary weapons which provided outstanding service
during the year of he Great ilatriotic War.

The engineers say, "show me your machine tools and I willtell you how you work." The master craftsma2n in the Sest.oretsk
A well, with gTreat precision Zheir machine too's

were also excellent but unfortunatel'y were rimpoorted and foreign.
We were forced to pay exhorbitant prices 4n pure gold for this
equipment. This same situation exixted in other plants. This
shortage of mawchine tools had a serious effect- on the nations
ability to speed up the development of its economy and build
up a machine-building industry, to say nothing of freeing the
country from dependence on foreign pror'uction and providing
for defense of the country. The creation of a machine-tool
industry was a definite problem.

Again the arms-workers, with their many years of production
experience, came to the aid of their ountry. The Northern
Arsenal became the first governmental tool works. The Sestroretsk
workers initially started to produce drills and cutters, and
then gages, calipers, and even micrometers. The production
list steadily increased from year to year. By 1934, they were
producing vety accurate screw-cutting lathes and in 1937,
they were instructed by the Academy of Science of the USSR
to manufacturing a unique machine for integrating differential
equations. The kinematic circuit of the machine was very
complicated. They wen forced to manufacture thousands of various
types of shafts, bearings, gears, and other parts. Soviet
science was not fortunate enough to have experienced tool and
die makers. When he accepted the new machine, the leading ship-

* builder and mathematician, Academician A. X. Krylov warmely
congratulated the workers for the great value of the idea
btiat they had brought into being.

Constantly improving production and mastering new
models of tools and equipment for our industry and the
personnel of the Sestroretsk Arsenal remew-bered the fine
professional traditions established by their fathers.

In 1941, after the Great Patriotic war had already begun,
the workers had to convert to arms production. There were no
blueprints nor was technology sufficiently deoveloped. Pro-
duction had to be orgaized immediately. iodels were designed
and the parts given to the better gage-makcra.

Tlwy very carefully made the first five items. But this
time tht: tool-makers were unsuccessful; it appeared that the
arms did not correspond to the specifications. Time and again
they took the models and items apart and cxarined them. The
parts made at the Sestroretsk Arsen,.l were better matched and
machined than parts produced by mass production. This turned
out to be the reason for the failures. n uWmn hen the clearances
between the basic assemblies were increased the weapoons
started to work without malfunctioning. Fortunately, t"he

weapons did not have to be complet-ely precizely constructed.
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Now it was ne~cesszary tor- nosre pr,'d,, duCt.on.

But the ,Atuation at the front began to worsen. The enemy hadreached the Sest-ro liver, Tine Arm-~ake- wr o-e omv

to Leningrad, into a shop in one of the plants which had been
evacuated. The gage-makers themselves had to instdll the
lathes and presses. Sometimes, when there was no electricity,
they had to turn the transmission belts by hand. In spite of
all of the difficulties, the workers continued to provide
the troops on che Leningrad Front with weapons. Each day
hundreds of units were sent directly to le front.

By 19'4, the war already had moved far to the west and
the Government made the decision to again start the Sestroretsk
Arsenal on peacetime production. The copiers once again became
tool makers.

During the period of the-- nost-war 2ive-year Plan the Arsenal
gave the govornment a 76.5 million ruble profit, even though
the price of tools was lowered twice to-- a figure below the original
25". By 1955, the volume off production had increased 3.9 times
as compared with the pre-war year 1943

The SE-rorý_tsj: Arsenal v.as n. i in t-. to
begin production of the so-called "'ar6-.lloy .
of hard alloy are affixcd oe cut-J'c e .* hot "n
order to increase the nro-,uctivit. of ath o-erators.
Cuttcrs of this dcsign functioa much bte ". odina zy
cutters. Hoi.;wvr, only one edae or cach strrip .- act:o-lv
used in macbInn:-c the :-:tz n:. thr - Wrn. t ... 1
along with the e nensave alloy, rzust be cir-ed.

Not l z, ego one of he -.. cr.ccrz in the 2est'oret: -. rsenal
develooedc a new cutter dezicn. . r"-"method o,. a=ix"hg
thc-;-ns allowz th•.. to be rote-cid ,-' h. ,,:-e. _o 2 ive ,dcos

o± each strin, ather t`nan oni, are se *2 'anr-s to this
"ingeniou " ethod, theoo-srer v aci-ve• more economic
and eff-ct'--v,. use of hard isi':. An entire soo i .:
producing tools with har6-alloy Cnes::,:, ::rz.

'A~c' W~dt i rduc:.cmil ci~;o dllsuluhbrd~-alloy
zInc, rc•:ý '±,:z o- Le';, ar.c . :rnKcz z' -
various t:ooc-,.:o•-::.:j tools. On Cc cnnort f;tand _ the
tool b, ses 'Pecnncal o-c: . *-" "- - -,
first ?2 al' on t.e lath-: on ,_ . . "-.. ,,
•fCCti'rC. -os-lagticg, and c". a-) LC...... -ry
beneficial i ,-,co. C riasto...... C ormati' on z-
of ma.-ufactur-4ins drills. This I eaz-cc u:s: c cu: exne n tures
for exoernxoivC mecals to "-'-n vc_-'.:.

Thus, .the. tolmakcr con:tlniu•2ily sr__r-c for better -"a-sas. I
They are c.z-nain. production area:. _ncreasz: .oc::r. con-
tinually impnrovinc !•'- oor o artro, ane n_-oduction ori iency,
incorporating te-chnical enthetics. ,•and nasterinc- .odarn methods

plannin_ : an--; leadershio.

The inheritors of the revolut..... "l tr a laZor
traditions of the Sestrorctzk dnast . 'i cre..t tne biee
of Soviet power w.ith great o -" ce..s
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Almos 250 yearz ago the
fi-rslt 47 m~aster craftsme

M11,17. r-r~aarrived at-the Soestroretsk
I Arsenal.. Strenigthened by

i~ 4- sever-al Gr.-erat-ions o-
tCalented l~ussian master

~~"/,j ~ ~ ~ C --'-' catsmen t-he northearn
__1___# 4 arscnal for tecountry xwas

A - farmcd here and was one of
~ ~ thc centers of the 'evolu-

-tonary Amovement of t e
V.- Petersburg Froletar-at.

Lin the n'hot-ogranh: The
~ - .~-J administlration buI dina of

~ ~7:- ~--~- hcS~ ~~ Arsenal

:miCnl,.1. '% Voskov)

from 1891 to 1902

of the SeStE.roret-sk

F 3AEb 1 he Cdesicner of the Russian
I s~sroA& fiG 190rc 7.C2 mm rifle
1.1 OTA H AqAIHIOAI ~ j 1891 model

TPEXAiIUEAHO& BUtKTOBUXi 3
S or.PA3UA 41b~ rOAA..ý IA Sergey 1varnovic.- Mosin

Al merenori.a- plaque on the

Works Administration Building
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Setr4es ArAdal

Th4.ustadn dýUnr

Socialthe habr sto.rydoov

V...V. it. Deci .'arev, and ? V.
r. ' .. Tokarev.

The reowedS4
a-ne e--vihVsot~ is

Chiim* o.- ~eZsea omit
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SINGL SIDE 'JAND RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

By Engineer Colonel V. YAGODIN

With ordinary (double side band) radio telephone communications, the
transmitter radiates oscillations of the carrier frequency and two side bands
of frequencies -- the ,pper and lower side bands, which are formed in the
prowss of modulation. The radiated power is distributed unevenly among these
oscillations: two thirds of the power is radiated at the carrier frequency,
only one third being radiated at the side band frequencies. However, the
onessage being transmitted is contained only in the side band oscillations.S; With single side band telephone communications, the transmitter radiates only

mne side band of frequencies, the second side band and the carrier frequency
being suppressed. The suppressed frequencies are reinserted in the receiver.

Single side band radio communications has a number of advantages over
double side band communications. All the transmitter power generated by the
output stage tubes in the transmitter is used for the formation of oscillations
in one sfd& band.

The maximum current amplitude in the antenna, corresponding to the

greatest value of modulated signal envelope, is twice the amplitude of the
carrier frequency used in double side band transmission. As a result, the
voltage of the signal received is doubled, which is eqjivalent to an increase
In transmitter power by a factor of four.

The frequency band radiated by the transmitter is divided in half, the
pass band of the receiver is correspondingly divided in half and the power of
noise at receiver is thereby decreased.

The reduction of the pass band of the receiver produces an additional gain
in the received signal power signal/noise ratio, by a factor of two. No dis-
ruptions of phase relations between oscillations of carrier and side band
frequencies are present, due to the nature of radio wave propogation. This is
equivalent to an additional power gain by a factor of two.

It is therefore generally stated that single side band transmission,
depending on radio wave propogation conditions, gives a total power gain of
8-16 times.

Thus, an ordinary I kilowatt radio telephone transmitter transmitting the
carrier frequency (at maximum loudness) develops a p'zver of only 250 watts in
each side band. The same effect at the receiver can be produced by using a
single side band transmitter of only 0.25 kw.

Reducing the spectrum of radiated frequencies 4.o one half, if the crowding

* of the radio spectrum (especially the short-wave s;ectrum) is kept in mind, is
other factor of prime importance. The radiated frequency spectrum has pract-j , ically the same width as the spectrum of the low frequency modulating signal;

almost all the radiated power Is concentrated into this band width.

Strong signal distortions in the receiver caused by a sharp decrease in
, carrier amplitude due to fading do not occur with single side band communications,

since the carrier is reproduced directly in the receiver. The required trans-
.j mitter power is reduced by approximately 25% due to the fact that no x"Ldation
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occurs during pauses in transmitted speech, and the required transmitter power 9
is proportional to the loudness of the transmission.

The development of single side band radio communications has involved
certain difficulties caused by the necessity of reinserting the carrier 1F
oscillations in the receiver with high accuracy, as well as the necessity of
using filtering devices with high selectivity for supression of the carrier
and unwanted side band. The considerable cost and complexity of equipment,
difficulty of servicing, adjustment and repair and low operational reliability
have limited its application. The achievements of the last ten to fifteen years
in the area of frequency stabilization, design of high quality filters, radio
circuit elements, vacuum tube and semi-conductor devices have allowed the
manufacture of single side band radio communications apparatus of high operational
stability, relatively compact size and low cost. Single side band equipment has
become widely used in commercial and military short wave long range communications
lines, both in stationary and mobile applications.

fA-F f, f+F f-2-F,) f 2 (f,.F) -fi -\Jj f.(, F)

'i•. M-1 Fg - . I- "?A _

Audio

Figure 1. Block diagram explaining the production of a single side
band using filters and balanced modulators:
BM-1, BM-2, BM-3, balanced modulators; F1, F2 F., filtcrs; :.

Olt 02 carrier frequency cscillators; 03, quartz driving .

F2

oscillator; A, multiplier; PA, power amplifier. .

The formation of the signal of one side band ray be achieved by several

methods. In essence, thdiaram e an te reduced to oransfer of the modulating

low frequency signal to tie RF frequency area. This is most often done in:
practice using filters and subsequent balanced moldulation. Although this

requires considerable energy losses, high suppression of carrier and unwanted
side band (up to 35-90 B) and stable operations are achieved.

Using these devices (Figure i ) the side frequency bas0 ds are separiv edi

and one is suppressed. The increase of separation between the side bands is
necessary becouse they differ from each other very little. The low frequency
signal containing the information modulates the carrier in the first bylanced
moedulator and the carrier is suppressed; at the output of t he modulator only
toe upper and lower side bands are present. One of these is filtered off by a

ahighly selective band pass filter. The degrb e of sdppresaion is determined by

the frequency characteristic of thes hFilter, wHch should have extremely sharp
slope, so that the fditc will separate side frequencies differing by 0.2%e

, Im

(ignal c a n hfation modulotes the carrier)in tsi hlter s ioul b npass
riodlatr ad th carie is uppessd; a th ouput f tie odultoro~iyi-
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* frequencies*e few hundred cycles fromi the carrier without essential atten-
uation. These requirements are satisfied by wide band quartz or electro-
mechanical filters designed for frequencies of 100-500 kHz. They attenuate
the unwanted side band by 50-60 db and more.

With repeated balanced modulation, the side band frequencies are dis-
placed Into the radiated high frequency area. Depending on the value of the
first carrier and the width of the operating frequency band in the trans-
mitter, two or three stages of balanced modulation may be used. The single
side band signal formed is zmplified in the output stages of the transmitter
to the required power and flitered using oscillating circuits.

sign~al

Figure 2. Block diagram demonstrating phase compensation method of pro-
ducing single side band:
i , wide band low froquency phase shifter; ih' high frequen.•

ase shifter; BM-1, BM-2 balanced modulators; 0 . carrier
oscillator; f, followhg apjýaratus.

The second method -- the phase compensation method (Figure 2) -- allows "
a single side band signal to be formed at the frequency radiated by the trans-
mitter. The amplitude modulated signals from balanced modulators BM-l and
O4-2 are applied to a common load. Since the audio frequency signal and the
carrier are phase shifted by 90, the components of one side band of each
signal are compensated (balance out); those of the other side band are aug-
mented.

In order for the degree of suppression to be sufficient, the phase shift
between signals must be naintained at precisely 90" fnd their amplitude must
be exactly equAl in each modulator. The required phase relations of the
signals are provided by wide band low frequency and high frequency phase
shifters. The wide band low frequency phase shifters are the most complex
elements of the system, and allow an accuracy of phase in the 300-6000 Hc band
of at least 0.2, and an aoplitude precision of * l1. Due to difficulties in
maintaining phase balance and amplitude balance of the signals during usage,
the degree of suppression of the signals of the unwanted side band will not
exceed 40 db (voltage factor of 100). Therefore, this method is primarily
used in radio amateur designs.

A third, combined method differs from the first two in that it requires
* no complex high frequency band pass filters with high selectivity or wide

band low frequency phase shifters. However, the signal transmitted is dis-
torted in apparatus designed according to this third principle. Noise (whistling)
appears due to inaccurate phase shifting of the high frequency carrier and
incomplete balance in the modulators.

The single side band signal is usually formed at low power levels (0.1-10
watts) in order to suppress the carrier and unwanted side band as completely as
possible, as well as the secondary radiation (combination oscillations) formed

Im m uu m m mm m m| mmmm n u m m mmmmmm n m
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in the balanze modulators. Then it is amplified in the intermediate and out-

!I
put amplifiers of the transmitter to the required power level. The amplifier V
should not distort the signal, in order not to decrease the intelligibility of
the message being transmitted or cause spurious radiation, creating interstation
interfercnce. This is especially import:,nt in multichannel commumications, where
combination oscillaticms may result in the conversation on one telephone channel
being heard in enother (cross-talk).

The selection of type of electron tube and its operating mode is of primary
importcnce in reducing nchn-linear distoi-tion in emplifiers. Tubes with large
straight szctors in their characteristics and parabolic lower curve sectors
(with so-cailed "left" characteristics) are preferable. Operation of tna tube
with a cut-off angle of 900 is ,nst suitable. For this sane purpose, negative
feedback is useti in amplifi6rs; the essence of negative feedbaLk is that a
portion of the voltage from thi output of the amplifier is returned to the in-
put in counter phase. This results in a reduction of the ampliftcation of the
primary signal and of the frequencies causing distortion. The weakening of
amplification of the primary signal can be easily restored, while tht signal
distortions are reduced.

In orcer for the frequency stabiljty of the oscillat'ons radiated to beX
high (for examnle, no worse than 1.10-0 in the frequency band bet ween 1.5 and
30 M1Hz), ali subcarriers transforming the signal are usually created by a
common master oscillator.

| • L.• channel

D LFA2

Schatnnel

Figure 3. Block diagram of single side band receiver.

Modern transmitters use excite.-s with quartz-band stabilization. in these
transmitters, the large number of operating frequencies are stabilized by one
basic crystal. These exciters form a net of highly stable, extremely precise
discrete frequencies with intervals of 1 KHz, 300 or 100 ltz. All the required

S~frequencies are produced by addition, division and multiplication of the
, ~stable frequency of the basic crystal. •

The receiver used in single side band radio transmission is a super- "
heterodyne with double frequency conversion. (Figure 3). The signal received
.nters the RF amplifier RFA, then is twice converted in balanced converters
(0• *4• 0• * 04) to the lower intermediate frequencies. The first IF is •
selectea ra~her sigh (2-3 MU~z), th~e second iF -- on the order of 100-300 KI~z.
Th. primary amplification of the signal is done at the first IF. •

The side band is separated by band pass filters F1 and F,, then goes to:-

demodulator D, to which the local carr'er oscillator output ig aiso fed from
oscillator O.A low frequency signal is formed at the output of the demodula.. '

tot, then goes through amplification to the final telephone apparatus. % II
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The first heterodyne Hl is an oscillator with quartz band frequency
stabilization.

Relative constancy of the signal level at the transmitter output is
provided by the automatic gain control AGC, acting under the influence of
the residual carrier (pilot signal). The rectified negative voltage of the
pilot signal frem the AGC detector is fed to the grids of the RF and IF
amplifier tubes, causing an inversely proportional change in amplification
of the receiver.

The :arrier frequency which is reinserted (in the receiver) and that
which is suppressed (in the transmitter) should be synchronous, since
inaccuracy In carrier reinsertion reduces the selectivity and naturalness of
the signals received. For commercial telephone transmission, synchronization
should be within 10-20 Hz. In telephone transmission when natural sounding
speech Is important and with secondary multiplexing of a telephone channel
using tone telegraph, precise reinsertion of the carrier, both in frequency
and in phase, is required.

This strict requirement is fulfilled: precise automatic tuning of the
frequency and high stability oscillators are used. In the first case, the
carrier oscillations in the transmitter are not completely suppressed, but
rather are retalnud as a residual carrier at 10-20% of the maximum radiated
power. In the receiver, this carrier is separated by a special narrow band
filter (pass band 50-i00 Hz) and a pilot signal is developed which is used
to tune the local carrier oscillator automatically. The pilot signal is
amplified and limited to eliminate the influence of fading, then compared
with the local carrier in a phase detector. A voltage of the proper magnitude
and polarity is developed at the output of the comparison device. This
voltage is used to operate an electric motor which v-otates a variable con-
denser to change the frequency of the first heterodyne until the frequency
of pilot signal and local carrier are identical. However, this automatic
tuning of frequency requires an additional expenditure of power for radia-
tion of the pilot signal, and complicates the receiver (since an additional
receiving channel must be created). Exterlial random and intentional inter-
ference will hinder the operation of the automatic tuning system.

Modern techniques for the production of precise frequencies allow fre-
quency stability on the order of 10-7 to be produced in the short wave
frequency range (3-30 Nlz); at a frequency of 30 Niz, synchronism of suppressed
and reinserted carriei; with an accuracy to 1-2 ilz is possible. This method
eliminates the necessity of automatic tuning of frequency, and simplifies the
receiver. However, in many cases, automatic frequency tuning is unavoidable.
Without automatic tuning, it is impossible to achieve high quality repro-
duction of signals, due to frequency changes caused by the Doppler effect.
Single side band radio communications with high speed aircraft is possible only
with automatic frequency tuning using the pilot signal. Therefore, modern

single side band radio transmission equipment is designed to make communications
both with automatic frequency tuning and without it possible.

Single side band :-adio links are used for multichannel telephone and
telegraph communications. The second (free) side band can be used for a
second telephone channel, resulting in the formation of a two-channel tele-
phone system with independent side bands (the band width is generally 300-3400
or 100-6000 Hz).

The telegraph channels are formed by secondary multiplexing of telephone
radio channels using tone telegraph equipment, which allows 12 to 16 or even
more telegraph channels with transmission rates of 50 bauds to be created in
one telephone channel.

IL."
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T" ....... zaY.,pa in kle t.legraph equlpu=nt are transmitted as tone

signals, keyed by frequency or phase (Figure 4). With frequency shift keying
the positive (current) telegraph sample corresponds to one frequency (the
higher), the negative (no current) sample to another frequency (the lower).
These frequencies differ from each other by 60 to 170 Hz. The telegraph
channels are frequency separated: the median frequencies of the channels are
separated by 120-340 Hz.

* I • O t"
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1.4
• O .i -n %o %
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Figure 4. Principle of tone telegraph operation on telephone radio
channel.

At the reception point, the group of tone signals is reproduced at the
output of the radio receiver and sent to the tone telegraph apparatus, where
the signals are separated into channels. In the tone receiver, the frequencies
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of tth samples are separated by filters, then amplitude limited, once more
saparated by narrow band filters and separately detected. The rectified
signal voltages of the samples act on relays controlling the telegraph
apparatus,

2
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Figure S. Diversity reception:

a, space diversity; b, frequency diversity.

Ov.-ves in the state of the ionosphere and the multitude of atmospheric
and ir.:i,: -ial interference sources cause deep and frequent changes in the
level ".'.hsng) of the signal received. Under these conditions, in order to
provide high communications stability, -;ouble space or frequency diversity
reception is used (Figure 5).

With space diversity reception, the signals are received at each end of
the radio relay link simultaneously with two receivers and two antennas
separated from each other by distances equal to 5 to iC wave lengths. Exper-
ience has shown that signals do not fade simultaneously at all frequencies
received by a radio receiver, or at the same erequency as received by twoantennas separated by some distance. As a result, when the signal fades in
one receiver it will be sufficient for normal reception in the other. The
individually received signals are added across a common load as DC, so that a
strong signal acts on the telegraph apparatus at all times.

In frequency diversity reception, each telegraph sample is transmitted
simultaneously on two frequencies (on two tone telegraph channels) separated
by '.00-600 Hz or more. The two signals are added across a common load at the
output of the radio receiver. In order to transmit each sample on two fre-
quencies, the tone signals are additionally converted in the modulator. Thus,
;the press sionals correspond to two-tone frequencies f and f' =f4 -f'; the
release samples correspond to f and fl ,r-f . TheseisignaisPare 4?ntroduced
Into the telegraph channel of t~e transiitler. The two frequencies correspondIr
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Sto t.voo different frequencies in the rf spectrum radiatcd "-" the ....... ....

separated by the same frequency difference.

:n the radio receiver, the signals received are converted into the signals
of the two-tone frequencies f , f' and f~ f'l where are sent to the commion
amplitude limiter. As we kno&, thg weak signals Is suppressed by the stronger
signal in a limiter. After the limiter, the signals are filtered, detected,
added and sent to the telegraph apparatus.

The selection of a diversity reception method depends on the specific
features of wave propogation in the direction being used and the number of
telegraph channels required. With space diversity reception, twice as many
tone telegraph channels can be placed in one radio channel as with frequency
diversity reception; however, this method requires two receivers and two
antennas. With frequency diversity reception, only one receiver is required,
but the number of telegraph channels which can be transmitted is only half as
great.

Secondary multiplexing of single side band radio chaz.rnels requires
extremely accurate synchronization of the carriers. Otherwise, the multi-
channel tone frequency spectrum will be displaced in frequency and strong dis-
tortion of the telegraph signal will result.

With simultaneous multichannel transmission, the transmitter power is I
distributed among the channels. The power of each of n channels is n2 times
less than the power of the transmitter when used for single channel operation.
The loss in power per channel can be reduced by time phasing the telegraph
channels, i.e., by dividing the work so that the probability of corresponding
press or release signals in all channels is small. When this is done, for
example, the power in each channel of a three-channel system is reduced by only
a factor of five, not in proportion to the square of the number of channels
(by a factor of nine).

in spite of this deficiency, multichannel transmission is technically
expedient and economically justified in most cases. The distribution of
power among the channels can be controlled by changing the number of channels
active. During good transmission conditions, low channel power is sufficient;
therefore, their number can be increased. During poor propogation conditions,
the number of channels can be reduced to increase the power in each channel.

Multichannel telegtaph communications using single side band short wave
radio links has a number of advantages. First of all, there is the great
flexibility of operations: any telephone channel (left or right of the carrier)
can be used for secondary multiplexing, and transition from one telegraph channel
to another can be achieved by switching the terminal telegraph apparatus. This
flexibility is very suitable in case selective fading occurs in any portion of
the single side band channel spectrum. Then, high throughput capacity can be
achieved at each end of the communications link with great reliability.

Single side band short wave radio commutmications is used abroad in aviationand at sea. The usage of single side band co,•unications in mobile stations,
operating in the UHF frequency range has been considered impossible, primarily
due to difficulty in producing the required frequency stability. Achievem-ents
in this area in the last decade have made it possible to use single side band
communications for these purposes.

iK;
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Radio communications, double side band and single side band
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TRAMSMITTER RECEIVER

[Following is a translation of blurbs printed in boxes on pages 18, 19 and 20.3

Better than Shosh's Weapon.

Russian aviators were the first to appreciate the value of the automatic

weapons created by General Major V. G. FEDOROV, the famous inventor of automatic

weapons. In a telegraph written in 1916, the Chief of the Air Force stated,

"The machine gun invented by General FEDOROV gave excellent results when tested
on our aircraft. I request that 100 of these weapons be ordered for our
aviation.: This weapon is better than Shosh's weapon in all respects."

-- I.
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Ti is the conclusion of the Commander of the Aviation Division: "General

Major FEDOROVIS weapon is the only suitable model for light airplanes."

The Architech-Weapons Smith.

In 1915, the Russian architech Drogoslav suggested an instrument to
convert a rifle to an automatic weapon.

"The device weighs about two pounds," he wrote, "can be easily placed
on the rifle and easily removed; it does not require remaking of the weapon
or any changes; It is made by stampinj from 2.5 mm iron sheet. The most
Important technical problem of cooling has been worked out so simply and
efficiently that a weapon firing as an automatic weapon with this device is
under better operating conditions than when firing as an ordinary rifle."'

Creator Unknown.

Anyone who was familiar witn the model 1891/30 rifle long remembered the
wooden front hand guard. Who designed it?

In a report of the commission on the equipping of infantry batta.;ons
with the Serdan weapons, addressed to the Headquarters of the infartr,°
Battalion Inspector, it was stated that the wooden hand guard pl•,ec6 ýy the
master weapons maker of the infantry battalion had been "successfully tested
in the battalion and approved by the Commission, and serves for reduction of
friction of the cleaning rod on the wall of the channel during cleaning of
the weapon, and should be immediately produced in battalion weapons shops, to
be ready for arrival of the rifles.

"I include 20 models of this front hand guard to be sent to the battalions
and request that one ruble be returned to our battalion, in payment for the
manufacture of these models."

The name of the capable creator of this simple, but very necessary attach-
ment, which has proven itself over many decades, has never become known.

~,-
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Tekhnika i Vooruzheniye, No 11, 1966, pp. 24-27

USING ALTERNATING CURRENT

By Engineer Major N. MIKHEYEV

The power supply units for radio equipment should not be used where
alternating current lines are available, in order to consdrve motor operating
time. However, where available power is insufficient or where the voltage in
the power network differs from the nominal voltage of the apparatus too greatly,
it is not possible to use the alternating current available.

If the line from a transformer substation has not been run to the con-
sumer, then the cross-section of the conductor to be used is calculated on
the basis of the permissible voltage drop AU, defined as the difference between
the minimum voltage in the network U min and the minimum permissible voltage
necessary for supplying the apparatuf Us.

The numerical value of the permissible voltage drop is calculated using
the formulas:

_n7- CL/ 4os.105

(for a two-wire AC circuit) and

AU If ,/LI 1 CosiO 9 W%
PqUl

(for a three-phase line), where n is the number of conductors; L is the lingth
of the line, kim; I is the load current, a; , is the line current, a; p is
the electrical conductivity (for copper, p357, for 2aluminum, p=33); q is the
cross-sectional area of each core in the cable, mm ; U., U are the nominal and
line voltages, v. Using these formulas, it is easy to determine the voltage
drop for copper and aluminum conductors and cables or to select the cable
cross-section (for which the permissible voltage drop in the lines must be
known). The formulas can be used for calculation of short conductor sectors
as well as in cases when the line voltage is considerably greater than the
nominal power supply voltage.

If the voltage in the power supply system is less than or equal to the
nominal voltage required by the equipment, and the length of the line from the
transformer substation to the consumer is great, voltage losses can be re-
duced by selecting .conductors with the largest economically expedient cross-
sectional area. In this case, voltage regulators (Table 1) and voltage adding
transformers are used.

We will not analyze the operation of induction voltage regulators and"• auto-transformers with movable shorted coils in detail; the weight of these

" apparatus is 370-500 kg and 270-4925 kg respectively; their throughput power
capacity is 4 to 15 kva; and 25 to 250 kva. Their usage is recommended under
stationary conJitions in dry rooms with temperatures below 35*C.
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Autotransformers are widely used for voltage control. However, most

autotransformers allow a 220 v current to be increased by only 3W v (about
14%). If the power supply voltage drops by more than 20%, autotransformers
will not provide the required correction. Also, series produced voltage
regulators are large and heavy and their idle current draw is great.

Tablet
Type of regulator

Parameters RNO- RNO- RNO- RNO- RNT- RNT- RNT- RNT-
250-0.5 250-2 250-5 250-10 220-6 220-12 180- 180-

2.5-1 2.5-2

Power, kva:
- for long operation.. 0.375 1.5 2 7.6 3.8 7.6 2.5 2.5
- for I hour operation. 0.5 2 5 10 6 12 - -

Current, a, with power
supply voltage 127 v:

-for long operation. . 0.9 4 8 20 7.5 15 - -

-for I hour operation. .. 2 5 12 24 12 24 - -

Current, a, with power
supply voltage 220 v:

- for long ope-ation. . 1.5 6 8 32 10 20 8 8
-for I hour operation. - - 20 40 16 32 - -

Limit of control of out-ptvlae 0-250 0-250 0-250 0-250 0-220 0-220 0-180 0-180

When the power supply voltaZe required cannot be produced by ordinary
voltage regulation circuits, voltage regulators can be connected in unusu•l
ways (reverse connection, connection of two regulators).

Reverse connection (Figure 1) is used if the regulator is operating in a
mode in which the core is not nearly saturated. In this mode, the regulator
m uast be protected from possible high current. A limiter is connected on its
sl.hding contact. For this, the regulator arm is turned so that the maximum
number of turns is connected through the =meter to the power supply. Then,
the dial is rotated until the current drawn from the power supply is equal
to the nominal current for one hour operation of the regulator (see Table 1).
After this, the limiter is set.

PNO -zso-z Arm rotationR NO• -2502 limiter

0g

Figure 1. Plan for reverse connection of voltage regulator.
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It has been experimentally established that the RNO-250-0.S voltage
regulator increases voltage to 500 v when connected in this manner; the
RNO-250.2 voltage regulator increases vcltage in this operating mode to
350 v.

Two voltage regulators, such as the RNO-250-O.S and the RNO-250-2
(Figure 2) allow the output voltage to be increased to 4S0 v. Reverse
connection of RHO-2SO-O.$ voltage regulators (Figure 3) can be used to
produce voltages at the output of up to 1000 v; using RNO-2bO- regulators,
voltages of up to 700 v can be prodaced. In this case, limiters must be
installed on the regulator slide contacts as noted above.

220 v
Powe supp ly

I >,

output

Figure 2. Plan for control of voltage using two regulators.

The simplest method for voltage regulation is the usage o6 voltage
adding transformers (Figure 4). Winding P of transformer TI is connected
in series with the consumer; the voltage on this winding may be added (with
coordinate connection) with the power source voltage or subtracted from it
(when connected oppositely). The cutput voltage V ut is determined by the
algebraic sum of the input voltage Vin and tha voltge taken from the

secondary: V u=V ir*V.i

RNO-2- (%,Ro-z5o--2

II

curr•ent

H l r output

Figure 3. Plan of reverse connection of two voltage regulators.

The advantage of this method is a transformer Ti is designed for low
power, is small and light, i.e., it is designed to tike only the voltage
adding power PC

21..
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V •V.1
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Figure 4. Circuit for control using voltage adding transformer.

The power Pt is related to the throughput power (power of consumer Pc)
by the following relation:

r ec
100

where V is the percent of change of the line roltage from the nominal
value oegpower supply voltage. Thus, if the line voltage must be increased
by 10%, for example, the voltage adding transfomer pow6r can be designed
for a power 1/10th of the required pouer.

A voltage adding transformer is desipned using well-known formulas after
first determining its power from the foaruia aboye. Voltage adding trans-
formers should be used when power need be regulated oniy within limits of
* 35-40%. They operate successfully with a char.e in load current, Experience
has shown that they can be used expediently with consumer powers from a few
dozen watts to tens of kilowazts, For example, under military conditions,
voltage adding transformers are best used for protecting illuminating lamps
from over heating where objects must be guarded at night; for providing
failure free operations of electric motors, both when the volta-g is increased
and when it is decreased; for power supply of electrunIc equipment, especially
if the electric power line is long and involves considerable power losses.

For this purpose, power supply regulators of typcs RNO-250-0.5 and RNO-
250-2 can be used by naking a few alteratiors. This is rather easy to do.
Four windings of six turns eac&, madz of 3.2 rmm diameter wire, must be added
to the end of the toroid. The ends of the wires must be placed on a terminal
board, and connected either in series or parallel. Two layers of insulating
tape are wound around the sector of the toroid which carries the additional
windings. This RNO-250o-2 modified voltage regulator will allow regulation of
voltage to high power co'.wumers as shown in Table 2. It can also be used as
a source of filiment voltages at 6.3; 12.6 and 26 v.

Table 2

Control limits, Greatest available power (va) for power
v supplies with voltages:

127 v 220 v

'6 15.000 28.000
"212 7.000 14 000
*24 3 500 7 ooG
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Voltage adding transformers should be installed by the entrance to a
room (barracks, storage area, shop). Lead outs from its secondary winding
can be used to control the voltage depending on the time of year or day.

Power supply for three-phase consumers requires that no voltage asymmetry
be present. The voltage %dding transformer is connected to the phase break,
where the voltage differs from the voltage of the other two phases. However,
it will not provide smooth voltage regulation. This deficiency can be
eliminated in coubined circuits in which the voltage on the primary of the
transformer is changed using a voltage regulator (Figure S).

~i ,v.a.trarj.

> IV•
*0.

Figure 5. Outline of combined method of voltage regulation.

Low power consumers with active load (up to 100 v) can be prot%.cted
from over-voltag-s in such apparatus as light bulbs, soldering irons, etc..,
by connecting a condenser (2-10 utf) the exact capEcit&nce to be selected
by practice, in series with the apparatus being supplied.

The methods described above for controlling voltages over wide limits
often require continuous checking, since a sharp increase in the voltage
(especially if a new aload is connected) may cause the apparatus to fail.For the employment of radio equipment in locations where the power supply

voltage changes continuously, electromagnetic (ferroresonance) voltage
stabilizers or voltage stabilizers with saturation chokes are used.

The most wide spread are the ferroresonance stabilizers (Table 3). They
provide high output voltagL stability, non-inertial operation, and retain
their parameters over their entire service life.

Table 3

Type of Power, Input voltage, Output voltage Load Weight, Operating
Stabilizer va v with full current kg tempera-

active load, v a ture, *C

SNE-120-O.l 100 120 and 220 120*3 0.8 7 -10035
SNE-220-O.5 500 120 and 220 22015 2.3 25 -10*35
SNE-220-0.75 750 100 and 220 22025 3.4 32 -10*35
S-0.09 90 127 and 220 127"3 0.71 7 -10*35
S-0.28 280 220 and 380 22015 1.3 15 -10÷35
S-0.5 500 220 and 380 220*5 2.3 25 -10*35
S-0.75 750 127 and 220 22015 3.4 32 -10+35
S-0.9 900 220 and 380 220*5 4.1 37 -10*35

Voltage stabilizerswith saturation chokes (Table 4) can have either AC or
DC outputs and provide high inertial characteristics, which is in.creased in
powerful stabilizers.

S mmm~mmm •A,
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Table 4

Type of stabilizer

Parameters SNPT-2 3.5 kw 6 kw

input power, kw ......... 2.3 3.5 6
Long term load current, a .... 10.5 16 27 4
Limit of change of input
voltage, v. . . . . . . . . . .176-231 176-242 176-242

Output voltage, v. . . . . . .. 220 220 220
Limit of change of load
current, a. . . . . . . 2.1-10.5 1.6-16 2.7-27

The method c'ý power supply voltage regulation and stabilization used
in ead, concrete case must be selected depending on the conditions of
utilization and apparatus to be supplied.

I
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CLASSES IN TIE YARD

By Engineer Colonel A. TOKAREV

Our experience in indoctrination of the troops has made great advances
in recent years. Many chast' and podrazdeleniye are mastering extremely
complex combat vehicles, •"•s and sets of equipment in shorter perioas than
was previously possible. Doubtless, this has been achieved due to the high
methodological mastery of officers w.d sergeants, but a great deal depends
on the training equipment base as well.

We are creating training clas•ses allowing the troops to .tudy with
minimum loses of time. The fact that our classrooms are all placed in one
building (Figure 1) in itself creates conditions for simultaneous performance
of drills involving entire podrazdeleniye. Up to ten crews can study firing,
while the same number studies the forcing of water obstacles. Also, commanders
and gunners can study firing while mechanics and drivers are studying their
equipment. If the commanders, gunners and loaders are working on communica-
tions equipment or drilling on firing tasks, improving their specialties,
the mechanic-drivers may be working with an equipment maintenance class. Thus,
SO to 60 crews can work in the training center simultaneously. This is very
important, not only for bringing the podrazdeleniye up to shape, but also
because reserves of time are created for increasing the qualification of the
troops and mastery of related specialties.

Another, no less important advantage of this training center is the fact

that it is supplied with the most modern training equipment and material, which
cannot 'Pe available in a company or even in a battalion.

The classes are supplied with equipment designed to allow training of
the tank troops with minimum loss of time and to allow combination of theoryand pract ice.

The fire training center has ten tanks on rocking frames, allowing tank
Sfiring training to be performed both by specialties (commanders, gunners, load-

ers), and as a full crew. Since the training process requires expenditure of
electric power, there is a special generator to supply DC current to the i,0A-

equipment. In this way, we save our batteries and provide constant combat
readiness. 'The fire training center has all necessary equipment for fire
training. The tankers accumulate skills here in firing from place, from
the march and from brief halts. This type of fire training center was described
in the journal Tekhnika i Vooruzheniye, No 4, 196S.

In the class for underwater driving training, the equipment used in under-
water driving can be studied. For thisjurpose, we have plans and training
aids. There is a pooi for shallow dive training. The pool measures 5.6 x
3 x 3 m. In this pool, the troops can accumulate skills in movement and trans-
fer of loads under water. Practical drills on installation and removal of the
equipment for underwater driving can be performed on a training tank installed
in the classroom. This tank can also be used for studying performance of such
operations as installation of the air supply tube, exhaust valves, and pre-
liminary and final preparation of the vehicle for underwater driving. Using
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special trainers, the crews "drive" tanks underwater. One such is the under-
water trainer shown on Figure 2; it allo-ws the imitation of evacuation of the
crew from a submerged tank. It is flooded from a water tank filled with warm
water from a reservoir using a pump with a discharge of SS m 3/hr. The water
can be drained from the basin in an emergency in 6-7 seconds. The under-
water trainer is illuminated inside. There is a provision for signals from
the vehicle commander and the mechanic-driver, as well as a special hatch
(bottom left) for emergency escape of the members of the crew.

C ,
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Figure 1. Plan of training center: "
Fire training area (1) and classrooms (2, underwater driving
areas; 3, equipment maintenance training; 4, technical •
training; 5, fire training; 6, training on weapons of mass
destruction; 7, motor vehicle train;ng; 8, communications

training).
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Figure 1. Undof traig cter:

,tarea ; 3, requperntr m ,aintenance traiin; 4, wtehnical
training;o 5,anie; training;ht ranns. epn o as
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Figure 2. Underwater trai grer:
1, tank; 2, reser,toir; 3, air supply tube; 4, water tank;
5, control panel; 6, lights.

The drill leader controls the actions of the crew fromn 'ze control panel
and each member of the crew is observed visually. For this purpose, there are
special windows by the mechanic-driver, cczrnander, ginner and loader positions.

The tank is driven in the direction required in this trainer using the
directional gyro illustrated on Figure 3. We note that this mechanism is
made of parts (mechanisms) from a tank, which means that it can be made in
any repair 1pdrzdleniye, so that the crews can be trained without any
differences-from actual usL ".. The method is extremely simple. The drill
leader shows the tanker being trained the direction and, at the same time,
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* rotates the trainer to the right or the left of the assigned direction of
movement using the remote control panel. The mechanic-driver, controlling
the vehicle, restores the proper direction according to the indications of
the directional gyro.

4
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Figure 3. Trainer with directional gyro:

1, seat; 2, gear shift lever; 3. control lever; 4, observation
device shaft; 5, directional gyro; 6, gas pedal; 7, steering
clutch pedal; 8, trainer frame; 9, upper frame;20, mount;
11, 12, driving and driven gears; 13, electric motor; 14, frame;
15, controller.

"The equipment of this type which we have mentioned and described shows
that all preliminary drills can be performed here. The following training
methods can be suggested to make most sufficient use of this training base.

f~i• .•Nine to ten crews can study in one classroom at one time. Three stud*the structure and usage of the IP-46 gas mask and safety measures associated

with its operation. The same number train in the basin (one crew working,
another operating the safety equipment, the third preparing for performance
of drill). Two to three crews work in the umderwater trainer, and one or

* •two crews work in the tank and on the trainer with the direction gyro.

The maintenance class (Figure 4) is reminiscent of a production room. It
is supplied with all the equipment required to perform all types of technical

l mmm m del mmm mnmnll m mu l Jm mmm gl~~l l nl • •J m mu el I e J ean s i~n l m res mum • j
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maintenance, and for study and practice in app'icatior. of tank pooi equip-

ment. In creating this classroom, we were guided by the principle that
practical performance of operations directly using the material involved
is the most important factor in training crews. The equipment is so selected
that it allows servicing and repair of vehicles as applicable to both station-
ary and field condition-,.!I

I ~~- . --o .

!/ _

Figure 4. Maintenance classroom

This is not difficult to see if we simply list the equipment in the class-
room. Here we have apparatus for cleaning of filters, greasing of vehicles
and oil separation. An objective evaluation of the state of the vehicle can
be made using the instruments for testing power transmission and motor units
(the piezometer, compressor, the PPF-l and the PPK-1). The class has one
set of universal attachments and equipment for conservation. Cc-upressed air
is available for servicing as are lifts, baths, taks and a special lead for
removal of exhaust gases. Stands and panels are used to demonstrate the tools,
technological plans, POL samples, rules of maintenance and measures to be
used to prevent breakage and accidents. Characteristic damage to equipment isdisplayed on a special panel.

In order to get soe idea of the namber of people who can study in this
classroom, let us present one variant of organization of the working locations.
For example, four sub-groups in variuus locations may study: the structure and
operation of vehicle pool equipment, the set of universal appliances, the
standard spare parts and tools kit an, safety and anti-breakage measures. At
the same time, working locations may be set up on the process of servicing
filters, the drive train and checking stabilizers.

Tankers may study adjustment of the transmission linkage-; (checking their
operation with a fully operative motor and transmission), the initallation and
removal of batteries, filling of the tank with POL using individual equipment.
starting of the motor, etc. ,More difficult work such as checking of electric
circuits, replacement of sections and units in the tank may also be practiced.
When working as a crew, the men can practice checking the norms for all types
of technical servicing of the machines and preparing vehicles for short term
storage.

The technical class, as usual, has various reserve units and parts which
are electrically powered. This not only allows a deeper study of their

4-
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structure, operation and servicing, but also allows certain adjustments to,
for example, transmission linkages, main clutch and planetary rotation
mechanism to be performed. The special equipment instruments can be adjusted
at a stand which includes all mechanisms and units of the tank. Heae also
the students can locate and correct defects in the electrical equipment
circuits, train and accumulate practical skills in operation of the electric
drives. The operating stand can be used to study all cases of early failure
of mechanisms and units, as well as measures to prevent breakage and accidents.

Although primary attention in technical training is now given to practical
exercises, we believe that a technical class of this type has its significance.
It Is necessary also because it is used for technical training of the officers
and mechanic-drivers for improvement of qualifications.

The remaining classes in the training building shown on Figure 1 are
designed for specialty area studies. For example, in the communications class-
room nine to ten crews can train in the usage of the tank intercom system and
radio equipment.

The complex training centers which we have created are usually located
at the vehicle pool which allows practical exercises to be combined with
work using the equipment.

I.

I!
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TH1E NORMS ARE NOT GOALS IN TiEMSELVES

By Colonel M. PERVUKHIN

Indoctrination of tankers on the norms aids in increasing their
practical skills and, consequently, in reducing the time periods required
for servicing vehicles and making them ready for combat.

For example, in the tank company where the technical supply officer is
Officer RYBIN, all the mechanic-drivers can service their tanks with
certainty and in the established time intervals. It is not surprising that
these tankers received a high evaluation on technical training during a
recent inspection.

However, there are podrazdelenive where the necessary attention is not
given to mastering the norms. Only this can explaine the low practical
skills cf the mechanic-drivers of tank companies where the technical supply
officers are Officers GANSPURG and STEPANOV.

An inspection showed that here, in their rush to exceed the norms,
practical work on servicing the tanks is performed carelessly, and the
technical conditions are not followed. For example, when filling a tank
with fuel and measuring the level of POL in the motor and tran:..iission, many
mechanic-drivers do not clean the caps or the area around them before opening
them. Dirty tools are used and filler caps and filter screens are placed on
dirty areas on the floor. Fuel and Wubricants are often spilled as the
machines are serviced. This not only causes an uneconomical loss in expen-
sive materials, but also results in contamination of units and mechanisms
on the tanks. Ojther even worse disruptions of the technical conditions are
permitted. For example, some mechanic-drivers, after placing the night vision
instruments in the operative position and turning on the power supply, test
them with the diaphragms and cover screens fully open. Of course, using this
equipment in this way is categorically forbidden, since the photoelement
cathodes will be light struck and made useless.

In installing the removable portion of the underwater driving equipment,
students ofttr, do not check for the prcsence or condition of sealing rings,
and bolts are tightened unevenly or incompletely. This carelessness might
cause water to leak into a tank during a water crossing.

Mqhen treads are tightened, the teeth of the crank and arm are not fully
placed into the link and the tension mechanism is not loosened. Son.etime,
in order to hasten the process of installing batteries, the conductors are not
firmly fastened to the clamps and batteries are placed loosely in their places.
Of course, the tank won't even start!

These examples indicate that in some podrazdeleniye drills are performed
with an eye on the clock, primary attention being given to the amount of time
which a student requires for filling a nor... If the job is done in the stated
time, the practical skills are considered good. The quality of the work which
was done and the technical conditions which were broken to save time are not
taken into consideration. This "method" of performing drills can only result
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in ham.

Some drill leaders allow certain indulgences and failure to come up to
the conditions of the norms in order to give higher grades to their students.
As is known, the tools and equipment in the ZIP should be placed and fastened
into their proper places and the turret should be rotated with the cannon
forward; the hatch cover fastening bolts and filler caps on fuel pipes must
be fully tightened with a wrench, etc. After the norms are fulfilled, if
there is no special indication otherwise, everything should be returned to
its initial position. There is nc doubt that these requirements are known
to everyone, but they are unfortunately not always observed. For example,
the ZIP tools may not be cleaned or returned to their place, bolts and caps
mW not be fully tightened, and the turret may not be returned to its initial
position.

The following is also sometimes observed: students perform part of their
operation rapidly but not all of it, or some of the conditions of the job may
not be met. For example, the wrenches needed are extracted from the ZIP and
placed in a convenient place near the job, or the bolts and caps may be
slightly loosened in advance. Before fulfilling the norm for installation of
the night vision instrument of the mechanic-driver in the "combat operations"
position and during testing, students may loosen the fastening screws and
remove thiý sealing ring in advance. After the daytime vision instrument is
removed from the shaft, it may be placed on the tank floor behind the mechanic-
driver's seat, not in its place, from which the night vision instrument has
been removed.

Consciously or not, with this sort of training we fool only ourselves.
The tankers not only do not improve their.practical skills, they lose the
skills which they have accumulated, since the work is done improperly and in
the wrong order.

Study with the norms will be useful only when quality and the sequence
of performance of operations are considered as well as time. The norms are
not a goal in themselves, but rather a means for improving the prz--tical
skills and increasing the combat readiness of the tankers and cheir equipment.

141
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ORGANIZATIONAL REPAIR SHOPS

By General Major of Engineering and

Technical Service A. KONDRATENKO

I suppose there is no special need to emphasize the
importanonc of rapid and good quality repair of armament
damaged during usage or on the field of battle. it is
sufficient to point to the experience of the Second WorZd
War. Many repairmen are accuainted with the number
100,000, the number of artillery weapons repaired from
the beginning of the war to 1943. This number will impress
you if you consiaer that our artillery industry produced
130,000 new weapcns of various calibers in !943. The
restored equipment allowed lasses ro be made up rapidly.
Many repair workers were awardea orders or medals for
rapid, high quality repair of artillery systems.

The maintenance of missile artillery equipment in a condition
ready for battle is aided, as we know, by a single planned preventive
maintenance and repair system. This system includes routine maintenance,
technical servicing No I and No 2, seasonal maintenance, adjustment
operations (for missile equipment), routine, middle echelon and capital
repair.

Routine maintenance and technical servicing No 1, as a rule, are
performed by the combat crews, with the help of specialists from the
organizational repair shop as required. Technical servicing No 2 is
performed in the main organizational repair shops, with the partici-
pation of the combat crews, This places a great deal of responsibility
on the organizational repair 3rgans for the rapid restoration of the
standard armament of the chast'.

Experience hps shown that any given model of armament may be
repaired in various repair time periods. The time required for repair
depends on such factors as the technological equipment available, repair
documertation on hand, tools and spare parts available, etc. Proper
organization of repair (selection of a mc-hod, placement of equipment,
availability of good repair shop space) is also of considerable signif-
icance.

At the present time, most organizational shops use the so-called
personalized method of repair. Also, in a n'..riber of cases, when different
units and sections of a model of armament ara interchangeable, the aggregate
method is used. Ile believe that the aggregate method is most effective
in repairing radar stations and artillery weapons. Ile also believe that
by using the circulating fund (spare sections, units and aggregates)
middle echelon repair of radar stations can be performed in the chast',
without removing them to stationary repair organs as has always bn
done. This will provide a savings of funds currently used for trans-
portatton of equipment to the repair location and back and will provide
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a considerable gain in time which will doubtless have a positive
influence on the combat readiness of chast' and podrazdeleniye.

The performance of field maintenance in organizational shops
seem nccessary for some particular models of equipment for the
additional reason that in modern combat it will not always be possible
to send the damaged equipment to the front repair organs.

We have accumulated some experience in performing field mainten-
ance of radar sets. True, this maintenance has been performed using
repair teams sent out from the stationary repair organs, which has
not always been convenient. Difficulties have been encountered in
providing the specialists for these teams, and a great deal of time
has beerk required for performing the repairs (the absence. of the required
instruments, technical docuaentation, etc., in the organizttional repair
areas ratmued this). We must admit that the productivity of labor in
these repair teams separated from their repair organs has been rather
low.

Field maintenance of radar sets by the aggregate method in orgma-
izational repair shops requires the solution of a ntriber of complex
problems by the repair troops. Careful training of specialists and
complete development of methodology and the technology of repair,
accumulation of the required equipment and checking and measuring
apparatus, composition of repair parts sets, etc., all must be per-
formed. Of course, certain organizational problems must also be
solved.

Under coniat conditions, timely repair of armament depends on
capable utilization of mobile repair organs under all conditions. The
best school for repair workers is to be found in the field exercises
as mobile shops, participation in training drills and practical exercises.
During such exercises, the following points should be carefully developed:
action of the shop on the march, selection of a location for placement of
equipment, norms for setting up and teari'ng down the shop. Tht perfor-
mance of diagnosis of inoperative armament must be studied (as we know,
diagnosis has its specific features under field conditions), old methods
must be improved and new methods must be developed for repair. It is
also important to work out cooperation betw:ei shops and production
sectors, and to organize mobile teams to be separated from the shop for
repair of equipment in podrazdeleniye.

Speci:al attention should be turned to the organization of work
concerned with decontamination of material received for repair as well
as the study of problems of counter atomic and counter chemical warfare
defense by all personnel. Where the enemy uses weapons of mass destruct-
ion, it is necessary to select a location for setting up the shop parti-
cularly carefully, to carefully camouflage the special equipment and to
take measures to protect the repair workers from the weapons and to
learn to perform repairs while wearing individual protective equipment.

Unfortunately, cases still occur where some specialists, who are*1" knowledgable and capable of doing good repair work urder stationary
conditions, lose a great deal of time in the performance of a number
of operations, and use their equipment and inst-. nrents very uncertainly
under field conditions. Thus, on one recent exercise none of the
personnel in a -.hop was able to start the shop generator quickly. And
of course we cannot -ustify thr: action of one mobile repai7: shop
participating in tactical exercises which performed no reeFizs, but rather
simply sent the defective armam.nt to winter quarters.

oi
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Of course, our equipment has become much more complex than that
"wie used during the Second World War. This fact obligates repair
workers to learn hoto re'air armament in the most difficult situation,
capably using the available instruments and tools and creating new
devices as required to facilitate and accelerate the repair work. This
is a great field of activity for our military rationalizers and
inventors. In the Moscow Milita-y Districts, the best of these are
Engineer Captain B. RYBALO, Captains of Technical Service V. SIIUMAKOV
and V. DENISENKO, privates V. Babenko, N. Kabilin and many others.

In order to stimulate the work of organizational shops, each year
we perform contests for the rank of best organizational shop in the
district. Our experience has shown that these ccntests aid in consider-
ably improving the quality of repair work of armament. We judge the
contest on timeliness and quality of repair, availability of work
space and equipment at working locations, the familiarity of the
personnel with the technical doctuentation and their ability to use
it, as well as the qualifications of the repair workers, state of
inventors and rationalizers work (number of sugg.,stions submitted and
adopted). The increase in productivity of labor, savings of material,
and quality of armament repaired are taken into consideration. One
condition of the contest is the ability to set up a repair shop rapidly
and repair armament in the field. In performing the yearly summary
check- of combat readiness of the troops, a special commission =.-.es
itself acqu,,inted with all aspects of the life and activity of the
organizational repair shops and determines the leaders in repair work,
who are awarded monetary prizes on the order of the troop conmmander of
the district.

As a result of last years operations, the prize wirnning shops were
those headed by C.ptains of Technical Service N. VERESCiAC0GIN, N. SPIRI-
DONOV, V. STAROVOYTOV. The personnel of these shops is distinguished by
its high discipline. Order is mairtained both in the shop and in the j
barracks. All the repair workers received an oveiall eraee of "good"
in combat, political and specialty training in the year-end inspection. a
The armament repaired by these shops, i½ addition to its excellent
technical condition, has a good extern.l appearance. Rifle stocks are
polished, metal parts (where necessary anti permissible) 3re oxide Itreated. The shop headed by Captai.a M. SPIRIDON3V has even developed a

process for restoring the lacquer coating on metal parts.

Under today's conditions, organizational repair shops must do more
than simply repair armament. They must do a great deal of preventative
monintenance work in the podrazdcicniye, proevent armament fromi failing
before its service life has expired, and attempt to lengthen the service
life of equipment between repairs. The year-end checks showed: in those
shops where the repair workers work shouldcr to shoulder with the
personnel of the line podrazdeleniye, the artillery armament is generally 1
in good technical condition. The experience of the work of Technical
Lieutenant Yu. ,MAZONOV, Guards Technical Lieutenant V. VERESHICIAGIN and
many others confirms this. From year to year, the podrazdeieniye which
they service receive good grades for the technical condition, maintenance
and preservation of arma.nent. Of course, this is prinarily due to the good
work of the soldiers and officers of the rodrazdeleniye where the armament
is used, but a considerable portion of the success is due to the repair
workers as-e1.

The quality and timeliness of repair of armament depends to a great
extent on the productive qualifications of the personnel of the organiza-
tional repair shops. Each repair worker must ki-uw the standard armament
and methods of its repair perfectly, must be able to read drawings and
sketches and work from them easily, must now the repair doc:'entation and
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be able to use it. Also, he should maintain his equipment, tools and
working location in model order.
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The training of highly qualified repair workers is one of the most
important sides of the activity of the artillery armament service.
Generally, repair masters are trained in central training locations.
However, some specialists are clearly in short supply. For example,
difficulty is now being encountered in finding enough artillery and
small arms specialists for our shops. Therefore, in one teaching
center we have organized a special battery where artillery and small arms
master repairmen are being trained for the chast' and podrazdeleniye. For
this purpose, a special program has been orga-n zed and the most highly
trained officers of the artillery arrpamert service have been called upon
to conduct the lessons. In making up this battery, the civilian
specialties of the personnel were taken into consideration. Naturally,
a soldier with training as a technician (lathe operator, grinding machine
operator) can be expediently assigned to the duty of artillery repair

4 ýmaster, since his training will not require too much time.

Master repair workers are also trained directly in the organizational
repair shops. Of course, this training is sos-what more difficult at this
level. Each shop, as a rule, has personnel of extremely varied specialties.
These include snall arms repairmen, electronic technicians and electrical
equipment repairmen. Therefore, the general disciplines are usually
studied at meetings of repair workers, while each man studies his individual
specialty independently. We turn a great dc:-l of attention to problems of
mastery of related specialties. Each of our repair masters must be able
to replace one or two other specialists. For example, electronic technicians
are usually able to repair electrical and electromechanical devices, weapons
repairmen take up the specialty of welders, etc. Under todaAs conditions,
this is absolutely necessary.

Some repair workers also take up such related specialties as electri-
cian-driver, driver-battary maintenance man, driver-lathe operater. lie
consider that this combination of specialties is not suitable. In contempor-
ary combat, repair shops will be moved many times, completing long marches,

nnerm
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generally at night. After a march, each driver must work on his
vehicle and prepare it for the next march. He must also be provided
with time for rest. Under these conditions, the driver will nvt be
able to work in a related specialty. Simply speaking, he will not
have enough time.

t ~
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Ie also use supernumerary repair workers from line podrazdeleniTe
for repair work, although we do this only slightly at the present time.

Realn h er fteScn ol ~ateewshrlpodraz.dcleni~ve, platoon or crew that did not have its own capable hands

who saved it from seemingly impossible positions more than once. The
officers of the artillery armmamnt service found tice to teach these
supernwnerary repairmen. In inserhaptonu between battles they explained
and showed them how to serv.ice their equipment and performn preventative

maintenance. At the present time, we iay littfe attention to rioerd
nuncrary repairm.en in the podra~zdelenive,. There is still no program for

training such specialists and no Uine is set aside for their indnctrin-
ation. Repairmen are trained in each case individually. Geeb erally, the
artillery armament chief or 'zhe shoD chief or podrazdeleniye com~mander

this shoue bttention to this asect of his Tirk. we believe that the

trhining of supernouerary repairmen should be organized in al repair

Tee must also note the increase in qualification of cadre involvedin the growth of rated specialists. Unfortunately, in some repair
specialties the requirements for rating have not even been worked out; .,
this should be done as quickly as possible. This will doubtless increase •
the level of training of our repairmen and improve the quality of repair :-
work.•

There is no need to prove that maintenance of arm,•ment in a high

state of combat readiness is not just a task for the repair workers. The
podrazdeleniye commanders are primarily responsible for this. Practice
has shown that where the responsibip people fulfill the requirements of
the internal service regulations of the USSR Armed Forces, everything
proceeds normally. However, it is high time that we copeo with the
situation present in some places, where equipment is regularly inspected,
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but defects remain uncorrected.

In analyzing this situation, we have di.coveid the reason --

some commtanders, especially young commanders with insufficient work
experience, inspect their rrmament regularly but ,Mfortunately per-
form only superficial inspections without noting defects and disrup-
tions in care and maintenance which appear at fi-st to be insignificant,
This occurs because they have not accumulated the necessary skills.
In order to help these young officers, we have producvd and sent out to
the tmits special reminders which state the order of an inspection, rules
for checking the technical condition, maintenance and storage of the most
common models of armament. The results have been immediate.

Speaking of storage of armamert in the units, we must note the
significance of pool days. The in-ernal service regutatio.s state that
pool days must be performed no less than two times per month. We have
succeeded in reaching the point that in many chast' and Rodrazdelenixe,
pool days are teld each week. Thus, for example, jA the unit ere the
artillery armament service is headed by Engineer Major N. KOVALENKO,
this is done. Naturally, the condition of the equipment has improved
markably in this chast'.

Within the confines of a magazine article, we cannot hope to cover
all aspects of the life and activity of organizational repair workers.
A great deal must still be done to irprove their work. For example,
problems of the organization and composition of travelling repair teams
which wili be used to repair armament during battle directly in position
must be worked out; universal sets of special tools must be developed
for mobile shops. The repair shops are still receiving sets of tools for
each type of armament individually. The time has also come to think
about the organization of repair of the equipment of the mobile repair
shops themselves. Planning forms and documents must be constantly
improved. Great attention must be turned to training extended service
repair workers, developing annual norns for one repairnan as to technical
servicing of armament and other problemas.

In TW'eMika i Vooruzheniye. No 6, 1566, Hero of the Soviet Union
Major Kh. GADEL'SHIN wrote about the necessity of cre. ing a specialinstruction book for performance of adjustment operatic i. an comm-un-
ications equipment.

We were informed by General Major of the Engineering and Technical
Service S. LUZIN that a guide for maintenance of ground comnmunications
equipment has recently been published which presents a general order
and organization for the performance of adjustment operations.

A bibliography presenting the methods for performing adjustrnent
operations and technical testing of conwnunications equipment is ready
for publication. The adjustment operations Zo be performed at'e defined
concretely for each type of equip.ment; the instruments and devices
necessary for this work are listed. A'so, according to an order of the
Chief of the Communications Service of the Ministry of Defens--, lists
of adjustment operations for all types of communications equipment should
be made up in each military district, taking into consideration availableexperience in their usage. Norms for expenditure of matcrials in usuage
of communications equipment are being develcped. They will be partially
published during 1966.
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AN INHIBITING ADDITIVE

By Engineer Lieutenant Colonel M. LEVITIN

Recently, inhibiting oils and lubricants have begun to be used for
protection of the working surfaces of parts in motor vehicle and tractor
equipment from corrosion duringtheir usage. Films of these oils have
much higher protective properties than dehydrated commercial ol1 and are
more suitable for internal storage than lubricating grease. Also, in-
hibited oils not only pretect the surfaces from contact with moisture
and other corrosive materials but also neutralize combustion products
which are capab'- of exidizin- the oil and which condense onto the working
surfaces of parts in the process of operation of the equipr~ent.

Investigation and testing of various models of specia] inhibited
oils in the storage of parts under various climatic conditions have
shown that the highest protective properties are shown by oil type NG-
203B. Its usage has eliminated the necessity of pouring oil into the
cylinders of motors and rotating the crankshafts and gear boxes of
equipment each three to six months of storage. There is also no need
for the annual zztreatment of all machines. The storage of the equip-
mernt is considerably improved.

However, these inhibited oils are not for operation and must not
be left in the machines during usage. Alsc, they are extremely scarce.
The scientific research institutes of the Ministry of Defense, together
with the Moscow "Neftega:" Plant have created a protective inhibitor
additive called AKOR-l (USSR Patent No 162616, 1964*). By using this
additive, universal operational and storage oils can be produced.

Comparative testing of standard inhibited oils with an addition
of 10%, AKOR-I for dead storag~e of a large numaber of" motors and trans-
missions directly in the vehicles, as well as under warehouse storage
conditions showed their undouOtable advantages in comparison to standard
and special inhibited oils. Thus, during storage using standard oils,
corrosion damaged up to 40% of the transmissions; during storage with
NG-203B and NG-203V oil, 1.3%; during storage using oils with AKOR-1
additive, no corrosion was found.

These operating and stora-e oils can be prepared manually or by usin:
mechanized equipment.

If the oil is prepared manually, the additive is added to a measured
quantity of commercial oil (10% of -.- e total quantity of oil) heated to *60-70C. The oil is then mixed intensively until a s~ooth mixture is

produced.

Mechanized equipment such as the AZ-lE oil filler or the type BS-.so
or PPS-7500 mixing tanks, the M.Z-51 oil filler or the VMZ-157V water-oil

Cf. BDlZ•,eten' Iaobretaniy SSSR [Bulletin of Inventions, dSSR] may.,
1964, No 10.
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filler, are used to prepare large quantities of the mixture. In this
case, the AKOR-l inhibiter need not be heated. In preparing the mixture,
one must be certain that all of the measured quantity of additive is
actually poured into the oil. In no case can the additive be poured
directly into a crankcase or oil tank, since, due to its great adhesion
qualities and viscosity, it will generally remain on the walls of the
filler throat or crankcase (tank) and will not mix well with the oil.

How should storage of motors and transmissions of motor vehicles
be performed using the universal operating and storage oils?

First, the universal oil is used (using approximately 50% of the
capacity of the lubricating system) to fill the oil tanks, using ordinary
methods; it is placed in the motor crankcase, in the air filter, in the
differential, in the transmission case and, on the MAZ-535 and MAZ-537
vehicles, in the hydromechanical transmission tank. Then, the motor
is started and allowed to warm up for ten or fifteen minutes, after
which first gear is selected and the transmission is rotated for three
to five minutes with the driving axles jacked up (track disconnected).
After the motor is stopped, the crankcase is filled to the proper level
with ordinary oil.

The parts of the intake manifold system, with overhead valves, are
freely lubricated with the universal operating and storage oil. The
cylinders, fuel pump and regulator of type V-2 motors, as well as the
fuel tanks,are treated for storage as called for in the corresponding
instructions.

Motor vehicle and tractor equipment removed from storage can be
used with the universal operating and storage oil until the first oil
change.

If the oil in the motor and transmission is not changed during
subsequent usage, during the next preparation of the vehicle for storage,
the oil is not removed, but the crankcase is simply topped off with the
corresponding type (with 10% additive) up to the normal level.

GRAPHIC NOT RCr7QDUCIBLE
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"The filer AZ-I-E (a) or the tank mixer 8S-30 (b) can be used to
mix the operating-storage oil.

The protective inhibiter additive AKOR-1 is an effective means
for protection of the working surfaces of motors and transmissions from
corrosion. It proteý..s the working surfaces of aggregates, parts and
sections from corrosion for two to two and one nalf years.
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NEW BOOKS

In 1967, the Publishing House Khimiya plans to publish a number
of works on the subject of protection of metals from corrosion.

C(hemical principles of the technology and appZication of phosphate
lubricants and protective coating. -- a monograph in which not only the
theoretical bases of phosphate hardening, but also detailed recommend-
ations on the application of protective coatings, phosphate lubricants
and mastics are presented.

It will be interesting for the readers to become acquainted with
the guide book written by great German specialists and generalized
by many years of engineering experience in studying corrosion processes.
This book is called Corrosion and Prrotetion from Corrosion. Corrosion

of Metals in ,ndustry. In this book, corrosion of various metals and
alloys is analyzed, their behavior in various media such as acids,
alkalis, the atmosphere, the soils and sea water is characterized. On
the basis of a great deal of factual material, the authors analyze the
corrosion behavior of materials used in various branches of industry --
the chemical industry, ship building industxy, atomic energy industry
and others.

In books by M. Golldberg and Kh. Chetfild, MateriaZs for paint and
varnish and other poj,ner coatings and Paint .id varni.h materials and
coatings, the reader will find a description of various materials used
for application of protective coatings -- pigments, resins, oil paints,
plastifiers and other materials. These books analyze problems of the
physical chemistry of paint and varnish materials and coatings and the
technology cf their application. Considerable attention is given to
a description of anti-corrosion paint and varnish coatings.

._
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THE THEME: CORROSION

By M. Pavlov, Methodologist and Editor at the VDNKII

The successes of our scientists and specialists seeking effective
methods for combating corrosion make up the theme of exhibits, re,-iews
and seminars performed at the Exhibition of Ac.evements of the National
Economy of the USSR; special expositions ax. also organized there. A
number of these events were held in 1966.

We know that corrosion is a dangerous enemy to underground metal
structures at hydroelectric stations. The specialists of the Volga
Hydroelectric Station Imeni V. I. Lenin,in cooperation with the Baku
Institute Gipromorneft' hove developed a new method for protecting the
structures -- an electrochemical (cathode) method. This protection,
in combination with painting of the surfaces with zinc paint or treatment
of the surfaces with one of a nunber of stable coatings (perchlorvinyl
or ethanol coatings) allows metal losses from corrosion to be reduced
to a minimum or completely eliminated for 15 to 20 years. The expendi-
tures for applying electrochemical protection are amortized in one year.
The economic effect of this protection at the Volga Hydroelectric Station
Imeni V. I. Lenin alone, according to the calculations of these special-
ists, is 100,000 rubles.

In our country w'ork has already been begun on the creation of the
Pauzhetskaya, Paratunskaya, Makhachkalinskaya and other geothermal
electric power stations. As we know, the composition of geothermal
waters is characterized by an increased content of dissolved salts. Fov
example, the waters of the .auzhets!.i7 d pc-it f.cntain up to Z36 -iq'kg
sodium chloride and other mineral salts. Therefore, in constructing new
thermal electric stations, a serious problem arises: the selection of
metals and development of more suitalle methods for protection of these
metals from corrosion. Thus, the primary construction material for the
Pauchetskaya station will be ordinary carbon steel. The water-steam
mixture from the bore hole (at 1106C) is sent to a separation device,
where it is divided (at a pressure of 1.5 atm). Since the separator
comes in direct contact with the saturated vapor, containing free carbonic
acid, hydrogen sulphide and ammonia, the internal surface of the separator
must be covered with type OFL-71-7 enamel. Also, neutralizing anine films
are used to coat the inside of the tubes. Since oxygen may appear in the
final stages of the turbine, which operate under a vacuum during influx

ko of air, small quantities of hydrazine hydrate will he added to the steam
sent to the turbine. The internal surface of the condenser is covered
with polyisobutylene PSG, the baffles, jets and other parts -- with
OFL-71-7 enamel. All parts of the ejector which come in contact with gas
or gas condensate are made of stainless austenitic steel.

Of greater practical significance is the technology for rust painting
of metal constructions presented at the VDNKH. The essence of this method
is that the rust is converted to pigmcnt -- prussian blue -- by treatment
with a reducer (a mixture of .:rthophosphoric acid and yellow potassium
ferrocyanide 8:1). Then, the surface is cleaned with a steel or fiber
brush to remove the loose pigment. The excess acid is neutralized by
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applying F-10 or FL-i furyl varnish. The surface treated with. the

reducer and furyl varnish is allowed to stand one day and then painted.
The total number of layers of base coat and paint is two or three for
pure atmosphere and four or five for contaminated atmospheres. This

method is applicable not only for painting for rusty surfaces, but also
for protection of metal structures which have been coated with kuzbassk
varnish, asphalt-bituminous lacquer or No. 177 lacquer.

01o to anodes

Circuit of electrochemical (cathode) protection of metal structures [
of river water engineering projects.

"-1

Pneumatic rotor machine for cleaning rust from surfaces of
parts: I, handle; 2, body; 3, brush.

The results of laboratory testing have confirmed the high stability
ofl this treatment and have also shown that the service lifle ofl coatings •

with this new method of surface cleaning is three or four times greater
than the service life of coatings applied in the ordinary methods. As
a result, the cost of painting is reduced by one and a half to two times,
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and b"nal losses from corrosion are reduced to a minimum.

The Institute of Organic Chemistry of the Academy of Sciences USSR
has suggested a paste called cellogel, which can be used to clean a
metal surface being prepared for protection from corrosion. It includes
hydrochloric acid, which easily dissolves rust. In order to avoid a
negative effect of the acid on the metal, formaline, urotropin. and

Z certain other materials are added to the paste. The mixture thus formed
* is thickened with a sodium sil.cate solution, pulverized paper or saw-

dust. The cellogel is applied to the surface being cleaned with an
ordinary brush. It is allowed to stand for a short period of time, after
which the metal surface is treated with a 5 to 1C% solution of phosphoric
acid. The rust disappears and a thin phosphor film is formed whi,-h
greatly lengthens the service life of the paint. This paste is e,.sy to
make in any enterprise. It can be successfully used for cleaning metal
surfaces of any complex shape and any size, from a tractor to a ship.
One square meter of surface treated with this paste costs approximately
five kopecks, which is several times cheaper than mechanical cleaning of
the surface.

The experience of constructors in anti-corrosion protection of metal
joints between panels and housing structures is worthy of attention. This
is a very important problem, whose solution will guarantee durability of
large panel construction. The constructors have begun to use the method
of metalization of welded seams successfully. They use mobile installations
"widely shown at the VDNKII,

Gas flame pulverization of powered protectire coatings on metal has
begun to be introduced ever more widely. For this, the mobile "UPN-6"
aggregate has been created. It allows metal to be covered with a mixture
of zinc and aluminum, zinc or polymers. The apparatus weighs 7.8 kg. It
operates reliably, is distinguished for its simple design and can be

* easily assembled in any shop. One man controls this small machine. The
* cost of protective coatings applied by this method is 40% less than that

of coatings applied by electrometalization.

An effective method for anti-corrosion protection has been developed
in the laboratory of the Leningrad Plant Irneni Yegorov. The essencr; of
this method is as follows: a part is heated to 350C and placed in a
boiling mass of powered polymer. The polymer particles, densely covering
the surface of the part, reliably protect it from corrosion.

The VDNKIId provides an ever wider circle of specialists with infor-
mation concerning all the latest methods for protection of metals avail-
able in our national economy. in 1966, a special scientific and technical
seminar was dedicated to the prospects for development of the method of
enamelization of surfaces of reservoirs and other similar structures.
Representatives of the Scientific Research Institute for Construction of
Pipelines, UralNiiChermet [The Urals Scientific Research Institute for
Ferrous Metallurgy], Lenenergo and other organizations shared their
interesting experience in enamelization without baking ovens, using
special automatic machines in an electromagnetic field. This method pro-
vides a stable and reliable protective coating for metal surfaces.

Special expositions of the work of innovators, rationalizers and
inventors have become a tradition at the exhibition. Thus, rationalizers
at the Baku Plane Imeni the Paris Commune have created a pneumatic rotating
machine for cleaning rust from metal. In contrast to other similar
mechanisms, the compressed air is fed directly to the blades of the rotor,
which considerably increases the efficiency of the ,nechanism.

The Novorossisk Ship Repair Plant showed automatic machines for
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cleaning and painting ship hulls at the exhibition. These clever

operations automatically by a fixed program. In one hou.tr, this aut,j-
matic machine can clean over 100 square meters of surface from2rust.

It paints ship hulls even more rapidly -- at the rate of 250 m per
hour. The process of cleaning and painting is performed without
direct control by man. The invention of the Novorossisk Ship Repair
"Plant workers improves the conditions of labor, ir.creases the pro-
ductivity of labor and yields savings.

We have presented only a few example, but they show clearly the
role of the VD14M of the USSR in solving the impertant scientific-
technical and national economic problem of protection of metals from
corrosion. '

I
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PREPARATION FOR SiCIRAGE

By Engineer Lieutenant Colonel N. KUDRYAVTSEV
t

The preparation of armament for storage under wirnte.r conditions
should be begun with a test of the knowledge of the pers-.nnel concern-
ing the rules for maintenance of the equipment. Special attention must
be given to the specific features of work with cooling fluids, rubber
products, cables and hoses, as well as to the safety rules. After
being sure that the soldiers and officers are well informed, the
quantity of work which must be performed in preparing the armament
for usage under winter conditions is determined. Then, seasonal se.nv-
icing of the armament is begun, including ordinary technical mainten-

S_ , ance No 1 or No 2.

Special atterttion is turned to the presence of all motor heating
and starting equipment called for by the tables of organization and
equipment. Cooling systems are filled with antifre-!ze, heating covers
are prepared and elects'ical equipment is tested.

In the summertime, all small arms are generally u-,ed with small arms
lubricanL VO (All Union State Standard 304S-51)._ it provides failure-

-free operation of the armament only to a temperature -56C. In the Winter,
liquid small arms lubricant (All Union State Standard 9811-61) must be
used, which flows freely from the oiler even at a temperature of -70*C,

:- •Flowing over the surfaces of parts and sections, this lubricant covers
them vith a-thin layer providing failure-free operation of the armament
and protecting it from corrosion.

In the transition to Winter usage, all old lubricant must be re-
moved. For this, the weapons are completely dissembled and all parts
are rubbed dry. Sometimes the summer lubricant remaining in difficultly
accessible spots is dissolved in liquid small arms lubricant.

In preparing artillery weapons for 'linter, seasonal maintenance must
also be performed. The lt'bricants now used for artillery, GOI-S4P, TSIATIM-
201 and the oils AU, AGM, GM-S0I and USS lubricant may be used year round.
Therefore, it is not necessary to change the iubricant during seasonal
maintenance, but it should be checked for the presence of water, which can
cause early corrosion of parts and lead to stoppages in the operation of
mechanisms, or even to their breakage. The oil or lubricant is poured
into a test tube or other vessel and heated to a temperati1re :li~htlyover
100*C. If there is water in the lubricant, sputtering will be heard.
Another method is also known. The oil is poured out onto a glass. The$ ',ater, if there is any water prese::t, will appear as small droplets.

The channels of artillery barrels which are being stored (for no less
"tnan 3 months) should be prepared for storage using corrosion inhibited
paper. For short term storage under Winter conditions, barrels ray be
covered with GOI-S4P or GOI-54 lubricant. Artillery weapc .barrels are
generally cleaned usirn kerosene; mortars and grenade launchers are
usually cleaned with liquid small arms4`ubr.cant. RCHS solution is not
used, since it freezes at -10"C. In order to soften the fouling, the
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barrel is first liberally coated with GOI-54P lubricant, then cleaned
after two hours. Wheel hubs are usually lubricated with grease. In
regions where the treitvre ny reach bele-.i -30", i s is d
that type TSIATIM-201 lubricant be used.

It should be noted that if artillery equipment is stored in the
open air, it must be cleaned and lubricated after sharp weather
changes (after a shower or snowfall).

It is extremely important to organize proper storage of optical
gun sights and instruments. Sights should be well covered and stored
near the weapons, and optical instruments should be stored in dry un-
heated areas. It is not recommended that they be stored in heated areas.
The sharp temperature drop which occurs when the instruments are carried
outside will cause considerable condens~ation. When this occurs, the
driers quickly fail and the air-tight seal is destroyed. Night vision
sights should be stored only in warm areas, since the photocathodes
rapidly fail in the cold.

Also, a location should be carefully prepared for storage of I
batteries. They are best stored in a drf room at a temper-.t~re not
below -5*C and not above +25*C. The density of the electrolite should
be increased in correspondence with the instructions.

In using armament mounted on the bodies, frames or cabs of vehicles,
they must be periodically checked for moisture, ice or frost on sections,
imits and parts. If this armament is to be stored in a warn area after
having been used in the cold, the air within the cabin must be first
dried. For storage in non-heated areas, gun lubricant or GOI=S4P is j
first applied; silica gel in sacks is installed (1 kg per I m of volume)
then the doors and hatches are closed and sealed with 33 k pnte.

The armamcnt thus prepared (mounted in cabins) can be stored for
one year, after whi ch technical maintenance No 2 should be performed.
The storage lV fe can be increased to two years if dynamIc drying methods -
are used. Two hoses are attached to the body containing the apparatus.
Periodically, the moist air is pumnped out of one tube, dry air being
pumped in the other. This d&ying -method is more economical and effective
than the use of silica gel.

ý74
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GLOWING FRO,%IT SIGIrT

By Major M. GEW4NK and Mtajor G. %%RTEN [East German Army)

During rifle shooting under night conditions, it is difficult

to see the slot in the rear sight and the front sight, which makes
accurate aiming quite difficult. We have developed a eevice consisting
"of an, additional front sight with a holder (Figure 1) and an attachment
for the rear sight aperture (Figure 2). They are covered with luminous
paint. The rear sight aperture and front sight are therefore easy to

. 'see at night. The holder, which is applied to the base of the front
sight, is held by a spring bracket along which the supplementary front
sight moves. In the battle position (Figure la) the additional sight
is placed over the front sight. Its appearance becomes wider. TheI aperture in the rear sight is larger than in the ordinary rear sight,
which facilitates aiming in darkness.

5

j f

S34

Figure 1. Device for night firing: 1. automatic weapon front
sight; 2, base of front sight; 3, muzzle nut (sleeve);
4, holder; 5, spring bracket; 6, additional front sight;

• • a, combat position; b, travel position.

Figure 2. Rear sight with attachment: 2, sight blade; 2, rear
. sight slide; 3, attachment; a, comba't position; b,-- travel position.
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the device is usually clamped on the weapon 2nd left there slnce
in its travel position (Figure lb) it doas no; interfere with shooting
under ordinary conditions, -The parts cw' c-. ith the l nOu s paintI should be cleaned off dirt: and graase. Iff they become dirty, they should

be cleaned with a lemnn -soft cloth a.nd ,.tcr.

1
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CHECKING THE CALIBRATION OF THE R-40S

By Engineer Lieutenant Colonel A. KUZNETSOV

Periodic testing of such important parameters of the R-405 radio-
relay station as the error in calibration and setting of transmitter
and receiver frequencies allows communications to be conducted without
manual tuning of stations and without searching for correspondents.

A new instrument has been manufactured for this purpose -- the
heterodyne frequency meter C114-9. This device can be used in mobile

- shops (when stopped) in repair bases, warehouses, laboratories and-
plant shops. With an ambient air temperature of about +25C and
relative humidity up to 90%, the instrument provides for measurement
of frequencies with an error of no more than 15.10-6. Power supply
for the apparatus comes from a 220 v 10%, S010.5 liz AC line.

Before measuring the error in calibration and setting the fre-
quency, the transmitter and receiver are allowed to warm up in the
operational mode for 3-4 hours with the nominal value of voltage set

10S in the primary power supplies (AC 220 v power or 12 v battery at full
load). In this process, the transmitter is loaded with an equivalent
of the antenna in the frequency range to be measured, and the AFC in
the receiver is turned off.

"Before measuring, the frequency of the master oscillator in the
transmitter and the first heterodyne in the receiver are corrected
using the station's quartz calibrator. Then, the telephone channels
are connected in the "4TG" mode, and the telegraph channels are dis-
connected.

The frequency meter is installed on the right or left locker, near
the high frequency units. When the receiver is being tested, its input5 is connected with the "input-output" terminals of the frequency meter
using the coaxial cable supplied with the frequency meter. When the

transmitter is being tested, it is sufficient to connect the rod antenna
of the frequency meter to the "input-output" terminals.

The error in calibration and the setting of the frequency of trans-
mitter and receiver are checked at any fixed frequencies approximately
identically distant from each other. The frequency meter is used to
determine the true frequency of the transmitter ft and ýhe first
heterodyne of the receiver f.7 with an accuracy to tenthi of a kilo-
cycle, equal to two scale inýhcations of the frequency meter.

* ."The error in calibration -and setting of tranz;mitter frequenciesI in kilocycles is calculated from the formula:

-fwhere tnt 1t.f (N-21) is the nominal frequency of the transmitter at
fixed frequency N in Jlz; 1121 is the nominal frequency of the transmittern. -.
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on the 2ist fixed frequency in K-tz; A; is the spaicing between fixed
frequencies in KlOz. In the R-401 and R-403 radio relay stations, the
nominal transmitter frequency in kilocyclc- at fixed frequency N is
determined fiom the formula:

= + A -

I where is the nominz.l transmitter frequency at the first fixed
frequency in KHz; Af is the separation between fixed frequencies in
K11z.I

The error in calibration and setting of the receiver frequency
in K1z is determined from the formula:

Af -=t~h - fnh

where f = f ,.+Af (7-21) is the nominal frequency of the first
heterodyne or tne receiver at fixed frequency NI in 01z; fa 21 is the
nominal frequency of the first heterodymne of the receiver at the 21st
fixed frequency, in 121z; Af is the separation between fixed frequencies
in Kltz. In radio relay stations R-401 and R-403. the nominal frequency
of the first heterodyne in the receiver at fixed frequency R, in kilo-
cycles, is determined from the following formula:

?nh - nh.l

where Afh is the nominal freauency of zhe first heterodvnc of the
receiver ai the first fixed frequency in Kilz; Af is the separation
between fixed frequencies in KHz. hWith an ambient air temperature of
250* 1 SC, the error in calibration and setting of any fixed frequency
of transmitter and first heterodyne of receiver should not exceed 17 KHz.
If this condition is not observed, the transmitter and receiver will
require capital repair.

*he error in calibration and setting of the transmitter and
receiver frequencies in the decimeter wave band can be measured after
the station has warimed up in the operating mode for 3-4 hours with
nominal power supply voltage (220 v AC line or 12 v full load battery).
During this period, the transmitter should be loaded with a type E9-1
(UEA-S) antenna equivalent, and the AFC of the receiver should be turned
off. It should be kept in mind that the high frequency contacts at both
ends of the type RK-75-9-13 (RK-103) cable of the E9-1 antenna equivalent
are conical, similar to the contacts of the RK-75-4-11 (RK-..0l) cable in
the meter wave length, whereas all the high frequency contacts of the
station in the decimeter wave band are cylindrical. Therefore, in order
to provide reliable contacts when connecting the E9-1 antenna equivalent
cable to the nigh frequency contact points of the station in the decimeter
wave band, an internal cylindrical contact hole should be drilled within
one of the female ;onicai contacts to a diameter of 18+0.05 n.a clear to
the depth of the side wall, or type YEK3 640 013 and YEK3 640 014 adapters
should be used. Before beginning measurement, the frequency of the master
oscillator of the transmitter and the driver of the first heterodyne of
the receiver are adjitsted according to the stations quartz calibrator. -The
separation of fixed frequencies of the transmitter and receiver (a.nd their
*EQIR) should be equal to 50 during measurements.

The error in calibration and setting of frequencies of -transmitter -

and receiver can be measured at any fixed frequencies approximately
identically separated from each other.

The frequency meter is used to determine the true frequency of the

a2
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Stran.tter 4± = the fi-st hoterodync of the receiver JO vith anf ' :•accuracy to a few tenths of one kilocycle, which is equal to the
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During the process of measuring the error in calibration of the
transmitter, the C14-9 hoterodyne freqaoncy motor is set in the right
or left cabinet, near the high frequency uait. The rod antenna is
connectod to its "input-output" terminal. The E9-1 transmitter ant.enna
equivalent is set at a distance of 10-20 cm from the rod antenna of the
heterodyne frequency meter so that when the HF oscillator is tumed the
"rumble" (beating of the 12th harmonic of the liF oscillator in the
frequency meter and the transmitter frequency) is easily heard in the
frequency meter phones. Wthen the frequency is determined with a marker
oscillator, it shc.ild be tuned with the right hand dial for the maximum
loudness of this "rumble".

The error in calibration and installation of the transmitterI• frequency, in kilocycles, is determined from the farmula:

I"ft " =f.-fns
where fn~-friAf(!1-1) is the nominal frequency of the transmitter at
fi.ed frequency N in K1lz; fnli is the nominal frequency of the transn,,i.ter
at the first fixed frequency in K1z; Af is the separation of the fixed
frequencies in Klz.

In measuring the error in calibration of a receiver, the cable
connecting the high frequency terminals "VYKII PER" and VoH ECURR" are
disconnected and one end of the cable is connected to the high fre-Squency "A\rl terminal to the Aleft of the rack. The other end of this

IS connected through a "jack to jack" junction supplied with this
station to the cable connected to the "input-output" terminal of the
heterodyne frequency mcter (14-9. Ie output of the transmitter (high
Sfrequency terminal marked "VYK| PER", located behind the rack) is loaded! ~~~~to the antenna equivalent E9-1 using a cable typeR-591,bigsr

cabl type RK-7S-9 -13, being surethat the internal conductor is reliably connected.

dThe error in calibration and setting of the receiver frequencies
(in Kdlz) is determined from the formula:

where f=f f(!;-1) is the nominal frequency of the first heterodyra
of the receiver at fix:ed frequency I9 in XIQz; f is the nominal fr4-
qaency of the first heterodyne of theo receiver a the first fixed
frequency in lJIz; Af is the separation of the fixed frequencies in Miz.

With an ambient air temperature of 25*±StC, the error in calibration
and setting of any fixed frequency of the receiver and transmitter in the

decimeter wave band should not exceed 13S K1lz. Otherwise, the receiver
and transmitter should be sent for capital repair.

FixeA Fre- Nominal Frequency Nominal Frequency
quen4' Receiver Frequency
Numbor Transmi tter Receiver Heterodyne Meter

II



Testing for errors in calibration and set.5ng of transmitter and
receiver frequencies can be performed rather rapidly, if the fixed
frequencies at which it is to be pcrformed are selected in advance.
These fixed frequencies should be selected using the nominal frequency

2 fo-.ulas for traismitter and receiver and the nominal indications of
the heterodyne frequency meter scale, which, in the meter band, are I

%z.As tt inal frequency divided by 2, and in the decimeter band
are equal to the nominal frequency divided by 12, The data forcalculation are presented in a table for convenience in usage.

tI
-S

t•
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FOR YOUR NOTEBOOK -- SYMBOLS USED )WITH SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
MANUFACTURED BEFORE 1964 (All-Union State Standard GOST S461-56)

Elements in Symbol
"Group of - Second .... Examples
Devices First ThirdExamhles

Germanium Silicon Purpose,
Character-

-_ _ __ __I istics _

[910- 101-200 1 Point , D9A-DiO6A
3O1-40 .i 201-300 1 Junction . D302,D211

fI401-500 - Mixer
Dod- i 501600 I Multiplier C.,
SDiodes D 601-700 1 - i V idao Detector I e ,

1 701-749 1 750-•O,500 1 Parametric
801-900 I Stabilitron . _ 5

-901-550 i Varicaps I Z c, D9O1YE
-951-1000 1 ITunnel 1 -0C .

- [I,|-110O 0 Rectifier stacks' D____00O4 __

1 8-1002 101-200 Low pow.r if - o.t .Plo 6
Transis- L20-300 J01-400 1Hih +e P0 04

tors P 4.01-500 501-600 1 LoI pavier hf ý10 -m, P403A.P505A
1 601-700 1 701-800 1 High power hf IP609AP702A

-• Notes:

The numbers 1-8 are used for both junction (for example, D7A-D7ZH) .and

point jD2A-D2ZH) germanium diodes and detectors.
2 The numbers 1-7 are used for various germanium low power and high power

(for example, P4A), point and junction transistors manufactured before
-1957.

,,I
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711E MOBILE SHOP

By Engineer Colonel P. .NLPATOV,

Engineer Major V. LEBEDEV

The model MRS-AT repair and .etal working shop is designed for
performance of mounting and dismounting and mechanical work in the
repair of motor vehicles, tracked vehicles and transporters under
field conditions (Figure 1). This equipment allows welding, copper
and tinsmith and painting work, simple repair of power supplies and
electrical equipment, repair and charging of batteries to be performed.
It is important to note that this repair shop can be used independently
or in combi~iation to make up the PARM-lM and PARUM-31M shop com-plexes. The
MRS-AT in essence has replaced such shops as the electric and carburator
shop, the milling and metal working shop and the specialized tracked
vehicle shop.

The equipment of the MRS-AT is placed in a KM66 metal bodied van,
which is heated by a type 030 heater using liquid fuel, as well as by
the cooling system of the truck. In the near future, this heating
system will be replaced by the OVU06 heating and ventilating install-
ation, which is more powerful. It can burn both liquid and solid fuel.

Figure 1. MRS-AT repair and metal working shop.

The shop van contains three work benches (Figure 2): the left
• rk bench 24 for the metal worker, the right work bench ? and front
- bench 4 for si. ecialists on power supplies and electrical equip-
,at. During movement, the personnel sit on two seats. They can rest
,,the work benc .;s, in two hammocks and on a portable table.

.%" -I

• ra--s -•
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-- Figure -.Plan of iocatlon of-equipment- in van: 1, electric powerI. *installation; -2, field radiometier -roentgen meter;-3,,
univetrsal instrumen~t for testir-g electrical eq~uipment;
~,7, ;4, benches; S, current frequency converter; 6,26,

seats: S. lamp; 9, box for leaf and coil springs; 10,electric grndr 11, portable table; 12, folding table;
23, weapons rack; 14, panel;.15,, first aid box; 16,
s -ele.-Owm rectifier; 2?, fire extinguisher; 18, line for

- ~measuring front wheel alignment;39, hanging hook; 20,
-acetylene gas producer; 251, carbide storage case; 22,
oxyger. cylinder; 23, -S-531 electric welder; 25, vise;2?,
document case;-.28, water tank;, 29, fan.I Electric power-is supplied from an internal generator driven by

the -truck motor or fion an external power sour'ce. Control of the operationg. - and testing-oil the electric power installation is performied using a
special panel on wh-idV-a. voltmeter, ammeter, switch between generator and
external wource,-excitatior. button and voltage contrclling rheostat are

- Ilocatled.

* -- ~ -. The- van it il-1--inated inside by six overhead lights, two local
lamps and an overhead light -discipline lamp (12 v). Mhen the van door

* - -is opened, the overhead lights go o~ut and the light. discipline limp
cmson. -The tent -illumiwnated by ordinary lights. In the future,
ihabensgeted that- a more powerful generator be instal-led.

jA boom ' rane it -used- for -loading and unloading 4f equipment and
- - 'installation and removal .of the shop equipment. It -is driven from th-e

- - - tuckwiand istal led in its working _posi-cion -on the forwaw~ por.tion
- of th truck ir-Me. It is-tranported on the roof of the Van. -Devices
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to limit the weight lifted and the height to which the hook is lifted
are connected into the ignition system of the truck motor, to provide
safety in work.

STh.11 set of removers and associated equipment are used in repairing 1

both new and old types of motor vehicles. The individual removers in R
the set are universal. The electric powered tools (impact wrench, two
welders,-grinding mazhine) operate on three-phase 200 cycle 36 v power.
The electric impact wrench is used for removal and tightening of nuts
and bolts with threads up to 16 mm. Tie S-531 electric welder, fastened
in a mount, is used as a semi-stationary welding machine. The electric
grinder, in addition to its main purpose, is used for polishing tools.
For this,it is placed into the vise using a special holder.

The portable universal ignition system tester, the volt-ammeter,
loading plug, areometer and set of electricians' tools are designed for
repair and servicing of electrical equipment.

Fuel systems c€n be tested using a special stand for checking pumpsSanid jets, devices -for checking the fuel level in the float chamber of

a carborator, a set of devices for checking and repair of motor power
supplies type YAAZ-204 and the corresponding set of tools.

It has been proposed that the acetylene welding generator ARM-l-58
be replaced by the PSO-12S welding transformer, with a wide range of
curr-nt selection. it allow: welding (with electrodes up to 4 rm thick)
and cutting steel parts 14 to 18 mr. thick. The charging-discharging
device _ZRU) included in the PSO-125 allows batteries of 6, 12 and 24 v
to be charged. Mhen the welder is not in operation, the ZRU can be

connected to any DC power supply.

The comnression meter, stethoscope, dev~ct-3-for checking wheel
alignment and steering, and various measuring instruments are all used

during checks of the technical condition of vehicles.

;,,i . .

Figure 3. P20 tent: 1, body: 2, 3, and 4, upper, lower left and
lower right sheets; 5, tension lines; 6, pegs.

The shop is equipped with equipment, devices and tools for lubri-
cating and fueling, copper and tin working, carpentry and upholsterers
work, as well as repair of motor vehicle tires. The medicine chest
containing epoxy resins is designed for repair of cracks and holes in
blocks, crank cases and hoses.

Due to a reduction in weight of the primary equipment ir the shop,
an additional set of equipment, tools and devices for repair of tracked
vehicleshas been included. This set consists of the ramovers and devices
for assembly-dissembly and checking-adjustment operations, servicing and

Wt
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j . regulation of devices in the power supply system, plus various special
- : tools.

Figure 1.. Plan of deployment of MRS-AT in the field: 1, repair
and metal working shop; 2, tent; 3, welding point; 4,
5, 6 and 8, locations of vehicle repair, washing and
special treatment, dosimetric Checking and technical
servicing, respectively; 7, slit trench; 9, battery
charging point.

Vehicles being -repaired and repair equipment can be covered in
bad weather using the P20 (or P29) tent, which weighs 195 kg 'Figure 3).
The interior of the-tent is heated by the OVUl heater, which burns
liqui i fuel. For transportation, the tarpaulin =-'A body are fastened
compartment in the roof of the cabin.

Depending on the concrete tasks and the situation, the shop is
deployed completely or partially. For long term operations in one
location, it is deployed completely and camouflaged w--i% a camouflage
net. If necessary, cover is provided for the materiel and personnel,
the boom crane, tent and removable equipment are set up, the cable net-
work is installed and the areas for washing, special processing and
dosimetric checking or deployed. Azr approximate diagram of deployment
of the shop is shown on Figure 4.

In the- process of usage of the MRS-AT, safety rules must be
strictly observed in order to avoid damage to materiel and accidents.

For example, the high toxicity of exhaust gases, especially whern the

to ihilexaspis. Beoelighting the heaters, the area to be
of xplsio. 'he an ustnotbewashed with solvents, and ice may not

reuie additiona hfrom to bet attachedame

Doubttless, as the shpis usdtispecialists uigit will have a
numder of suggestio 'ns for its further improvement. Ile would like for
these suggestions to be published on the pages of this journal.

""I

E,
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CHECKING BALANCING

By L. Novitskiy, Candidate of Technical Sciences

Unbalancing -- the displacement of individual optical parts --
arises due to improper utilization of optical devices. The reason
for this defect may be bending of an instrument due to insufficient
strength of individual parts, improper transportation or overheating.

In most designs of modern rangefinders, constructed-according to
the coincidence system, bending of the telescope tube will n')t cause
any error in measurement. IHowever, displacement or impror,:,r initial .

- installation of the end reflector may cause essential unbalancing as
to height, and a -change -in their reflecting angle can cause errors
in range.

The balancing of rangefinders can be performned in military units

using an easily madec and simiple measuring Installation (Figure 1)
which consists of a system made up of flat optical parts (tmo pentz-
prisms P and two wedge shaped plates X). This device allows a range- --- - .....
finder to be tested by a monocular method w~ith ar, angle of position
of 0 to 90". The error inherent in the ins trznent does not exceed
tO.5 t. o. (Theoretical error].

The measuring device (1fI) and the rangefinder being tested (I)
are mounted on a common wooden frame I such that the input windows "
are located opposite each other and the optical axes are in a common
plane. Thi~s frame is installed on rotation axi-s 2, firmly fixed in
two massive stands 3. A scale is entered on the axle, and an index IX
for reading off the rotation angle is entered on the frame pivot 4.

'K to rang'ýfind*rj
, fron rninefinder |il l

'3

Figure 1. Plan of measuring installatio,.

An illuminating lamp and holder are applied to the left ocular of

.. • e•
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•:i•jkI the rangefinder. A supplementary magnification tube is attached to the
right ocular and fixed unmoving during measurement.

The installation works as follows: the rangefinder being tested and
the measuring installation are placed in the horizontalplane so that
their sighting axes are parallel. In this case the image of the left
stereoscopic mark of the rangefinder, illuminated by the low voltage in-
candescent lamp, is projected into the measuring installation. The end

r• reflectors transfer the image into the plane of the right stereoscopic
mark.

The direct ivage of the right mark and the reflected image of the
left mark are viewed with a supplementary telescopic system such as a
four power dioptric tube. The rangefinding mechanism is used to bring
the left and right marks together (Figure 2a). Then, the rangefinder
and measuring device are rotated about their common horizontal axes by
some angle and the divergence of the marks is noted (Figure 2b). This
divergence is eliminated by rotation of the adjustment wedge and its
value is read off from the scale. The numerical value of the rotation
angle of the wedge, expressed in the theoretical errors (t.o.) determines
the amount of unbalance of the rangefinder being tested.

Ia b

.,Figure 2. Al;gnment marks: a, matched; b, with divergence.

4 2

J

Figure 3. Plan of installation for determination of magnitude
of bending of rangefinder.

23 The rangefinder should be balanced at angles of 0, 30, 60 and 900.

Unbalance in height of long base rangefinders can be caused by
bending of the end caps. A convenient and simple method for determining
the bend in any section along the length of the rangefinder is as
follows (Figure 3): plain parallel plate 2 and first surface mirror 3
are installed on the external surface of the rangefinder 1. Auto-
collimation viewing tube 4 with micrometer eyepiece 5 is placed before
them. While vaeious target sighting angles are set on the rangefinder,
-the divergence of the autocollir ition images caused by bending of therangefinder is noted. Angle of inclination a is determined from the
formula

aa aIT
where a is the divergence of the autocollimation images of the object
in the local plane of the viewing tube; f is tbe focal length of the
viewing tube.
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By constructing a curve of inclination angles versus rangefinder
length, it is possible to find the bend. Measuracnt should be per-
formed by two instrument technicians, and no less than ten readings
shouid be made in each series. A suitable v1i-ing tube for thiS work *•%
might be an autocollimeter with focil length f equal 1200 mm (micrometer
eyepiece with scale divisions 5-10- mm). No additional equipment is
xequired.

I.•

!I
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I -, DRIVING ON SLIPPERY ROADS

By Reserve Engineer Colonel M. PARSHIN

For man: years, the motor vehicle transportation laboratory of
the Scientific Research Institute of Motor Vehicle Transportatioii has

- been measuring the coefficient of friction between tires and road
surfaces using the type NIIAT-BD8 dynamometer mounted on the GAZ-704

r. two-wheeled trailer, towed by "a UAZ-450 vehicle. It has been estab-
lished that the minimum permissible coefficient of friction, from the
standpoint of safety, is 0.4. Accidents occur more frequently on
roads with lower coefficients of friction. The stopping distance on
such roads is considerably greater and an attempt to stop often results
in a skid. This occurred during an investigation of the road between
Moscow and Ryazan', where nine of eleven sectors tested were found to
be unsuitable (friction coefficient 0.3 or even less). On-the road
between Moscow and Leningrad, six of ten sectors tested were found to
be unsuitable, and on the road between Moscow and Kharkov -- nine of
twelve were unsuitable.

This sort of thing occurs even in newly paved road sectors, for
example on kilometers 43 to 43 of the road between Moscow and Minsk.
One month after this sector was opened, many automobiles skidded after
a rain shower. Testing showed that the coefficient of friction of the
pavement was only 0.2, i.e., was as bad as ice.

Recently, work has been begun on the application of rough surface•> '•layers over automobile roads, 'Unfortunately, however, work is not
always done in the best sequence. Often the slippery and dangerous

places remain unimproved and are the primary factors in rotor vehicle
accidents.

Textbooks and programs for training drivers pay very little
attention to problems of driving a motor vehicle on roads with slippery
pavement.

It must be remembered that the vehicle will slip the most on road
sectors where the driver must change his driving style (shift gears,
apply brakes, accelerate). As a rule, this is done at crossroads, on
turns, before hills ana valleys, with limited visibility, at mass
transit stops and in places where the pavement is covered with oil
(POL. dumps, .filling stations), .-here highways cross dirt roads, in low
areas, before bridges, etc.

I-low should a vehicle be driven through these road sectors? The
driver should start up from a standing stop in second gear, easily, at
low motor rpm, the clutch should be engaged smoothly and the gas should
be applied gradually. Acceleration should be performed smoothly, in-
creasing the motor speed so as not to cause wheel spin. Driving speed
should be adjusted for complete safety, observing a following distance
approximately twice as great as when moving on dry roads (Figure 1).
Short hills should be taken uihile accelerating, and on long hills the
proper gear should be selected in plenty of time.

-M
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0 04-

_ -I wet
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tires with new tread
tires with worn tread

Figure i.

Due to the redistribution of weight, incomplete loading of the'
vehicle, and change in, tire condition, friction between wheels and
road is reduced and the stopping distance required is therefore
increased. Or.e must not forget that when moving at high speeds on
slippery roads it is not only dangerous to brake or turn the wheel,
but also to depress the clutch. Braking should be d3ne with the
clutch fully engaged. It is recoPMended that the motor and brakes
both be used for deceleration. It is not a good idea to use central

transmission brakes on a slippery road, since this may cause the
vehicle to skid.

It is very important to maintain normal pressure in vehicle
tires (Figure 2). Tires with increased pressure, naturally, have a
smaller contact patch on the road. During sharp braking, the co-
efficient of friction between the tire and the road will be reduced
more rapidly than the other tires with normal pressure, and the
stability of the vehicle will be disrupted. Carefully adjusted brakes
will provide simultaneous braking of all wheels. Failure to observe
this requirement under bad road conditions may also cause the vehicle
to skid or tip over.

0
4J

o
4-' ,_ __ d_, road
0 0.7•7--/

SJ wet road
- -

01

2,5 - j.5 2
nressure in t•ires, kg/cm

- tires with new tread
"- tires' with worn tread

Figure 2.
Experience and investigations both show that any braking on a

slippery road should be performed by rapidly pumping the brakes making
it possible to use the frictien between tire and pavement to the
maximum. hhen the brakes are pumped (up to the point of complete
stoppage of the whecls) the tires are highly deformed, so that they

A U12
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absorb and radiate as heat a large quality of energy, which acts as
a supplementary braking device, considerably increasing the coefficient

"R,_-• of friction. According to foreign data, some types of tires show an
increase in coefficient of friction by 50% and more when brakes are
pumped.

The most effective friction between tire and pavement is created
when the wheel being braked is still rotating. Locked wheels have a
coefficient of friction 30%* lcwer than non-locked wheeis. Correspond-
ingly, thee braking distance with wheels locked is increased by 20 to
2S%.

When driving on slippery roads, particular care and attentiveness
are required of the driver. The ability to clearly evaluate the
situation and take the proper steps in drivir.g -•ill allow not only
avoidance of accidents, but also increased driving speed of combat
and transport vehicles.

I

-,-j
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5I N
WIT11OUT ACCIDENTS OR BREAKDOWNNS

By 0. Gorov, F. Levshin -,

In the podrazdeleniye where the technical supply officer is
Captain A. POPOV, the men have long forgotten what a motor vehicle
accident is. And this has been achieved under conditions in which
their tractor equipment is quite intensively used. In this unit,
both vehicle columns and single trips are made, where the drivers,
in essence, are separated from the podrazdeleniye, must depend on
themselves and make their own decisions, often in very difficult
driving, conditions. It is not enough simply to be able to drive a
vehicle without breaking the traffic regulations. It is also impor-
tant to perform your mission precisely und on time.

Here, the tractor equipment is maintained strictly in accordance
with the requirements of the regulations and instructions; military
discipline is at a high level. This is to the credit of the officers,
the party and Komsomol organizations. Take, for example, the company
commanded by Major S. PALIY. In the last month and a half alone, the
drivers have travelled over 65,000 kin, transporting 9,000 tons of
cargo, without an accident or breakdown. About 4000 liters of gasoline
have been saved during this period as well. After summing up one stage
of the socialist competition in honor of the 50th Anniversary of Soviet
power, the personnel of this company was awarded the travelling Red
Banner.

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBL
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Each morning before going out on thei7 trips, the drivers of
this company meet for instructions [2]. A special room has been
set aside for this purpose. All the necessary equipment is present:
safety posters, modeis of road signs, march route Maps, lists • of• •

'I- main requirements and points fron the instructions, containing the
rules for usage of the tractor equipment and measures to be taken

to prevent motor vehicle accidents, etc. Also, the duties of the
senior vehicle and driver are on display, diagrams of uncontrolled
crossroads and models of motor vehicles are available. In short,
everything required is present so that the commander of the podraz-
deleniye can instruct his drivers and senior vehicles, lie notices

heaippeTarance of the troops, and sees that all documents are properly
filled out, that each man knows his job, the march route and its
specific features. The drivers must solve complex problems on the
traffic regulations. When you are behind the wheel, there is little

*: t~ime for thought, and sometimes no time at all. This is why these

instruction sessions so carefully discuss, for example, all possible
cases of encounters at uncontroJ led crossroads, i.e., the most common

-.situation with which a driver must cope in his work.

". NNOT

is c-,.d .C.' . i o i

S" .- . ... . . . . .

of the-Komsomol organization, a surprise team has been created, which
)•\ checks vehicles before they leave the motor pool [$]. For the past

two years, this team has been lead by outstanding driver private first
.•'--class N. Tishchenko. The other members of the team are privates A.

Lidnechenko and-V. Mellkovskiy. The drivers know that nothing will
S~escape the eye of the Komsomol checkers. But the team of N. TAishchenko,
•.••not. only checks, but also helps, particularly the young drivers. in
:•: finding and eliminating defects, and performing technical servicing of

-• their vehicles.

' The chief of the- technical service point, extended service Ser-
geant N. Pershin is an old trooper, a veteran of the Second W•orld W•ar
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and a specialist first class. His authority anong the young troops
is great. lie gives them his rich experience each day, teachi.ag them
to service their equipment properly. lle can always find an example
from his personal experience to make any point, and the soldiers listen
with great interest to his descriptions of his experiences during the
war. In checking the quality of technical servicing performed by a
driver, Pershin immediately and clearly explains the possible results
of the smallest careless move, even one which seems at first glance to
be an Insignificant failure to meet the requirements of the regulations'
and instructions.

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUcP3Ir
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The personnel makes timely and detailed study of new types of
vehicles arriving for usage as well as the specific features of their
mainteniance and driving. The new equipment is studied by every one --
from the soldiers to the commanders of all ranks [1). Lessons designed
to increase the qualification of drivers are performed by platoon
commandeis [3] and tractor service specialists. Technical training
classes have been set up in the podrazdeleniye, as well as classes
on driving safety. These classrooms are equipped with visual aids,
and cutaway models of mechanical units for training [4]. Officers
V. PM~ELINrsEV, V. YAKOVENKO and S. BONDARCHUK, as well as extended
service troops N. Pershin, L. M[orozov and V. Ivanov and many others
are rightful ly ca. !led disseminators of technical knowledge, experts on
t.ractor equipment, The podrazdeleniye has many otlichniks*. They
include senior Sergeant A. Nesterenko, privates first class A. Mlasalitin,

•Otlichnik _- one who has been rated outstanding in combat and
politieS1l training.
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V. Zaubroy. S. Kjimenko and N. Tishthenko, private V. Drizhenkc and

SSerious attention is given to the operation of the technical

"Control point. The chief of the technical control point is extended
- - -service Sergeant-V. Ivanov. His sharp eye catcies the slightest defect

or improper point. His demanding nature has earned the respect of
-all -he drivers. The troops come to him eagerly for advice and always
find him to be a responsive commander and teacher.

After a vehicle has been tested by the chief of the technical
control point, the motor pool duty officer gives permissio, foro the

-- trip-to be made. As we approached, extended service Sergeant V.
-Xostyuchenko-was giving some last minute advice to driver private Yu.

SPuzikov. The duty sergeant warned him that many students were on the
!treet Aind that special care would therefore be required. "Have a good

- trip!" Kostyuchenko said to the driver. lie agreed completely with
this wish. We wished a good trip to all of the drivers of the podraz-
delene, who cre performing their service with honor, utilizing the
eqMu1ment which their country has entrusted to them without accidents
or breakdowns and without collisions.

*1A

i
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CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR REACTIONS

-by S. Luk'yanov, Doctor of Physical-Mathematical
Sciences, Professor, Lenin and
State Prize Winner E

For twenty years now the question of the possibility of brI.nging
about controlled nuclear fusion has continued to attract the most
ir.tense interest oh the part of physicists in all of the leading in-
dustrial nat-ins in the wozrd. Whenever we reflect on the prospects F
mankind has for making technical prcgress the problem of controlled
thermonuclear reactions is one of those in the forefront. So, it was
no accident that this problem was called one of the few most important
scientific tasks of the future in the Directives of the XXIIId Congress
of the KPSS.

Yet research in the field of controlled fusion is very expen-
sive, engaging many qualified physicists who are conducting the most
complex of experiments. The time when the search will end is still
rot clear. The economic possibilities are debatable. It is only nat-
ural that several questions should rise immediately. Is the work which
is being done necessary? Would it not be better to direct the bulk of
human energy, inventiveness, and talent, into another field? Would it
not be better to design new, more modern electronic machines which are
so necessary as a result of the headlong progress made in automatic
control? Perhaps we should devote our efforts to solving the burning
problems of molecular biology or medicine? But are there not other,
equally important questions, for example, in which the chief difficulty
of the problem of controlled fusion is that the path which must be
travelled is so long, the answers to which as a result of the work done,
provide little hope?;

So, let us take them up one after the other. What is the purpose
of the research being done? The answer is a remarkably simple one.
The work involvrs seeking out an energy source which is unlimited in
power, and cheap, accessible to all nations on an equal footing. Thissimple a formulation causes confusion, for the topicality of the re- ;

search is not obvious. After all, reserves of coal and oil are still
far from exhausted, solar energy is virtually untouched, we have hard-
ly-begun to exploit nuclear fuel - the uranium and thorium ores.

All of this is, of course, true, but only from the standpoint of
today, and within the context of a static, unchanging, world. But we
live under conditions of a dynamic, swiftly changing world, so, in or-
der to protect mankind against the threat of a power famine tomorrow,
today we must lay the foundations for future power engineering.

Let us look at this question in detail. Let us first of all look
at how the population of the earth has changed, beginning with estim-
ates made for prehistoric times and ending with the UN forecast for
the year 2000. True, the accuracy of the estimates for the distant
past is low, but even so this will not change the overall picture. We
need not concern ourselves with a few hundred thousand years, but it
took those years neverthelesr, for mankind to multiply and number one
billion by 1830. Yet anothe: billion were added in the next 100 years,
but it only took the 1930s for yet another billion people to make their
appearance on earth. if it is assumed that existing tempos continue,
the population on the globe will increase markedly.

Parallel with the increase in the earth's population, and at an
equally rapid tempo, has been the increase in mants energy requirements.
Let us trace how energy demands have developed. The introduction of a
new measurement unit, IQ = 1021 joules, will make for convenience in so
doing. A graphic example will serve to characterize the scale of this
unit. The energy in one IQ is sufficient to heat two Lake Ladogas and
"the Aral Sea to the boiling point.H
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The history of material culture and demographic estimates shows
that from the beginning of our era to 1850 mankind has expended 6 to
9 Q of energy. Yet the requirements for just the last 100 years were
almost 4Q. Today, the world's requirements run at the level of 1/5Q
per year. If the present rate of growth is maintained, by the year
2000 the annual requirement will be running at the 1Q level, and at
"the 10Q level by 2050. In other words, within 80 years man should be
expending just-about the same amount of energy every year as he expend-
ed between the time of the Emperor Augustus and he present.

To what extent can available resources ensure this growth? A de-
tailed analysis made over and over again by a great many specialists
has resulted in a not very comforting conclusion. Mineral resources
will be expended within 100 to 150 years. Recurring sources (water
power, the energy in tides, etc.) cannot meet the world's growing re-
quirements. The use of solar heat and nuclear fuel is in reserve.
Solar energy, unfortunately, has a low density. The energy illuminat-
ion is almost 1 kw/m, for the normal incidence of solar rays. Thermo-
electric converters are small at this efficiency. Consequently, a
considerable portion of the earth's surface (almost 10%) would have to
be covered with solar generators in order to meet man's requirements a
hundred years from now.

Nuclear fuel reserves are 5,000Q. It would appear that this
would provide a desired solution to the problem for several hundred
years, at the very least. There is a fundamental difficulty, however.
With the transition of the world's power engineering to nuclear fuel
would come radioactive waste materials from nuclear reactors in quan-
tities such that they would be menacingly great and the problem of
burying them will be an unusually complex one. Dumping at sea will not
guarantee required safety. Discharge of radioactivity into the cosmos
will remain.

We should note that all the aforementioned forecasts as to the
growth in power engineering were limited to the period of the next 100
to 150 years. This was deliberate. By that time man will have consum-
ed his reserve potential energy (converting it, in the final analysis,
into heat) down to that level which will make up an appreciable percent-
age of the total energy obtained annually from the sun by the earth.
The result will be a change in the climate on our planet.

This, then, is what the future for power engineering looks like
for the world.

We can find a way out of the imnasse if we are successful in us-
ing the energy derived from the fusion of light nuclei. Reserves
of this type of energy are virtually inexhaustible. With annual demand
at the 15 to 20Q level, the deuterium (the most probable nuclear~fuel)
contained in the waters of the oceans will suffice for a billion years.
Herein lies the thought and the purpose of research on controlled nuclear
fusion.

Among the various fusion reactions, in the.course of which heavier
nuclei are synthesized from lighter, which are particularly attractive,
are the reactions of the combination of the nuclei of isotopes of hy-
drogen, deuterium and tritium. The presence of Coulomb repulsion leads
to the fact that the probability of nuclear reactions between charged.
particles can prove to be sufficiently great only in the event that the
energy of the colliding particles is quite high. This is the compelling
circumstance in the selection of the reacting substances limited by
elements with low atomic numbers. Consequently, only two reactions
are of interest:

D .He n v 3.25 Mev
D *-T v p - 4.00 Mev

D T-.He ~n 17.6 Y4ev.
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Figure 1. Trajectories of particles in plasma.'
When there is no magnetic field the particles
move about freely in a rare plasma and bombard
the walls of the container. Top: magnetic field
cut in. The field converts the Itrajectories of ,
the particles into spirals, with the result that
the particles no longer strike the side walls.
Bottom: magnetic f ield cut- in. W-hen the particles
collide the orbits are displaced bv a magnitude on
the order ofe . The particles wander around the
container chaotically.

Both reactions have, in their time, served as obijects of detailed,
experimental investigation. A target made of heavy ice was used and
was bombarded in discharge tubes by beams of accelerated deuterons.
It was easy to record t-he appearance of fast neutrons and protons at

adeuteron energy level of a few tens of key. The problem was, ap-
parently, solved, for the energy expended on accelerating a deuteron
was several hundred times less than that released during a nuclear re-
action (3 to 4 Mev). However, only one out of many thousands of ac-
celerated deuterons striking the target caused a nuclear reaction. The
rest were unproduct-ively expending t4-heir stored energy in small 'port-
ions, ioninzing ane exciting the atoms; that is, in the final. analysis,-
simply heating the target. This occurs because the probability of
nuclear reactions is incomparably less than the probability of -the ion-
ization and excitation processes taking place. The naturally possible
outcome involves the conduct of -the react~ion, completely, of the ion-
!zed fuel in the hydrogenic plasma. In this case the losses in ioniz-
ation and excitation are excluded and tChe deuteron-deuteron, or
deuteron-tr-iton, collisions sooner or later will be consummated by

nuclear- fuin
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SThe plasma must be hot enough, because otherwise the deuteron-
deuteron collision will occur at comparatively long distances because
of the Coulomb renulsion between the nucle!-These distant en1lsr-_

will not be accompanied by nuclear reactions. More precisely, in a
comparatively cold plasma, the intensity of the nuclear reactions will
fall off little, even when the substance has a high density. The plas-
ma must not only be hot, it must also be comparatively rare, otherwise
its electromagnetic radiation will turn out to be very high. And the
unmade up energy losses from the reaction zone will turn out to be very
high.

Quantitative evaluations reveal that the specific power of nuclear
reactions will be sufficiently high if the "combustion" temperature is
hundreds of millions of degrees. The optimum values for plasma density
for which specific power is already sufficiently high and for which
radiation losses are still acceptable are almost 10H5 particles per
cm3 . (We recall that there are 2.7-10f9 particles on one cubic centi-
meter of a gas at atmospheric pressure).

What is the form in which these conditions are created in the
reaction zone in a hypothetical fusion reactor? The question can, in
essence, be divided into two parts: how to heat the plasma, and how
to maintain the heated particles so they will not diverge for the time
needed for the nuclear reactions to occur. The first part of the prob-
lem can, as is obvious, be taken cate of comparatively simply. Since
density is low, plasma, even when heated to enormously high temperatures,
retains a low store of heat. Here is a graphic example. We must ex-
pend the same amount of heat in order to heat a tea kettle full of water
approximately one degree centigrade, or a tea kettle of plasma of the
indicated density to 100,000,000 degrees. The chief difficulty we run
into in our efforts to obtain a very hot plasma is not in imparting the
required store of energy to the plasma, but in liquidating the rapid
divergence of particles and the tremendous heat loss to the reactor
walls connected with that divergence. Even when the thickness of the

transition zone between reaction and the cold wall is 1 km, and plasma'-1 1 8 K, fl7i 2temperature is 1082K, heat flow 4 10 kw/cm

Thermonuclear fusion occurs under natural conditions in the in-
teriors of stars, and in the sun, in particular. The gigantic masses
of che stars, and the high plasma densities, ensure the occurrence of
nuclear reactions in this case, even with ordinary hydrogen (and not
with its heavy isotopes), despite the "'modest" temperatures (no high-

er then 2.10 7K) and the insignificantly effective sections of the re-
actions. The cosmic scales of the process solve as well the problems
involved in keeping the heated plasma in the reaction zone, and in in-
sulating that zone as well, and they do so simultaneously, and auto-
matically. Actually, the gravitational forces are a reliable restraint
on plasma divergence, while the vast distances which separate the re-
action zone from the periphery make it possible to maintain a temper-
ature sufficient for fusion to occur inside the star. The hot plasma
in the stellar depths is wrapped in the thick coat of the external
stellar envelopes.

theWhat is it that replaces the force of gravity on earth? How can
the flow of heat to the walls be reduced when the transition from the
cosmic scale to the laboratory scale is made? Herein is the essence
of the problem of controlled fusion.

" At a temperature of about 108K, needed for thermonuclear react-

ions to take place with the planned intensity, deuteron velocity is
approximately 108 cm/second. This means that in a 1 meter diameter
tube the hot deuterons will .hit the wall in one-millionth of a second.

And for a density of 1015 particles per cm3 the deuteron must travel1 , !t
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almost 10 6 km before it will have any sort of collision, before there
is any nuclear reaction with another deuteron. In other words. we
must maintain the deuterons in our tube using some sort of mechanism
which will at t~e very least do so for 1000 seconds ,we can, of course,
build a tube 10ý km in diameter!).

In addition to the force of gravity, which cannot help the operat-
ion of a laboratory model of a thermonuclear reactor, all that remains
at our disposal for action on the plasma are the electromagnetic forces,
or more precisely, pure magnetic forces, because the electrical forces,
which attract particles of one sign, will repulse particles of the ot-
her. The use of the principle of magnetic thermal insulation then is
the basic idea which has governed all the ways in which the problem of
controlled fusion has been investigated in past years. 'The idea of
magnetic thermal insulation was advanced about 15 years ago, and it was
almost advanced at the same time in the Soviet Union and in the United
States. It was expressed in the Soviet Union in 1950 by Academicians
I. Ye. Tamm and A. D. Sakharov. An experimental program of controlled
fusion is being conducted in the Soviet Union under the supervision of
Academician L. A. Artsimovich, while theoretical investigation is being
developed under the supervision of Academician M. A. Leontovich.

Charged particles moving in a ¶agnetic field do so in a spiral,
centering around the lines of force of the magnetic field. The
stronger the field, the more pronounced the spiral; the larger the
transverse component of particle velocity, the wider the spiral. A
projection of the spiral in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field
is a circle. The formula for the radius of this circle, in accordance
with what has been said, is in the form:

c x e/m x v/B.

"Where v is the transverse component of particle velocity; m is its
maass; e is the charge; B is the induction of the magnetic field;
c is the speed of light.The magnetic field has no effect whatsoever on
the longitudinal velocity of the particle, but free transverse movement
of the particles proves to be impossible. If collision between Dart-
ic!es is lacking, the particles will circle around the lines of force
of che magnetic field for an indefinitely long period of time. A part-
icle can shift to a new spiral only as a result of collision with an-
other particle. Whereupon it is displaced by the value of the radi.us
of the circle being inscribed, on the average. Direction of displace-
ment can change at random upon each collision (fig. i). Collision
frequency will, obviously, depend on plasma density and s•Lticle vel-
ocity. In this example of a hot plasma, one collision, knocking a
particle out of its initial spiral, will occur approximately once per
second. This is a rare event, although it is a thousand times more
frequent th6t a nuclear collision. Since the direction of displacement
-s unpredictable, such displacement wzill follow a complicated, twisting
path ana the distance it traverses, 6, from the initial point does not
increase proportionately with time, but rather with -T. More precisely,
the connection between the removal of the particle from the initial
point and the time which has passed since the beginning of the diffus-
ion, can be expressed by the formula

Here Is the time between collisions (time c increases rapidly with
plasma temrerature and its change is inversely proportional to its
density). If, for purposes of illustration, we use the same example of

a plasma heated to 10 8K, which has a particle density of 1015/cm3, 3 he
particles will experience an average of one collision Der second. In a
field with an intensity of 20 kilooersteds a particle will take almost

2500 seconds, rather than 10-6 second to hit the wall of a tube 1 meter
in diameter (assuming the magnetic field directed along the axis of. the
tube). In other words, particle life has been increased 109 times. ii,
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Figure 2. Current, flowing through a gas, heats
the plasma and contracts it to the axis of the
charged chamber.

Figure 3. Field lines of force and particle
trajectories in a magnetic trap.

k I There is a corresponding drop in the flow of heat to the walls, and
talk of a thermonuclear generator ceases to be unfounded phantasy.

Open is the question of how difficult it is to maintain the part-
icles along the lines of force of the magnetic field. Particles are
not "magnetized" when diffused in this direction, and leave the react-
ion zone freely. There are, in principle, several ways in which this
difficulty can be overcome. The first way is to use a plasma with a
relatively high density and to heat it so rapidly that during the time
the main mass of particles is mzintained alcng the lines of force it
will be able to experience nuclear collisions. The second way is to
put the plasma in a "magnetic trap," that is, in a magnetic field with
a configuration usch that it is amplified in the areas in which lines
of force are maintained. The particles proved to be locked in, not only
in the transverse direction, but also in the longitudinal direction,
by the zones of the amplified magnetic field. And, finally, the third,
and probably the most clever of all, is to do away with the open ends
of the lines of force by shunting them into a ring. The system looks
like a "bublik" [a thick, ring-shaped roll).

Let us consider the aforementioned arrangements in order.

In the first of these,the functions of thermal insulation and
heating devolves on a brief pulse of current, which can be passed
through rarefied deuterium. Because of the interaction of the current

vAth its own magnetic field, it should be constricted; the current will
be constricted by the electrodynamic forces existing between the indiv-
idual current carriers. When the current flowing through the gas is
constricted it will, at the same time, entrain the particles being drawn
off the container walls by the plasma. Thus, the current, generating a
magnetic field around itself, creates an impenetrable barrier which pro-vides the thermal insulation for the plasma. At the same time, this

electric current will heat the deuterium as a result of the work done
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by the constricting forces and as a result of the Joule heat (fig. 2).

The assumption during the initial stage of the research was that
the constriction process was of a quasi-stationary nature. which wagi
at every moment in time, a magnetic pressure constricting the plasma
equal to the gas pressure. A quantitative formulation of this assumpt-
ion will lead to the conclusion that the temperature of the substance
ought to increase in proportion to the square of the "x:ur'ent flowing
through the plasma,

T = 12 / 4000 s x p.

Here T is the temperature of the particles, in degrees; I is the
current in amperes, p is the initial pressure of the deuterium in

mm mercury, s is the cross section of the cortiner through which the
current is flowing. As will be seen from this formula, when the cur-
rent is about 1 million amperes, the initial pressure is 0.1 mm mer-
cury, and container diameter i4 200 mm, the temperature of the plasma
column should reach approximately I0 7 °K. True, the temperature should
rise in an extremely short period of time (about 1 m-icrosecond), but
very frequent collisions will occur in the heavily constricted plasma
column, and neutron radiation should herald the appearance of the be-
ginning thermonuclear reactions.

* RAPmIc NOT REPRODUCIBIE

6I

Figure 4. Separation o. the charges and drift
of the plasma column to the wall side in e ring
solenoid.

Everything that has occurred is in complete agreement with what
was anticipated in theory. and Soviet: oYsicists celebrated the discov-
ery in July 1952, quite like in the famous episode in 4i'khaii Romm's
outstanding motion picture ""•ine days in one year." Unfortunately,
neutron radiation from the plasma, despite its being one of the most
interesting and unexpected discoveries in the physics of gaseous dis-
charge, did not signify a breakthrough in the thermonuclear research

front, and did not signify the discovery of the true thermonuclear
reaction. in fact, instead of a quiet, uniform, pinching as a result
of the increasing forces of electrodynamic attraction, the pinch is
constricted to the axis much sooner zhan the arrival c, .:-•ium current,
whereupon there begins a period of instability, of bending, and of danc-
ing of the plasma throughout the chamber, with the plasma touching th-
walls, contaminating and cooling it. So far as the neutrons are con-
cerned, they do not appear as a result of the heating of the entire,
available mass of plasma, but as a result of the collision of a com-
paratively few groups of very fast deuterons occurring as a result of
the complex acceleration processes in the unstable pinch, and with the
bulk a comparatively cold plasma.

Thus, the discovery of neutron radiation during pulse discharge,
was extremely effective, despite the disappointing appearances of these
plasma instabilities, which serve to cause the pinch to deviate from
the correct, cylindrical frm. The years which have gone by since this
discovery have, to a considerable extent, been ones of struggle with
plasuia instabilities of various types.

;.A..
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f Of course, it is possible to outwit nature and once again in-

crease the system's energy strength so as to heat the plasma column
to the required temperature at the moment the first pinch occ,'rs near
the axis and prior to the beginning of development of instability. ButAA4 the achievement of conditions needed to obtain a thermonuclear reaction

-o'- - with 'positive power output in the pulse processes of the type undeur
consideration calls for the instantaneous concentration of tremendous
energy, almost 104 megajoules. Modern engineering can, in principle,
cope with the construction of pulse installations rated at hundreds of
megajoules. There are available condensers with exceptionally low
inductance; low-inductance feeders, as well as extremely modern switch
gear, have been developed. Thus, the way for further progress in this
-direction is open, but the process takes on the nature of a powerful
explosion, equivalent to the force contained in the explosion of sev-
eral tons of trotyl. This is completely unlike the uniform, regular,
controlled thermonuclear reaction. Later on we will come back to the
possibleapplications of the pulse processes.

In the second of the arrangements the functions of thermal insul-
ation and heating of the plasma are completely separate. The magnetic
walls of the trap are created with the help of a system of external
windings positioned so that the magnetic field at the center of the
trap is practically homogeneous and amplified at the ends of the sys-
tem. A typical lines of force shape is shown in Figure 3. A charged
particle, moving from the area of the homogeneous field in a spiral,turns aroun.i the lines of force of the magnetic field and encounters
an area of amplified field at the ends of the trap where the lines of
force are bent. If the particle is to be displaced any longer in its
previous direction it výuld be necessary to leave the line of force,
but this, as we know, cannot be ir there is no collision. Consequent-
ly, the particle continues to turn around a bending lines of force
system and penetrates an area with a stronger field. At the same time,
that portion of the particle's energy associated with its forward move-
ment is gradually converted into the energy of rotational movement.
When all the energy of forward movement is expended the particle begins

the reverse displacement from the area of the strong field to the cen-
ter of the trap. Finally, the particles should complete an oscillation
from one end of the trap to the other, being reflected from the magnet-
ic mirrors; that is, from the amplified field area at the ends of the
system. Of course, little by little, because of collisions, particles
will leak through the magnetic mirrors, abandoning the trap along the
lines of force.

41 All of this, is, as should be apparent, simply a rough outline
Sdescribing, as it were, just the conduct of individual particles. Plas-

ma action, as the totality of many particles, is imcomparably more com-
plex. Some indication as to the nature of plasma movement as a whole
can be obtained if it it taken that the hot plasma has diamagnetic prop-
erties, and, as will any diamagnetic, it will be ejected from a strong-
er field area. Given this point of view, the manner in which the mag-
netic mirrors function becomes cuite understandable. But the type of
1trap under consideration also has an area where the field diminishes

"V as a result of the distance from the axis along the radius. The plas-
ma in this system should develop instability. And in fact the existence
oif instability of the so-called chute type was established in a number

/A• of the simplest types of magnetic traps built at the end of the 1950s
ttthe OGRA-I trap in its initial variant, and the ion magnetron, in the
Soviet Union), while particle life in the system was measured in but
hundreds of microseconds. The attempts made to stabilize the plasma
using cold gas, or contact between the plasma and the trap walls, using
a low voetage arc which burned along the chamber axis (the DSKh-l sys-
tem in the United States) [Translator's Note: DSKh-l is a direct
transliteration from the Russian],were unsatisfactory because they led
to contamination and cooling of the plasma.

Yet all of these systems are remarkable engineering structures, i
from the technical point of view. The vacuum chambers are, as a rule,

,-1e$
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cylindrical, several meters long, and have inside diameters of from
I to 1 meter. Vacuums reach exceptionally high levels, and the init-
ial pressure of the residual gases is almost 10-8 mm mercury. Typical
magnetic field intensity readings in the middle of the trap are 5 to
mkilooersteds, and 0 to 15 kilooersteds at the mirrors. The research
done with these traps, although it failed to fulfill the original hopes,
nevertheless yielded much which was of interest with respect to the
physics of plasma and proved to be extremely useful for subsequent werk.

Substantial progress can be noted for 1961-1962, when a system
ith a more complex topography for the magnetic field was used. Here,
tn addition to the field increase at the mirrors there was also pro-
vision for an increase in the field in a radial direction, using a
series of rods carrying heavy current in addition to the main coil
current, thus creatinglongitudinal distribution of the magnetic field.
Traps such as these, first built by Mi. S. Ioffye in the IAE [Institute
of Atomic Energy) imeni I. V. Kurchatov, made it ossible to obtain 3plasma configuration-swith a density of 109 to 10 particles per cm ,
a life of tens of milliseconds and temperatures of several tens of
millions of degrees.

i The came a break, as it were, in the work on controlled fusion,
and agreement between theoretical predictions and experimentation, a

rare thing in plasma physics, was noted. The initial optimism waned
as soon as it was found that attempts to obtain a stable plasma at
higher densities were vain. More precisely, when plasma density was
increased to values on the order of l0•l particles per cm the plasma
ceased to remain very long in the trap; in a few tens of microseconds
its density fell to the previous value (1010 particles per cm3), after
which came the slowt- drop once again. it is important to emphasize 4
that this result can be obtained for various methods of filling the
trap. Whether the plasma is formed by exhausting the ions from the
central, cold, plasma column using high voltage pulses, or by injecting
it into the trap in the form of a stream of fast neutrals, the result
remains as before, plasma life is short.

It seems evident that when densities are high there are set in
motion new, kinetic, instabilities connected with the swings in plasma
oscillations. Definite opinions have been expressed on how to fight
these instabilities, but the suggested ways are difficult ones, for
stationary trap fields maust be on the order of hundreds of kilooersteds.
We must remember that in this particular case the field actually must
be stationary, for the life span needed in order to bring about nuclear
collisions for working densities of plasma must be thousands of seconds.
And if these diffizuities could be overcome successfully, the flow of
particles leaving the reaction zone would substantially exceed the
level responding to the ideal magnetization, while the energy gain from
the nuclear reaction would be very meager. Much of the energy produced
goes to cover the losses, so that a judgement with respect to the pro-
ject as a whole is impaired. Wlhat is probably needed is deeper exper-
imental and theoretical research in order to arrive at a complete eval-
uation of the future this trend may have.

Let us now curn our attention to a discussion of the third ar-
rangement. By closing the lines of force we arrive at a natural form
of installation of the ring solenoid type. Now the magnetic field 4

throughout is oriented parallel to walls and particles. Leaving the
system means cutting across the lines of force. But, as is always the
case, there is another side to the coin. The magnetic field within
the bublik is not entirely homogeneous, so particles circling around
the lines of force flowing through the plasma begin to describe what
are complex curves, rather than true circles. The result is particles
beginning to drift slowly perpendicular to the field lines of force.
Direction of drift will depend on particle charge. If the positively
charged particles rise to the upper part of the bublik, those with
negative charges will settle to the bottom. The separating charges
generate electrical fields. The combination of the intertwining elec-
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trical and mac..etic fields in turn cause plasma drift which is, overall,¶in a direction perpendicular to both fields, while the plasma, created
inside the ring solenoid by whatever method, falls to the inside of
the bublik's outer wall (fig. 4). Consideration has been given to var-

IYK, iousways i"n which to compensate for this plasma drift in intertwining
fields; pass a longitudinal ring current through the solenoid, or
create a so-called rotating magnetic field converter, which complicates
the ring solenoid winding. Of course, we can, finally, twist the hublik
and nonvert it into a figure eight. In this latter case the drift in.
one half of the figure eight can be compensated for by the opposite
drift in the other half.

* The first variant is brought about in the Tokamak systems which
are under development in the Soviet Union. Two others are contained
in the Stellarator [sic] type installation in the United States. Let
us look at the first system in a little more detail. The T-3, a large,
modern, installation is a toroidal chamber, the large diameter of which
is 200 cm, and the small 40 cm. The longitudinal magnetic field is
created by eight coils and can reach a figure of 40 kilooersteds. The
coils are supplied by a shock generator with a pulse power of 75,000
kva. Vacuum conditions are excellent; the initial pressure of the

* residual gases is almost 10-8 mm mercury. The Tokamak chamber mounted
on an iron core and the nascent gas vonvolution acts as the secondary
winding of the pulse transformer. Pulse duration of the discharge -.ur-
rent is almost 30-microseconds. Joule heat acts to heat the plasma,
and the strong longitudinal field acts as a stabilizing frame.

The Tokamak installation, which is a closed, simple type of mag-
netic trap, does not, strictly speaking, satisfy the stability prin-
ciple formulated above, a principle which required growth of the mag-
netic field in all directions from the system center. It can be
shown, however, that if the condition

"4- H /H. x a/R > 1,
z j

is met, the principle types of instability prove to have been overcome.
Here Hz is the longitudinal magnetic field, Hj is the current's mag-
netic field, a is the small radius of the current, and R is the
large radius. As experience has shown, when

H z1H x a/R = 2 to 3,

large-scale instabilities in shape actually are overcome and the plasma
column can be successfully maintained stable for a period of time on
the order of milliseconds. In recent experiments a olasma column tem-
perature of 3 to 4 million degrees was obtained, while plasma density
was almost 1013 particles per cm'. Thew high density values, as well
as more modest ones, but ones wiich too had high temperature values,
were achieved as a result of lc .g years of systematic work in system
improvement.

Plasma parameters obtained, although encouraging, still differ
greatly from those on which calculations in the case of the ideally
magnetically confined plasma are based. Specifically, the compzrative-
ly short particle life is a direct indication of the existence of cer-
tain remaining types of instability, and, accordingly, of the existence
as well of a high diffusion rate.

Plasma parameters in the Stellarator type installations are:
life, almost 15 milliseconds Lmseci; density, almost 1013 particles

3per cm ; temperature, almost 1 million degrees. Chamber cross section
for the Stellarator is substantially less than in the large Tokamak
models, while difficulties in connection with plasma stabilization are
even greater. Despite long-term experiments and the excellent engin-

• • • • • • • • • • • •' •;
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eering parameeters for the system, there has been no success in over-
coming plasma instability in this case. Diffusion flows to the walls
are many times in excess of c]asical ones.

An idea as to the external a•oearanri of modern lar z.,,-

nuclear installations can be obtained from Figures 5 and 6, which are
photographs of the toroidal trap "Tokamak-3" (USSR) and the trap with
combination fields, the "Phoenix" ["Feniks" - in transliteration] (Great
Britian).

So, just what has been achieved after 15 years of work? Where
are we along the road?

The development of rapid processes has, apparently, reached its
natural limit if what we have in mind is a controlled thermoriclear
reactor as the end product. But further experiments along t•iese lines
(and they will continue) can result in the construction of pulse point
sources of neutrons of tremendous power. A unique byproduct of research
done has been the development of plasma clusters. In addition to their
use for filling magnetic traps with plasma, this work is of independent
interest since it provides for devices which can be called plasma pro-
pulsion units. Mcreover, all of this cycle of research has created
a powerful, accelerating, pulse which will have its effect on all.
experimental and theoretical work in plasma electro- and hydrodynamics.

Work with magnetic traps of the open types is at a crossroads.
The next few years will determine how far it will be possible to move
in this direction. It is likely that one unusually interesting applic-
ation of the theory of the movement of particles in the fields of a
trapped configuration will be worth recalling. The recently discovered
radiation belts around the earth are magnetic traps for charged part-
icles of cosmic origin. We should note, in passing, that the life of
particles in these traps can be measured in months, as direct experi-
ments have shown.

Closed magnetic traps now appear to have the best future. The
question of the possibility of building a thermonuclear reactor of
tae ring type while retaining existing pat-ticle loss levels boils down
to this. The dimensions and the parameters for the proposed thermo- I
nuclear reactor of the future are beyond the capabilities of modern
engineering, but do not appear to be hopelessly so if.-what engineering
will look like in the next ten years is taken into consideration.

GRPI NQ'RIRncL
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SFigure 5. The "Tokamak" toroidal trap.
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TIHE MINIMU,1, AWARD

By Engineer Colonel N. SCIASTNYY

lie have received a letter. Its author, a rationalizer, writes:
"I have developed three suggestions, which have been accepted and
introduced. The Commission has decided in each case to award me three
rubles. Was this decision correct?"

In this case, the decision of the Comiission on the amount of the
award was a mistake.

Unfortunately, cases of payment of awards of two to five rubles
for a suggestion acknowledged to be good and worthy of introduction
are not uncommon. Most often) an attempt is made to explain this by
saying that the suggestion, its value and technical content are so
insignificant that no great sum should be paid for it. In one military
educational institution it was openly acknowledged that some of these
suggestions night not have been considered worthy of awarding at all
but that this would have lowered the quantitative indices, which would
be undesirable. Ile cannot agree with any of these conclusions. State
funds must be preserved, true enough, but Soviet justice should not be
disrupted to do it.

The criteria for evaluating any rationalizers suggestion are
of course its significance and usefulness. It -s worthy of note that
among the other characteristics used to evaluate suggestions are the
conditions that the suggestion must contain a technical solution to
the problem; that this solution must be the result of independent work
of the author or reworking by the author (depending on the concrete
conditions) of solutions borrowed from the experience of his work or
from the literature; that the suggestion not be a repetition of that:
earlier used or called for by tne norms (technical condition, norn
documents, etc.) already in effect or recommended by a superior organ-
ization.

In the competition for high quantitative indices, the organizers
of rationalizer's work often "forget" these conditions. Let us give
an example: at- one of our repair plants, the book used to record
rationalizer's suggestions is full of entries. The greater portion
of these suggestions relate to the manufacture of stamps and permarent
molds for pouring of parts. Wl.y should tizc.e simple stamps be the
subject of rationalizer's suggestions? Their design can be easily found
in textbooks on cold ýetal working. It is obvious to anyone that the
manufacture of 500 stopper plugs should be performed by a stamp, rather
than making them by hand. The technologists of the plant should see I
to the preparation of the proper equipment befor& manufacture of new
parts is begun, but -hey have declined to solve the technical problems
at hand where they require a creative approach. Thas, many suggestions
must be made by the rationalizers.

In competing for numbers of rationalizer's suggestions in military I

K?
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units, military educational institutions, repair shops, etc., it often
Ocur +I- -1CIG t ,-2UIuu& U are ILL.L% biLZl& 1u,10L u~rii f ulO x iation

to efficiency. For example, in one shop complex units had to be
dissembled, and it was difficult to reach certain nuts using ordinary
wrenches. One repair worker suggested to the shop foreman that he
be given permission to make a socket wrench. The permission was given,
but it was recommended that he make a rationalizer's suggestion con-
cerning this wrench. The Commission thought about it for a great deal
of time, as to whether they should consider this suggestion worthy of
award or not. Opinions were divided. Some believed that end socket
wrenches have been known for some time and that the worker had not
shown any real cro.ativity. Others affirmed that he still make tne
wrench himself, and that therefore the suggestion was worthy of an
award. The award was made... Two rubles, plus a certif-cate for hiE
rationalizer's suggestion.

At one military szhool, a competition was announced for the best
rationalizer's work. The departmen: of social and economic disciplines
was included in the competition. Only on3 suggestions was made in this
department -- equipment fo:- a foreign language class. At the se-sions
of the inventors commission this denart.:ent was often noteU as one
which was falling behind The decision was made to "correcct" the
matter by entering varloas photographic display sta..ds and models ar.
rationalizer's suggestions. The commission awarded these "rationali-

zer's suggestions". The number of suggestions increased and awards of
two or three rubles began to become more conmon.

flow should we relate to these quantitative indices? Can ;,
should we fail to take them into consideration in evalua-ting rational-
izer's wori? No. They have been and continue to be one of the r-.t
important- criteria for evaluating the creative activit: oZ i-ational-
izers. But we should be su'o that we allcow no deviations in evaluating
suggestions. This will aid not only in bringing order tj the dispersment
of funds but also in directing the initiative of inventors to the solution
of genuinely creative problems.

As concerns the minimum sum of an award for introducing rational-
izer's suggestion, it should be no less than ten rubles.

4j
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A NEW STAND

3y Engineer Iiet-tenant Colonel L. VOLOSIHIN,
Captain A. TSYBUL'NIK

Ile have developed a new universal stand for assembly and dis-
sembly of the counterrecoil re.chanism of artillery systens, which
&as been accepted by the State Committee on Inventions and Discoveries
of the USSR as an invention (class 72S, 18, 87a 22MPK 07). It is
designed for dissembly and assembly of conterrecoil brakes and
mechanisms of various artillery systems. The stand weighs 350 kg. It
is 1.2 m long, 1.06 m wide and 1.3 n high.

The tank of the system (14 liters capacity) contains 12.5 liters
of hydraulic fluid. This fluid is pzm.ped by a single stage gear pump
driven by a type AO-42-4 electric motor, power 2.8 kilowatts, opera-
ting at 1420 rpm. The motor is supplied by an AC 220/380 v line.

The working cylinder is a shortened cylinder from a counter-recoil
brake model 52-PT471. The maximum pressure produced by the pi•.p is
14 kg/cm2 . The stand develops a torque of up to 1370 kgn. The rotation
angle covered during one stroke of the wrench, which lasts 20 seconds,
is 250.

The umiversal stand consists of a base, a rotating table and a
hydromechanical wrench.

The base is a metal frame welded up of a channel section and angle
iron faced with aluminum sheets. The right portion of the base is used
as a cabinet for storage of attachmen"ts and tools.

The rotating table is also made of angle iron. It contains collars
with inserts to hold the various counterrecoil mechanisms. Or the bcttom,
an axis is welded to the rotating table; the axis rides bearings. This
axle is installed in a box welded to the base. Tne table can be fixed
in any of four different positions.

The hydromechanical wreaich consists of two parts. The first pa.It
is the mechanical wrench, in a body with a six-sided axis and rachet
mechanism. The mechanical wrench is mounted in a sliding block and can
be moved horizontally between the mounting brackets. Its position is
fixed verticaliy using the wheel and nut. The second part of the hydro-
mechanical wrench is the hydraulic drive, which includes the single
stage gear pump and electric motor, two working hydraulic cylinders,the
distributin? valve, oil tank, control valve, tubing system and manometer.
The hydraulic system uses a mixture consisting of equal quantities of
MTf-16P oil and diesel fuel.

In dissembly of counte-recoil mechanisms, inserts of the proper
dimensions (corresponding to the counterrecoil mechanism being dissembled)
are. first placed into the collars of the device then the counterrecoil V
brake (or recuperator) is installed. The blocking ridges on the cylinder
are placed into the slots i.n the inserts and tightened. The replaceable

4 .,
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head of the proper size is placed in the six-sided axle of the mcchanical
w n .... . • a = the•. t " ..da t . "l-l- t -ab - is rutatue

to place the nut ort the recoil brake or recuperator next to the mechanical
wrench. After this, the table is locked in piace. The rarhet mechanism
is placed in the far right position (for unscrewing), the head of the
wrench is mated to the nut and set in place by moving the six-sided axle.
The pressure regulating valve handle is moved and pressure is set equal
to that noted in the table below, as indicated by the manometer. Then
the electric motor is started and the handle of the distributor is moved
forward fully. The cylinder shafts begin to rotate the wrench counter-
clockwise, unscrewing the nut. When the mechanical wrench reaches an
angle of 25, the distributor handle is pulled back completely, so that
the wrench moves in the opposite (reset) d'rection. After the wrench
is once more horizontal, the handle is moved forward once more. These
operations are repeated until the nut can be removed by hand. The head
of the wrench is removed from the nut, moving the six-sided axle to the
left. Then, the table is unlocked and moved to a position convenient for
final removal of the nut.

GRAPIHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE

7 1/

°,XI.

External view and hydraulic system plan of universal stand for
--- dissembly znd asseibily of counterrecoil mechanisms:
- 1, c-linder; 2, distributor; $,bracket mount; 4, six-sided axle;

5, slide block; 6, nut; 7, wheel; 8, wrench body; 9, removable
head: 10, collar for holding counterrecoil mechanisms; 11, insert;

72, rotating table; !3, brace; 14, electric motor; 15, gear pump;

A6, oil tank; 17, piston and shaft; 18, manoreter; 19, control
valve.

Io. of i Torque, Manomater

System kcn I noication, k 2/cm

"52-LS-365 280 3
52-LT-412 - -
52-PT-347 440
"52-PT-471 555 6

IL
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Usually, expe:ienceo specialists require no more than one minute

During assembly of counterrecoil mechanisms (tightening of nuts),
the same operations are performed except that the working and reset
strokes of the mechanical wrench are opposite. Also, the rachet
mechanism must be moved to the opposite direction. In order to tighten
the nut normally, pressure must be regulated. It is set by the manometer
according to the table above.

The table is usually mounted on the outside of the stand.

When working with the stand it should be recalled that the nut can
be loosened only when the mechanical wrench is horizontal and tightened

only when the wrench is inclined to the maximum in the direction opposite
the working stroke. 3

Under stationary conditions, this stand is installed on a cement
floor and fastened by four anchor bolts; under field conditions,.it
must be installed on a flat area on two wooden beams 100 x 100 x 920 mm.
It is fastened to these wooden beams by four bolts.

t.

I
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EXPERIENCE AND INITIATIVE

An operating stand which can be used to show the operation of
a centrifugal oil filter clearly has been made according to the
suggestion of rationalizer N. Pliycnko. The standard YAM.Z-238 motor
filter is used, with the metal cover and rotor cap replaced by glass
cover 1. Also, a window 20 x 160 mm is cut into the body of the
filter at the level of the jets. Pressure is created in the system by
manual fuel pump 2, type RNM-1. Oil tank 3 is mounted in the base of

i the stand. The students can observe the flow of the oil fron the jets
and rotation of the rotor under the influence of the reactive force

thus created.

GRAPHTC REPRODUCIBLE

ItO

A signaling ohmmeter has been reccm-mended by Engineer Mljor L.
GORN, to be used in performing a large number of similar tests. The
signaling ohmmeter has no arrow indicating scale. Its voltage and
current are not dangerous for the elements of the circuit being tested.
The device consists of a measturing bridg- (Figure 1) consisting of
resistances R1 - R4 , one diagonal of which is connected to an audio
generator (T, P, C) while arm R, is connected through terminais
K 1 and K, to probes. The frequency cf ine oscillator depends on the.
capacitance of condenser C. The bridge is supplied from battery 3B,
the collector circuit of the triode from battery B2 . A loud-speaker
is connected in series to the primary of the transfo.rer.

When the circuit being measured is connected to the probes, the
balance of the bridge is disrupted. If the resistanze of the circuit
is less than or equal to a given limit, a voltage from the diagonal
of the bridge excites the oscillator. A signal appears across the
speaker, which can be easily heard up to 5 m from the instrument. If
the resistance of the circuit being tested is greater than the fixed
limit, a very small voltage will be fed to the oscillator and it will
not operate. Consequently, no signal will be heard from the speaker.
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• C EDM-4m

Figure 1.

Preparation of the device for operation consists of tuning the
measuring bridge. For this, switch S is used to connect the voltage,
and button PB is used to connect resistance RJ. The signal will sound
from the speaker. The handle on the potentiometer is rotated until
oscillation of the oscillator is broken off. After this, resistance
is disconnected. ?

50 to 70% less time is required for testing resistances using the
signal ohmmeter than using an arrow indicating ohmmeter.

Bending of the sear can be prevented when shoo-ling with sub-
calibre barrel inserts if, as Engineer Captain I. GORDIYENKOV -icommends,
terminal breaker KY (Figure 2) is included in the firing circuit. Its
contacts will be closed only when the breechblcck is closed, so that
the sear is not bent.

. . 7 v

L E 
L

Figure 2.
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A universal device (Figure 3) for checking the qvality of repair
of model AK and AKM4 automatic device-; and the RPK machine gun, 0ieuten-

ant Colonel of Technical Service I. KEUDRAVTSEV reports, has been
developed by Captain of Technical Service Yu. STOLDUNENKO and student
A. Kholopov. The device consists of a tube with head 1, shaft 2,
directing socket 3 with divisions, yoke 4 and a spring. The head has
a notch which is used for opening the cap on a gas tube and the handle
has a notch for opening tipstock closure.

In order to determine the amotuit of free-play in the metal butt,
the device is placed into the grooves between the directing tubes of
the recoil spring. Then, the shaft with its directing socket is drawn
out and the amount of free-play is determined, which should be not over
15 mm.

The feeler is used to check the drop of the hammer from the cocked
position if the bolt is not fully closed. The hammer should not be
dropped from the cocked position if the bolt lacks 6 mm of attaining
its farthest forward position.

310

II

SK 4

Figure 3.

The zero sighting line of the 130 mm M-46 cannon is usually checked
by an easily visible sighting point located no less than 1000 m from ihe
weapon. In order to facilitate laying of the weapon, tIajor of Technical
Service I. GUSIICHIN suggests usage of the OP-4-35 optical sight. The
front end of the tube of this sight is placed into the aperture in the
recess for the firing pin (the diameter of the tube is exactly equal to
the diameter of this recess). The line of sighting at zero setting can
be checked conveniently at night using an ihluminated board. The bulbs
can be powered by a battery and wire from the LUCH-S71m set. If no
aiming point can be selected in front of the weapon, the line of sighting
at zero setting can be checked using the board or a remote aiming point
(TN), located behind the weapon.

For this, the barrel is aimed toward the TN using cross hairs glued
to the muzzle face and breech face of the barrel. The panoramic asimuth
scale is changed by 30-00. Th-is check of the zero line is particularly
convenient when firing positions are located on a coast line, in a

/ • forest or swampy area, or in trenches with protection from atomic
weapons.

A universal device for determination of the error in beam compasses
with measurement limits of 200-500 mm inclusive has been developed by
rationalizer V. Kushniruk. It allows testing to be performed using only
one end measurement. The device (Figure 4) consists of a frame which is
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placed onto the beam of the instrument.

SA

3 I

2- 
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Figure 4.

The short end gage 1 is pressed into the measuring surface of
the stationary jaw of the beam compass and movable jaw 2 is moved up
to it. A reading is taken from the nonius, and the movable frame is
fastened using the screw. Then, additional frame 3 is applied to the
beam, it is pressed tight against the frame of the beam compass and
fastened with a screw. Once more, the beam compass is backed off and
thc next sector of the beam scale is tested, the supplementary frame
now acting as the non-moving jaw. In this way, the entire length of
the scale can be checked for accuracy.

A device for straightening scab1cards (fig5)has been suggested by "
Captain of Technical Service A. GORELKIN. Straightening device I is placed
in-the scabbard and is* driven until it contacts front brace 2, after
which it is driven back out by striking- rear brace 5. This operationI . is repeated two or three times. For convenience, movable collar 3 is
placed onto the guiding rod of the straightening device, to increase
the area of the braces. The device is telinble in operation and can
be made in organizational repair shops.

RLS $

185 7

457

Figure 5.

A re-equipped manual bridge crane with a lifting capacity of 3 tons
allows the number of workers involved in loading and unloading operations
to be decreased and the productivity of labor to be increased, S. Nikiforov
reports.

The bridge crane, which carries a mechanical tackle with a lifting
capacity of 3 tons (Figure 6) also carries type TE-I telpher 8 and an
electric drive mechanism for moving the beam.

Elect-'": motor 3, 4.5 kw, rotates shaft 7 through worm gear 4
(gear ratio i=1:96), shaft 2 and chain drive 1; gears 5 (z214) are

"•-V
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mounted at each end of shaft 7. They mesh with gears 6 (z?76), which
"are solidly fixed on the driving wheels.

_..... . GRAPHIC NG-T--EPRODUCIBLE
4/ -:

S.. .. ....'.--' -I"

7

Figure 6.
The location of the motor on the trolley allows the beam to be

unloadcd and prevents vibration.

Electric power for the m~otor is supplied through a type KRPT cable
& fastencd in brass rings hanging on an 8 mm diameter line which is

stretched out beneath the crane. Tfhe beam moving motor and telpher are
controlled from a common panel. The rate of movement of the crane is
6.85 n/miu.

Electrical polishing of the drive wheels in water jet propellers
on amphibious anrmored transporters allows an increase in the quality
of repair and considerable reduction in expenditure of labor. This fact
is reported by Engineer Lieutenant Colonel L. PI8US and Engineer B.
SAKItNhoVSKAYA. Electrochenical polishing provides vero strong bonding of
the chrome to the base Petal, even in the most difficultly accessible
locations. In the process of polishing, the shairp edges of flaws and
fissures are more intensively dissolved. The viscous saline solutica
is retained in depressions) and their surface is dissolved less, although
sufficiently to ensure deposition of chrome. Therefore, there is no
need to remove all insignificant flaws and spots completely.

Almost no mechanical working is required in preparing the surface
of the working wheels for chroming. Each part is first chemically
etched, removing the remainder of any i hirome coatin. Thed etcffawin d 1I
is performed in a bath containins a solution of sulphuric and hydrochloric
acids (100-150 g/l If SO and 30-150 g/l LiCI).

2~ 4
t rAfter rust has been comnpletly removed, the end Surfaces of blades
with nicks and spalling are cleaned. 'hen, the wheels are mounted uato
the support and placed ior tn bath for electrochemical polishing. The
solution contains 60-65% pah sphoric acid, 12-15% sulphuric acid and 4-6%

k

. • chromic anhiydride. The temperature of the solution is 70-80"C, the

anode current density is 40-50 a/din,2 . The duration of polishing is 3-5

minutes. In rare cases, when deep cracks have formed on the whcel blades,
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the polishing time may be increased to 8-10 minutes. / "

SDuring the electrochemical process, trivalent chromiti•_vin 4 .
in the solution. hben its content exceeds 1.5%, the qaity of
polishing is decreased. In order to increase the seoVice life of the
electrolyte by a factor of 2 to 2.S, anode oxitýio of the trivalent
chromium to six valent -chromium is performed Xeri ically. in this,
it is necessary to separate the cathode space o space
using a porous ceramic barrier. After polishii-d! a part, it is
ready for chrome plating without further treatment.

Liquid can be poured into the "Tsiklon" [cyclone] system as Lt
closed jet by using a device (Figure 7) suggested by Captain Yu.
PONOMAREV. The device consists of tank 1, capacity 20 liters, witg
built-in piston pump 2 with input valve 8 and delivery valve 5. Pour-
ing throat 6 has filter screen 7. The liquid is poured through rubber
hose 4 with nozzle 3, selected from the standard ZIP [kit of spare'
parts and tools]. The piston pump can be made of a syringe or grease
gun. Before being poured, the liquid is filtered through a standard
batiste or screen filter mounted in the throat. The system can be
filled by one man.

U

- --

I.

Figure 7.

Aset noise suppresser for the R-105 radio receiver, made by
private B. Gapon, consists of diodes, resistances, a condenser and

k a switch (Figure 8).

Wheon the radlo set is in the "receive" mode, when there is no
useful signal on the antenna, the diode is connect-:d to the output
of the discriminator. The receiver is shunted and no noise is heard
at the output, sinc-e- the noise amplitude is reduced by a factor of
6 to S. When a useful signal aupca-.S at the receiver input, a negative
'voltage appears in the control grid of the amplitude limiter, which is
applied ?to the diode. In this case, the discriminator is not shunted
and normal communications is provided.

Made up on a small pertinax plate, the noise suppressor can be
connected to the control panel o), the station and placed beneath it,
while the switch is mounted on the front panel.

il \":-
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li miter

R-105 discriminator
radio *,• outputI set

Figure 8.

A circuit for powe" supply of the R-104 radio set (portable variant)
from a 220 v AC line has been suggested by Captain It. SUPON'KO.

Transformer T1 (Figure 9) is the basis of the power supply rectifiers
for the filanent and anode-screen circu~its of the receiver and exciter
tubes; transformer 2 is the basis of the rectifier for power supply of
the anode-screen circuits :)f the transmitter tubes and to produce the
bias voltage. Relay ReI ce.nects in the transmitter rectifier when the
talk button is pushed on the microphone.

T D1)
j T• l D1 -. Sv _-_ IBS9

\-.-' .+ I I
CI D-32 CCZv 23.0 v

",.Qz vmo V I

D- VC-Z I
)4 2 Reý• .- w •-• i- " .- !I e' I I

t? "!.)

'/13.. C4 '"OO;53IV le,-. P"

T, ,, 3. Power
supp ly

/7  ~panel I RJX

S1 . -)7Zh Ca Z104 O- ***u,. . .. . ¢ZO.O*c4OOV

CC7 VO 33GX'

, 0V

I .j~C- to7' C 1.O4 40 V

-I Figure 9.

The unit is assembled on the chassis of the RSM transceiver. Resis-
tors R., R are type MLT-l, .4 -- PEV-15. Resistor R is a rheostat from
a type R-104 charging board. Transformer data are presented in the table
below.

ta1
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Symbol tore Number of Wire, PEL-

turns MM _

T SH-20x30 1-1830 0.25
11,111-2x33 0.8

IV-1240 0.15
T2  SH-20x30 1-1330 0.252 11-2370 0.22S1 1 1 - 1 2 4 0 0 . 1 0

The R-104 transceiver is connected by cable to the power supply.
After this, the radio set is turned on, then the power supply is turned
on. When necessary, the 4.8 v voltage can be controlled by resistance

l~i.

I

R I*
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GOOD SERVICE, VLADIMIR!

By Engineer Major Ye. PATEYUK

The number of rea-lers who have taken part in the discussion of
the letter from student Vladimir S. which was pubiished in No 6 of
this journal has reached several hundred. Everyone who has written
the editors has directly or indirectly asked who this Vladimir S is,
and in what schocl he is studying.

There are many educational institutions in our Armed Forces,
which are rich in glorious history and remarkable combat traditions.
The school from which Vladimir w:ote us his letter was founded by
Peter the First. Mikhail Tllarionovie, Kutuzov, one of the parti-
cipants in the Sevastopol' Defense of 1854-155, GLneral E.I. TOTLEBEN,
the writers F. I. Dostoyevskiy and D. V. Grigorovich, the Infantry
Commander of Port Arthur, General R. I. KONDRATENKO and ilero of the
Soviet Union Engineer General L-eutenant D. M. KARBYSHEV all studied
within its walls.

In the time of the Civil Iýar, the students of this school cou-
rageously fought the white guards and the interventionists. During
peacetime, this educational institution has trained excellent military
men. Its graduates earned themselves unfading glory on the fields of
battle during the Second World War: 35 of them have beer. awarded th'e
rank of Hero of the Soviet Union.

Ile are in '.e Kalinin'rad Higher Military-Engineering Command
Order of Lenin Red Banner School Imeni A. A. Zhdanov. A yaung man who
has decided to dedicate his life to the military service receives his
political and moral tempering here, and takes on command skills. The
experienced teachers and well -equipped classes and laboratories aid in
successful mastery of the tremendous stui of general theoretical and
special knowledge required.

One of the most effective forms of teaching the students a love
T for their equipment and deepenin- their teerhnical knowledge, it has long

been acknowledged, is inventors' work. In the Kaliningrad school, in
1965 alone 117 inventors developed and introduced 141 rationalizer's
suggestions. Among the best of these are Officers P. ZiiE-MNOV, A.
GONCIAREaNKO and B. NIVIN, Sergeants of extended service V. 3eskh::;l'kov
and V. Ishutin, students V. Stefanovskiy and V. Pishulin, and many,many
others. The rationalizers have developed extremely complex teaching
aids, display stands, etc. Sorie trainers, such as those developed for
studying operation with the E-305 excavator and the MTU bridge layer,
have been adopted for serics production. In our technical classes we
have been shown acting models of the BTM [high speed trench digging
machine1 and remote controlled models of other machines.

A creative spirit and involvement of the team are felt everywhere.
This is not by chance. The commanders and party organizatioau have
always and everywhere supported the technical investigations of students
and teachers. A creative day -- Thursday -- is officially scheduled.
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Special time is set aside for lessons in clubs, sections, etc. Students
who are doing well in their studies are permitted to spend time at
creative work during the last hour of independent study. In each depart-
ment, rotionalizer's rooms have been set up. Ile visited one of these
rooms. A drawing table, work bench, drill press and lathe for wood and
metal, vises and tools were present. The shelves carry aluminum, ply-
wood and tin parts, and a set of metalware. The cabinet contains relays,
electric motors, contactors; in other words everything necessary. There
is also a school-wide rationalizer's room. It contains technical hand-
books, and collections of journals. The patent literature has been
collected in this school for four years. Each week, consultations are
given in the rationalizer's office. Technical clubs have been created
in every department. The senior teachers give lessons. These clubs
are joined into sections headed by the heads of the various school depart-
ments. Sill, the work is headed by the Commission on Inventions. Its
secretary is an active inventor, Engineer Lieutenant Colonel A. GONCHARENKO.

To begin our extra-curricular acquaintance with Vladimir S: we had
discussions with the officers of his school section and the cormiander
of his company. We read the documents and characteristics.

Student Vladimir S is completing his training. In all the required
disciplines, he has demonstrated excellent knowledge. Hils service card
shows nothing but the best. During independent study, he went through
36 exercises, all with the grade of "outstanding". In his report book
it is written: "Ilell disciplined, enthusiastic for work. His prepara-
tion in all subjects is excellent. He has a good attitude toward his
service, has good methodological and organizational skills. Works
capably with the non-commissioned officers and cooperates with thc
active Komsomol members. Has acted decisively and capably in company
exercises, lie is well drilled. Physically well developed. Suitable for
the duties of a platoon commander."

"A capable student," his company commander, Captain N. KIRICHENKO -
says, "he thinks a great deal."

"ihat does he work on?"

"I can't say exactly," the commander answered, "something to do with
pile driving equipment..."

At our first meeting with Vladimir S, he brought along a thick note-
book. It contained drawing, :sketches and calculations. A great deal of
work has been done. But the levcl of the work...

During his years of study, Vladimir has, of course, learned a great
deal of useful information. But this information is clearly insufficient
to perform independent planning, especially in this considerable volume.
According to his words, Vladimir understood this only after reading the
answer of Engineer Colonel V. DORONIN to his letter to the editors.

It all began this way. A suggestion concerning new design for a
bridge building ferry based on a tracked transporter was sent by Vladimir
to the Commission on Inventions. It was analyzed and rejected with the
note that the solution vas not technically wellfounded.

Then, Vladimir and a commrade decided to develop working drawings
of the new ferry themselves.

"Why did you t.'-.e this particular machine as your basis? Why did
you think of using diesel hammers on this essentially highly mechanized .

1
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, device?"

"What else could we have used?"

"Suppose this variant is the best. You use hydraulic power in
your drive system. What sort of pump will be used?"

"A gear pump."

"Why?"

"Well, it produces the highest pressure and high output."

"What pressure will you use?"

"High pressure, 10 or 12 atmospheres."

"By the way, what pressure do you think is used in the hydraulic
system of the E-153 excavator, and what sort of hydraulic pumps are
used in it?"

It was discovered that Vladimir had never heard of axial piston
or blade pumps, nor of hydraulic motors. fie has no concept of the
principles of hydrauli.c drive design. And this is not surprising. His
program of studies simply does not include these problems.

"Did you turn to your teachers for advice?"

"No. That seemed somehow difficult."

From his tone of voice we can feel that Vladimir disagreed with
the decision of the Commission on inventions and did not trust his
teachers. Therefore, he decided to write his letter to the editors,
with its request that the proper path to rapid inventors work be shown.

flow did this mistrust arise? Simply because the student was no
longer controlled by the team. :n tne podrazdeleniye where Vclodya was
studying, were they aware of his occupations and dreams? Yes and No.

Captain K. KIRICHIENKO, one of the best of comm.-anders, gives a good
deal of time to individual work with his students. The problem is,
that the greater part of this time is generally taken up by the "difficult"
students. They are helped and given advice. If someone had shown
Vladimir the source of his errors and directed his work into a useful
channel, he, with his capability for work, creativity and interest, would
have become one of the best rationalizers.

The Commission on Inventions was not exactly correct in its approach
to his suggestion. Someone fron the cormmission should have discissed
the problem with him and -iven concrete suggestions for solution. Hlis
comrades in the podrazdeleniye also let him down; many of them are
active in various technical clubs.

The readers who answered the letter of Vladimir S were unanimous
in noting the necessity of working in a team. But, when a man leaves
the team, this is not only an appearance of his individualism -- it is
a failure on the part of the whole team. It is the fault of the team,
the podrazdeleniye commanders, the party and Komsomol organizations
also that the student has developed an incorrect conception of his army
service. Could it be that he is not alone? And this still happens, in
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spite of the fact that students have their military experiences in the
best units. Obviously, the students must be made more fully aware of
the nature of their future service; difficulties must not be hidden.
They must be prepared to combat them.

WIe parted friends with Volodya. lie was touched by the concern of I
the editors. True, he was embarrassed by the fact that the magazine
and its readers would be talking about him. Truthfully speaking, he A
was afraid that he would be laughed at by his comrades. Volodya made
a mistake. What would seem to be an individual case and the personal
concern of one man has become the theme of a great and spirited discussion
concerning the service of soldiers and the place of inventors in the
military.

Hlelping our comrades, suppsting them and showing them the proper
path -- these are basic laws of our military co. radery.

In parting, we wished Volodya that hit service would be successful.
lie firmly and confidently said:

"W1hen I go to serve in my unit, I will serve conscientiously and
I am sure that I will gain the right to study in a military academy.

As this issue was going to press, we received an official letter
from the school. It was reported "Vladimir Semenovich Syshchikov,
graduate of the Kaliningrad Military Engineering School Imeni A. A. Zh-
danov, graduated from the school, received his diploma cure laude and
has been directed for further service in the military."

May you have an excellent career, Vladimir!

FROM THE EDITORS: With this article we end the discussion of the letter
of Vladimir S. The-editors thank all the readers who
took part in this great and important discussion.

4-
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ALWAYS SEARCHING

By Colonel I. DEGTYAREV

It was at an ordinary exposition of the creativity of inventors.
At one display stand, I saw a smart, slender Captain. Going from
exhibit to exhibit, I tried to remember his name. But only when a
group of officers and sergeants came up to him and pronounced his name--
GLUKHOV -- I remembered...

It was March of 194S. Our regiment had just liberated the small
town of Rybnik. The Germans, attempting to stop the advance of the
Soviet troops toward Norava Island in any way possible, were counter-
attacking fiercely. In the sector of our regiment, they succeeded in
penetrating the combat formation. Communications were interrupted
with one battalion. A messenger was sent, then a second, then a third...

Finally, takinv, a radio set and two telephone operators with a
coil of cable, Sergeant GLUKHOV departed. Before he h-.d gone 800 meters
toward the battalion observation point, he heard strong firing: the
artillery troops were having an uneven battle with the enemy tanks
which had broken through. Two cannons were silent, their crews killed.

"Behind me!" GLUKIIOV commanded. Running up to one weapon, he
loaded it and brought it around to the panoramic sight. The messengers
were not surprised by their sergeant. They knew that their commander
had previously been in the artillery.

One shot and an enemy tank was burning. The sergeant fired at a
secon,' tank, but missed. Two or three minutes more and the cannon
would be destroyed. His comrades came to his aid -- the neighboring
guns spoke. But at this time, an enemy mine exploded nearby. We saw
the corpsmen carry off the sergeant, silent on his stretcher.

And now, I saw GLUKIIOV again -- now an officer. Ile was discussing
the installations which he had developed and constructed, which were
on display.

With one of them, Ivan Stepaovich suggests the slipping contacts
of potentiometric drives be tested. Another is designed for testing
various differential-minimal relays. It can be used both in stationary
and field conditions, even directly on an airplane without removing the
"relay. Tests have shown that the process of checking the relay is
speeded up by two and one half times if this installation is used, the
expenditure of power for the testing being reduced by a factor of ten.

The mercury manometer which GLUK!IOV has modernized is also interesting.
In place of the bent tube, Ivan Stepanovich suggests that two straight
tubes be used, connected with a special device. This makes the usage of
the manometers easier and increases their reliability. It has also
become easier to repair them.

We left the exhibition together. Ivan Stepanovich told me that that

¾-
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time in 1945 he came to only in the hospital. He was layed up for a
long time. After the war, he served in a repair shop. lie passed the
examinations at the military technical school without attending

S~classes.

We walked slowly around the streets of the city, glad to have met,
remembering our wartime friends. ',hen I mentioned the name of one of
our common acquaintances, GLUKtlOV suggested that we visit him. This
particular comrade was in the hospital, and Ivan Stepanovich, it seemed,
was a frequent guest there, and more than a guest.

"Ivan Stepanovich! Your system for oxygen distribution works
marvelously," the main doctor shouted in place of a greeting, "take a
look !"

Entering the ward, I saw our comrade from the front, breathing

oxygen. Recognizing me, he stopped his "exercise" and showed me the
device:

"lie doesn't forget his friends who have fallen into misfortune."

The chief doctor, continuing the conversation, explained: 1

"This new device allows oxygen to be taken by the forced method A
if the patient is feeling poorly or is unconscious. It's also import-

ant that the oxygen is dosed carefully to the patient. Before, we
used the familiar gas blanket: the patient inhaled as much oxygen as
he pumped from the blanket, which was not always the right amount."

All of GLUKIIOV'S rationalizer's suggestions presented at the exhib-
ition had been recommended for introduction, and their author had been
given prizes and monetary awards, lie has nine such prizes, plus 53
certificates for rationalizer's suggestions.

GLUKtIOV did not only talk about himself that day. fie had even more
to say about his comrades and the systems: Sergeant A. Pak, soldier I.
Goryunov and many, many others. Still another, 54th suggestion has
been adopted. The inventor dedicated this particular work to the 50th
Anniversary of the Great October Revolution.

)I
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SYMBOLS FOR SEMI-CONDUCTORS M,%iJFACTt RE3 STNC.- I965
___(All-Union State Standard 10862-64)

Symbol Elements

Group of Third
Devices IouI ExamplesDevces First Second i :urpose i)Fourth Eape

I Naubers Characteristics

D-Low 101-399 Rectifing 0
' Frequency 401-499 I Universal 2S3

(50-2000Hz) j 501-599_ Impulse 2DS03B
.. V-varjca2 i 101-999 _ C1.
- 101-199 Mixer C3W Ash 201-299 Video detector i

Diodes 301-399 ; Modulator
I k 11401-499 , Parametric =

i 0 , 501-599 Switchingc
1 601-699 Multinilier _

101-iD9 Anmp li f:Ler t 31301Au i-tunnel 1: 201-299 Oscillator 17 150ZG

_ I 301-399 Switchin;g

Photo- F C.
devices 201-299 Transistors

7 101-559 Low power If GTI08A
.Trasistors T201-99 Low power mf

301-399 Low power hf IT309D
401-499 Moderate power If 1T403ZH

_ 501-599 Moderate power mf c
! 601-699 M.foderate power hf -.

701-799 High power if

801-899 High power mf
._______ _______-_ go 901-99 iligh power hf >_ _

Multi- oV),
l'U=controlled 101-199 Low Dowerswitrin tN=uncontrol- 201-299 Medium power

desitc i led 301-399 H1igh power: device C,".,
}, 'Stabilizers' S 1 01-19.9 Low power, 2S68. .. 2S68A

A, F. U =1-9.9v ;
201-299 Low power, I

tU5 =1.0-99V301-399 Low power, -
AU •100-199v o

!401-499 Medium Dower, 2
Si -Ust =1-9.9v

501-599 Xedium ,power, c
u.= 10-99V

601-699 :.Medium powcr,

A AUstO=100.199V
701-799 High power, (P=r.verse

t =1-9.9v polarity)
jS01-S99 sHigh power,

%k AUs-=10-99V.
•:90i-9ý19 lii.h power, 2S980AP

: • d~st=100-199V
Rectifier Lo Dow"e...r
stacks s ? .201-299 Mediun power

1•301-399 Low power,Mediu power mfI
501-599 High power

`0"TE: Low frequencies are these below 3 '.4'.z; medium. frequencies are
from 3 to ie0 %fiz; high frequencies are from 50 to 300 %5fz; low
powers are < 0.Sw; medit m powers from 0.3 to 3w; high powers
frm> 3w.feo0
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I7
T AND A CONSULTATION

By Engineer Colonel V. ZIIKH

In repairing equipment and in the creation of teaching alds it
is often necessary to write on metal. The best and simplest way to
do this is described by Engineer Colonel V. ZlIKII.

Signs, tables and circuits can be inscribed on metal best using
the photochemical method, which is relatively simple and can be
performed in any military unit.

In order to reproduce an image on steel, copper, brass, aliminum

or duraluminum plates, a negative is required. The negative is made
on tracing paper (with India ink) or on photographic film (by photo-
graphy). The negative is pressed tight against one side of the plate,
which must be covered with a light-sensitive emulsion and is exposed
as in ordinary photographic contact printing.

When photographic printing is performed by the contact method
without etching (Table 1) a flat image is produced. An image with
relief (convex) can also be produced. In this case the first four
operations must be performed as described in Table 1, then all
operations indicated in Table 2 must be performed. A light, convex
positive image will be produced against the deep black background of
the plate.

Table I

Number and Name of operation Technical conditions, materials,
tools and devices required

I. Clean slate, remove oil and Sandpaper, aviation gasoline, French
dry. chalk, cold running water, fan.

2. Apply light sensitive emul- Centrifuge (disk and record player
sion (in darkroom) mechanism), emulsion: ammonium di-

chromate with ammonia (10%)-120 cm3/4
and egg white (beaten and settled)--
100 cm3/I. Rotate disk for 2-3 min-
utes at 20-30 rpm.

3. Remove plate from disk and Drying cabinet with t=50-6Q0C.
dry light sensitive layer.

4. Transfer image to plate by Film or tracing paper, 500-1000 w
contact printing, lamp, mount -- 5-O minutes.

5. Wash plate in water. T=75-800 C, duration 0.5-1 min.

6. Place plate in aniline dye. T=75-80*C, time=l-l.5 min.

7. Wash and dry. Cold running water, fan.
8. Shine. Mixture of drying oil (one part) and

turpentine (fi-e parts).
9. Dry. Drying cabinet, 3 hours. Gradually

increasing temperature from 40 to 180*C.
10. Cut plate ou around image Shears, cloth, machine oil.

and rub with oil.
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Table II

Technical conditions, materials,
Number and Name of operation tools and devices required

1. Apply thin layer of dye to Lithographic transfer dye, rubber
emulsion layer. roller.

2. Place plate in water. Warm water bath, cloth. Layer of
lithographic dye is rubbed carefully
with cloth. Emulsion not fixed on
unexposed portions, dissolved in water
and runs off of plate surface with dye.

3. Dry Fan.

4. Dust face of plate, then Rosinpowder with talcum.
blow talcum off of sectors
with no emulsion.

5. Heat plate. Electric hot plate. Heat until ro~in
melts.

6. Etch. Steel plate -- in 25Z solution of nitric
acid or 30/, solu.;on of hydrochloric acid;

copper or brass piate -- in solution of
chronic anhydride (300 g/l) an-
armonium sulfate (100 g/l), aluminum--
in !0% solution of caustic soda or 40%
solucion of iron chloride.

7. Wash in water and remove From copper and brass plz,-s -- by
deposit formed, solution of potassium dichromate (200 g/l)

and sulfuric acid (200 cm3 /l), from I
aluminum plates -- by chalk paste with
ammonium hydroxide.

8. Wash plate in water, dry Cold running water, fan, alcohol solution
and cover with solution. of shellac with 3-5% nitrozine.

9. Dry. Electric hot plate.

10. Remove dye. Kerosene bath.

./-^,
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PIIILOSOPIIICAL PROBLEMS OF TECHNOLOGY

r
By V. Samarin

6

The "Znaniye" Publishing House in Moscow is publishing a popular
scicntific and technical library under the gene'ral heading Philosophical
Problems of Technology. This series of small brochures is primarily
designed for specialists with engineering and technical training, but
is also readable for a wide range of readers.

A primary task of the series is th- popularization of scientific
and technical knowledge. The brochures cover both general problems of
dialectics of the development of science and technology and concrete
problems of the close interconnection and interconditionality of
science and technology. The following brochures have already been
published: A. A. ZVORYKIN, Fiiosofiya i Rauchno-tekh.nicheskiy Progress
[Philosophy and Scientific-Technical Progress] (1, 1965, 48 pages); R. P.
POVILEYKO, Estetika i Tekhnika [Esthetics and Technology] (No 2, 1965,
32 pages). As an appendix to this issue, an article by D. MItIYIAYALOV,
"•The Theory and Practice of Technical Esthetics" is presented; A. I.
CHEREPNEV, Avtonatizatsiya Secodnya i Zw:tra (Tekhnicheskiye i Sotsial '-
no-Ekonomicheskiye Prohlemry A1vvomatizatsii) Automation Today and
Tomorrow (Technical and Social-Economic Problems of Automation)(No 3,
1965, 48 pages); V. P. ZINCHE.i-0 and G. L. SMOLYAN, Chelovek i Tekhnika
(Sisteny Upravleniya i Inzhenerrzaya Psikho~ooiya) (Man and Equipment
(Control Systems and Engineering Psychology)(No 4, 1965, 48 pages);
V. M. GLUSHKOV, 1Ajshleniye i Zibernetika [Thought and Cybernetics] (No 5,
1966, 32 pages); V. V. CHAVCHANID4Z aad 0. Ya. GEL'MAN, 14odelirovaniye
v Ncuke i Tekhnike (Kiberneticheskiye Aspekty M4odelirovaniya) (Modelling
in Science and Technology (Cybernetic Aspects of Modelling)) (No 6, 1966,
32 pages); Ye. S. SERGEYEV, DiaZektika ?jauchnogo Poznaniya 1^jshleniuye
TIhzhenera [10,lectics of Scientific Consciousness and the Thought of the
Engineer] (No 7, 1966, 64 pages).

These brochures analyze the philosophic aspects of scientific and
technical development and the social problems of the contemporary
scientific and technical revolution. A great deal of attention is turned
to technical esthetics, its practice, theory and its connection with
economics. Certain problems of automatn-n, its role in industry, the
interconnection of man with equipment and the significance of engineering
psychology are also analyzed. In some brochures, a list of additional
literature which may interest the reader desiring a deeper knowledge of
the theme is presented.
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PROBLEMS OF MISSILE EQUIPMENT

By Yu. Voronov

"Problems of Missile Equipment" -- this is the name of a journal
in which translations of foreign articles and reviews of various
problematic questions of missile equipment and space science are
published: the design and operation of rocket motors, aerodynamics,
heat tronsfer, flight mechanics, and ccntrol are the 5ubjr.ects of
these aiicles. The course and results of investigations, develop-
ments, experiments and the usage of missile and space equipment
abroad are described. All materials in the Journal are dividec into
the following sections: The Missile Camplex; Motor Installation;Control of the 'light and of Equipment and Missiie Equipm.ent Nlews.

Individual issues of this journal are thematic. For eranple,
the 7th issue of 1966 was dedicated to motors and fuel. It co-.:ains
an analysis of a hydrogen-oxygen motor, news of the development of
a controllable low thrust liquid motor, an experimental investigation
of the process of combustion and secondary start-up of hybrid rocket
motors.

The 8th and 9th issues contain a review on the influence ef the
flame of a rocket motor on radio communications with the missile.
Tne current state of the problem and results of theoretical, experi-
mental and flight investigation of missiles are presented.

The pages of this journal present the results of investigations
and developments of plasma, ion and neuclear motors, power installa-
tions for contemporary and future spaceships, life support systems
and spacesuits, inertial and combined navigation systems and their
elements.

A number of articles are dedicated to problems of providing
reliability of missiles, their systems and ind iviidual units, the
dynamics ard aerodynaamics of piloted and pilozless vehicles, existing
and future naterials for missile and spaceship construction.

The journal is designed for engineers and scientific workers

working in the ares of aircraft and missile constructi-n but will
doubtless be interesting for the .military reader.

This journal c,.i be subscribed to through the press representatives
in military chast', military schools and in all divisions of SGYUZPECrAT.
The index of the journal is 70803, the pr-ce of an individual issue is
56 kopecks.

T~I
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TECHNOLOGY AND ARLAMENT IN 1967

In the next year, the Anniversary year for our fatherland, this
journal will widely popularize the positions of the program of the
CPSU, the decisions of the XXIII Congress of the CPSU, directed toward
the realization of the primary economic task of the new five year plan,
strengthening of the armed might of the Soviet State. Articles will be
published on problems of the influence of economics on the development
of armament and military equipment, engineering psychological problems
arising in the utilization of military equipment and the training of
specialists, military-economic training of officers, and tendencies
in the development of all types of military equ'pment and weapons.

Considerable attention will be turned to populatization of' social-
ist competition in the Army and Navy, to demonstration of the work of
the best commanders and engineers, political organs and party organiz-
ations in indoctrinating higb.ly qualified snecialists, to instilling a
love for equipment and armament in the person.nel, as well as confidence
in success of the application of this equipment and armament ir, armed
combat.

This iournal will regularly publish materials designed to aid in I
indoctrination ef the troons in the revolutionary traditions of the
CPSU and the combat traditions of our Army and Navy, them...zic selections
dedicated to the 50th Anniversarvy of Soviet Power and the Soviet Armed
Forces. Historical and revolutionary events i.lustrating the role of
the communist party, its founders and its leader V. I. Lenin in solution
of the problems of building of the military, supplying of the Army and

Navy will be publicized. Tne primary stages in the development ef
military technical though, the influence of the technical re-equipring
of the Army and Navy on the basic positions of Soviet military science
will be demonstrated. Examples of the combat mastery, bravery and
heroism of Soviet soldiers in their battles for the fatherland will be
presented.

Materials ponularizing front rank experience in accident-free
employment of cquipment and weapons, the introduction of the nrincinles
of scientific organization of labor, utilization of the latest achieve-
ments of science and technology, the newest materials and technological
processes in the organizazion of maintenance and repair of com.bat
equipment and the straggle for material economy will have a significant
place in this journal next year.

The journal will su•mmarize the experience of the best methodologists 5
and organizers of drills on technical training, training of repair
workers, i:.;rovement of the field skills of technical and repair
pýrazdeleniye. The journal will indicate methods for improving techni-
cal"raining of all types of servicemen and will popularize front rank
methods of military technical propoganda, showuing in this connection the
role of the officers and enlistedmen's clubs and chast' and ship libraries.
Military and technical literature will be described.
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A The pages of this journal will inform our readers of the development
of the training equipment base, the creation of various trainc.s, equip-
ment for field training, classes, firing ranges, tank driving ranges, and
naval training areas. The creativity of Army and Navy rationalizers and
inventors will be widely popularized, as will be the experience of
introduction of technical innovation presented at the Exhibition of
Achievements of the National Economy of the USSR.

The themes listed below will be presented in the main divisions of
the journal.

Armament, Equipment, Apparatus.

Tendencies in the development of the primary types of military
equipment (missile, aviation, electronic; individual weapons and
artillery; naval equipment and weapons; tank and tractor equipment;
special forces equipment).

In the area of a nuclear explosion (the effect of contaminating
factors resulting from a nuclear explosion on metals, materials, units
and elements of military equipment; methods for perfo-.ning operations
in the servi.cing and repair of equipment in high radiation areas; equip-
ment, methods and approaches for specialized processing).

Aggregates, units and elements of equipment and weapons of all the
armed forces; the physical nature of processes occurring in them.
Articles to aid those studying the equipment and weapons.

Man and modern combat equipment. A group of psychological and
pedagogical articles.

t

Technical training. The training equipment base.

A group of methodological articles to aid young officers organizing
technical and special training of personnel (methodological appruaches
for studying complex equipment; methods for using trainers; the methodolo-
gical principles of programmed learning; training of specialists for
night operations; psychological problems of training specialists; organi-
zation of question and answer periods, technical quizzes, clubs and
conferences).

Technical training of the officers (organization of independent
study of equipment; work with the technical literature and iiformation
material; group practical drills, training using the equinment).

Equipping classes, training fields, firing ranges, tank driving
ranges, motor vehicle driving ranges, equipment operating areas, engineering
and chemical training areas. The usage, servicing and repair of equipment
(summarizing the front rank experience of tV - troops).

Utilization of motion picture, slide and recording equipment in the
training process. Amateur motion picture photography.

Utilization, maintenance and Repair.

Increasing the readiness of equipment and weapons for combat usage;
reduction of the norms of combat operations (automation of checking and
troubleshooting; organization of adjustment operations; servicing of
equipment by reduced crews; improvement of technological plans for pre-
paration of equipment; fast starting of motors).

.I'
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Scientific organization of labor (NOT) in the usage, maintenance
and repair of combat equipment. A group of articles with recommendations
on the introduction of the basic fundamentals of NOT to the troops
(organization of the working location; safety measures, methods and
approaches for performing operations; supplies and tools; the 4ork-rest
cycle; network planning and control (SPU); experience in the introduction
of NOT).

Accident prevention (predicting failures and instrument control;
discipline and equipment; periodic inspections and servicing; safety in
driving).

Reliability of equipment and armament. A group of theoretical and
practical articles for specialists of all the armed forces.

Usage of the equipment undcr unusual conditions (in mountains; in
the far north; in hot and humid climates; in deserts; under night
conditions).

Organization of ! ,rvicing of all types of equipment and weapons under
field and stationary conditions. Motor pools, pool equipment and technical
maintenance equio-."-'t, pool servicing, pool days: the experience of work
of technical •untrol points.

Anti-corrosion protection and conservation of military equipment
(protective coating; organization of storage and removal from storage;
the experience of storage under various conditions).

Organization of repair of all types of equipment and w.eapons under
stationary and field conditions. Repair of warships and merchant ships
in docks and at sea. Moveable repair eouipment.

Introduction of the achievements of science and technology and leading
technological approaches, ncw materials.

The work of missile engineer, aviation engineer, armored, tractor
and other services. Tech-1cal combat supply (plans, equipment supply;
network contiol methods).

The creativity cf inventors.

Exchange of experience in the operation of commissions on invention,
Consu.tations, statements and advice for beginning inventors. Stories
by experienced inventors. Information on the best work of rationalizers
and inventors. Information for inventors.

Achievements of science and technology.

Realization of the decisions of the XXIII Congress of the CPSU.
Articles on the greatest scientific and technical problems. Reports from
the VDNKII, from scientific research institutes and design bureaus,
interviews with famous scientists.

About our friends.

Appearances by military leaders and specialists of the armies of our
friends, telling ef their experience in the usage, maintenance and
repair of military equipment. Reviews of military and scientific-
tednical journals of the armies of the socialist countries.t_
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Beyond the borders of the socialist camp.

Articles on the development of production of military equipment,
the armament of the armies and navies of the capitalist countries.
Commentaries on budget and military-technical policies. Foreign
military and technical information.

Critiques and Bibliography.

Reviews and annotations of military technical and scientific-
technical literature, reviews of domestic and foreign military techni-
cal periodicals.

For your spare time.

The history of our domestic military equipment and weapons (from
the pages of rare books; from the halls of museums and exhibitions).
Quizzes, cnntests, applied problems. Chess. Technical sports.

I

I

I

I

* .
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